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Piano
whammo!
Hear and see piano
.........
pieces as you've never
heard or seen them before when the New Music Across
America Festival launches three
days of musical madness by
dropping a piano wired for sound
in Back Cove parking lot.
See page 18
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Some people consider these books dangerous
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• Expert Repairing
• Appraisals
• Old Rugs Purchased
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SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH
302 Stevens Avenue
Portland, ME 04103
(207) 772-8277

Rev. Ken Turley
Service: lOam Sunday
Magical Music
Childcare provided

300 Roundwood Drive
Scarborough. ME

A.H. BENOIT & CO.

883-1037

188 Middle 51 .. In the Old Port

A review of the top news stories affecting
Greater Portland: September 16 through 22, 1992.

The rights of gays to hold jobs in Portland
schools was supported by a panel of the School Committee
charged with updating the system's anti-discrimination policies. The three-member personnel subcommittee voted unanimously to ban discrimination against teachers and all other
school employees because of their sexual orientation.

South Portland scuttled a deal to buy land from a
developer in order to protect the city's sludge plant. City Manager Jerre Bryant had signed a purchase and sale agreement to
buy 10 acres of land adjacent to the sludge plant from developer
Robert McAuliffe for $107,000. But citing its cost, city councilors
opposed the plan at a recent workshop. Bryant was concerned
that future homeowners on the property would complain about
the sludge plant, prompting the state to shut it down.

Pride's Bridge will be widened from two to five
lanes, after the Portland City Council voted 5-3 on Sept. 22 to
endorse the project on Route 302, slated to start next spring.
Councilor Keri Lord led opposition to the plan. Lord argued
that the project would provide impetus to widen the two lane
roads on either side of the bridge.
Portland police wept -uncontrollably after
testing a new cayenne pepper spray designed to immobilize
lawbreakers. Six officers volunteered to be blasted with the
organic spray so they could learn how much it burned. When
they recovered about SO minutes later, they said they aim to
start carrying the spray later this fall.

FROM BABIES TO BIG KIDS
TOMMY'S COVERS THEM ALL
Huge selection of
insulated jackets and
snowsuits. Warm,
waterproof snow/ski
pants. Cozy cotton
turtlenecks and sweats.

Portland's ailing downtown got a boost
when Maine Medical Center bought the Gateway Garage.
Maine Med plans to park 200 of its employees at the garage and
shuttle them to the center a half-mile away. Maine Med also
hopes to use office space connected to the garage for either
clinics or data processing services, according to hospital vice
president Bill Caron. Maine Med bought the property for $1.15
million from Fleet Bank.

Warm hats and
insulated mittens

Blue Cross-Blue Shield plans to hike rates for

Polartec®
Jackets and Hats
Baby Bags
and winter

78,000 elderly and disabled Mainers by 12 percent. The hike
would take effect Jan. 1,1993, if approved by the state Insurance
Bureau. The proposed increase in the company's Companion
Plan would raise monthly premiums for most subscribers from
$60.75 to $67.94. Companion Plan rates were raised a year ago
by an average of 16 percent.

AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARY • THE BIBLE • ARE
YOU THERE GOD? IT'S ME, MARGARET • OUR BODIES,
OURSELVES • TARZAN • ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN
WONDERLAND. THE EXORCIST. THE CHOCOLATE WAR
• CATCH-22. LORD OF THE FLIES. ORDINARY PEOPLE
• SOUL ON ICE. RAISIN IN THE SUN. OLIVER lWlST • A
FAREWELL TO ARMS. • THE BEST SHORT STORIES OF
NEGRO WRITERS • FLOWERS FOR ALGERNON • ULYSSES
• TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD. ROSEMARY'S BABY. THE
FIXER. DEATH OF A SALESMAN. MOTHER GOOSES.
CATCHER IN THE RYE • THE MERCHANT OF VENICE •
ONE DAY IN THE LIFE OF IVAN DENISOVITCH • GRAPES
OF WRATH. THE ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN.
SLAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVE. GO ASK ALICE
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BANNED BOOK WEEK
Celebrating the Freedom to Read
SEPTEMBER 26·0CTOBER 3, 1992

Come and Hear What It's All About
The USM Bookstore's Banned Book

READATHON

Gorham approved a high school expansion

Tuesday, September 29, 1992
1 1 a.m. - 2 p.m.
at the USM Bookstore in Portland, for more information, call 780-4070

and renovation project on Sept. 15. Voters overwhelmingly
supported the $11.6 million package. The plan will increase the
school's capacity from SOD to 750 students. The state will pay
$9.68 million of the tab.

Readers will include: Tim Sample, Rick Hautala,
Margaret Dickson, John Preston, and others.

I,

Tom Andrews held an l8-point lead

FUNCTIONAL
AND
Insulated waterproof snow
boots with removable liners.
RUGGED
OUTDOOR CLOTHING FOR KIDS

tommy-'s
KID

S

G EAR

273 Congress St., Portland • Maine 772-5357 • Open: Mon - Fri. 8 - 6, Sat. 8 - 5

over Linda
Bean, in a poll of voters conducted by the Guy Gannett Publishing Co. Democrat Andrews led Republican Bean in all age and
income groups in his bid for a second two-year term in the
state's 1st Congressional District. Bean's strongest support came
from Mainers who had not finished high school and those who
said they were not registered voters.

Michael Donovan dropped out of the race
for state representative in Portland's District 29, leaving Democrat Michael Brennan unopposed in his bid to replace retiring
state Rep. Peter Manning. Donovan, a Republican, withdrew
because of a recently diagnosed illness in his family. "[t's not
life-threatening," he said, "but it does mean a major lifestyle
change that didn't warrant me running around Augusta."

Continued on page 4
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Coastal cleanup
builds junk house

Cross Ideal Cut- The world's most J>eautiful Diamond.

Why You Should Buy Your
Diamond Engagement Ring From
Cross Jewelers
C ross, as Portland's oldest familY-Qwned jewelry store, has a Iradition of excellence which spans four generations. The philosophy which guides our store is that all jewelry must be made from the best precious metals, designed for beauty, designed to last. set with the finest gems and accurately represented. Our philosophy and
commitment to excelle!:..:-e is your greatest assurance that anything you buy from Cross will represent true value
and provide maximum satisfaction. The benefits of buying your diamond at Cross include:
Ideal Cutting: Ideal Cutting is simply the most
beautiful way to cut a diamond. Only one out of
every thousand diamonds cut in the world today
achieves the exacting standards of the Cross Ideal
Cut diamond. Your choice of a Cross Ideal Cut diamond gives you the optimum combination of brilliancy, dispersion (rainbow colors) and scintilation
(sparkle) ...a lifetime of extraordinary beauty.
Diamond HaUmark: All of Cross' Ultimate Ideal
Cut diamonds come with a unique form of identification : a laser-inscribed registry number on the
~irdle (outside edge) of the gem, which positively
Identifies the diamond and authenticates your
ownership. This registry number, called a hallmark
is just 4 microns (4-ten thousandths of an inch)
high , and is visible only under magnification. Registered to the new owner in the permanent records
of Cross Jewelers, the quality grades (cut, color
and clarity), as well as the carat wei~ht are also
listed in an international diamond registry in New
York City. Only Cross' Ultimate Ideal Cut diamonds offer this additional guarantee of quality.
Finest Diamond Mounting: A Cross Diamond solitaire mounting starts with the part which holds the
diamond, called the head. Forged from a single
block of 18K white gold alloyed with platinum, the
head goes through 12 individual die strikings, using
55 tons 'Of pressure in each step. The result is the
strongest, most durable head ever made. The part
of the ring which encircles the finger is called the
shank, and is crafted from twO rectangular blocks
of 18K gold. Like the head, the shank sections go
through multiple die-strikings, the 55 tons of pressure which squeezes out all the air bubbles, densely compacts the atoms of gold. After the head and
shank sections are assembled. the ring mounting is
ready for finishing. The die striking results in a
ring which accepts an extraordinarily high polish,
for a beautiful ring which wilt hold Cross most
beautiful diamonds.
Cross' Diamond Lab: One of the values of buying
your diamond from Cross Jewelers is the assurance
that your diamond has been weighed, and the
quality grading checked and verified by a regis-

tered jeweler. By acquiring our diamonds loose,
we can guarantee the quality represented is ·exactly
correcl. Each Cross Ideal Cut diamond has been
hand selected from hundreds, to provide the very
best quality and value.
Cross' Diamond Setting Sbop: Cross' Diamond
Selling Shop is staffed by America's finest diamond setters, and is visible from our show room.
The first rule of our diamond selling shop is, "take
whatever amount of time is necessary to set the di amond most securely and most beautifully." Few
people realize that, at the moment a properly
weighted prong is pushed over the edge of a diamond, over 45 pounds of pressure is exerted un
that diamond. Careful preparations are required
to ensure that the precious metal on which the diamond rest., is perfectly smooth, and properly supports the diamond. Because of their value,
diamonds are never set "while you wait" at Cross
Jewelers. Any time pressure on a diamond sctter
increases the risk to the diamond. For (he safety of
your diamond, setting in our shop is always scheduled within a block of time, aflowing maximum
time for all preparation details. The safety and security of your diamond depends on the quality of
the mounting, the philosophy of the diamond setting shop, and most importantly, the skills and
allention to detail by the diamond seller. If you
would like to learn more about diamond seiling,
ask for a copy of our "Quality of Stone Setting"
guide, written by Cross Jewelers.
Cross Diamond Prices aft Real: For over three
quartc~ of a century, Cross Jewelers has maintained a consistent, conservative pricing philosophy that allows you to shop with the "real price"
on every piece of jewelry In our store. Items are
pric~d according to their true value ~ we never
have sales or offer discounts, because rrices arc
not innated to allow for these types 0 artificial
sales techniques. We find that people enjoy shopping in a store where quality is accurately represented and the values are real - 365 days of the
year. When non-ideal cut discount and sale diamonds are accurately graded for cut, color and
clarity and accurately weighed for their carat
weight, (heir "savings" often not only vanish when
compared to an Ideal Cut diamond, but may be
priced at a premium over the Ideal CuI.

Cross Is • Teacbing J ....Iry Slo...: We have always found that whenever consumers have the facts, they make
informed decisions and have the highest level of satisfaction in their purchase. Our entire staff is committed to
taking any amount of time necessary to answer yuur questions and give you the baclcground information necessary to make a decision conccmmg gems and jewelry. Cross has just completed a 24-page booklet titled
" Cross" Guide To The World's Most Beautiful Diamonds." If you have been thinking of the purchase of a diamond, we invite you to stop and receive your free copy.

Cross Jewelers
The Up:-.tairs Jewelry SlOrc

570 Congress Street, Portland, Maine 04101 Tel. 773-3107 <» 91
Open Monday-Friday 9 a.m.- 4:45 p.m., Thurs. 'til 8:45 p.m.

A house could be built
with the trash that washes up
on the country's shores, and
Mainers are aiming to prove
that through volunteer
cleanup efforts in earl y
October.
Last year, Maine's Coastal
Cleanup attracted 1,735
volunteers who picked up
more than 17 tons of trash on
the state's shores. Volunteers
kept a tally of items they
removed from the shores.
The items were then reported
to the na tional Center for
Marine Conservation, which
added them to its diagram of
a house containing items
found at cleanups.
Maine's contribution to
"Furnished Through Thoughtlessness" included a frying
pan and lawn mower,
according to state Cleanup
Coordinator Nancy Griffin.
But Mainers found more
cleanup items available for the
mythical house last year,
including a bicycle, a water
heater, a fire extinguisher,
vinyl siding, golf balls, a toilet
bowl base, false teeth, shotgun
shells, three engine blocks and
a car hood, Griffin said.
Volunteers at a cleanup
this spring at Fort Gorges in
Casco Bay also found a
seagull strangled by a plastic
six-pack holder. The Center
for Marine Conservation
estima tes that every year,
more than 1 million birds and
about 100,000 marine animals
nationwide are suffocated or
drowned by getting entangled in plastic debris, or
starve to death because
they've filled their stomachs
with plastic. About 60
percent of the debris found in
coastal cleanups is plastic.
This year, Maine's Coastal
Cleanup is slated for Saturday, Oct. 3. Besides beach
cleanups, volunteers from
Greater Portland will kick off
a new project to collect used
oil from marine users for
recycling, pick up debris
around harbor wharves and
install dumpsters on piers for
use by boaters.
For information on c1eanups looking for volunteers, or
how to organize a cleanup,
call Griffin at 287-326l.

Panel wants more
county gOy't
A panel formed to evaluate Cumberland County
government "lock, stock and
barrel" is calling for a barrel
full of changes, including the
creation of a county charter, a
county CEO and a 12member county council.
The Commission to
Evaluate County and Regional Government maintains
that a larger, more responsive
county government is needed

to deal with local issues that
have grown into regional
ones, according to Nicholas
Kirby, the panel's chairman,
But critics claim that the
panel's proposals would
create yet another costly tier
of unwanted government.
The panel has completed
the first draft of a com prehensive report tha t is expected to be presen ted to
county commissioners Oct.
15. It recommends a county
sales tax to pay for more
government, turning the
county jail over to the state,
and establishing a county
environmental board to take
over tasks now performed by
the state.
If commissioners pursue
the suggestions, they would
hold a series of public
hearings before setting a date
for a referendum. The
referendum would determine
whether voters want to
establish a charter commission, which would write a
county charter. Currently, the
county has no charter.
County commissioners
fonned the government
evaluation group two years
ago. It is made up of 15
volunteers.
Kirby, a former Gorham
town councilor, said that
waste disposal, transportation and the economy now
must be looked at from a
regional perspecti ve. "These
things are not local issues,"
he said.

Pot copter
debate put off
The Maine Drug Enforcement Agency will reconsider
its use of helicopters to locate
marijuana fields, but not until
after the election.
The agency's chairman,
Lt. Col. Alfred Skolfield of
the Maine State Police, said
the group will take "a long
hard look" at the practice, as
ordered by the Legislature's
Audit and Program Review
Committee earlier this year.
But the board that runs the
agency won't meet again
until Nov. 17, two weeks
after the general election in a
year that saw the clandestine
anti-drug agency caught in
the middle of a legislati ve
battle over its tactics and
politics.
The flap last spring ended
with largely superficial
changes in the operation, in
which state supervisors
oversee a combined force of
about 50 state, county and
local agents. The agency's
name was changed from the
Bureau of Intergovernmental
Drug Enforcement, or BIDE.
In addition, its board was
realigned and its dealings
opened for publiC scrutiny for
the first time.
The surveillance flights,
conducted at altitudes as low
as 400 feet, have drawn
scattered criticism from
legisla tors and others who
claim that the copters
constitute an invasion of
privacy rights. At least one
legislator, state Rep. George

Continued on page 6

Evening Chemical Dependency
Treatment Program
Now you can go on with your life while you deal with
your chemical dependency problems
Jackson BroOk Institute's new Evening Outpatient Program is designed so that
•

you can have access to the s~ialized programs and chemical dependency
treatment professionals you need to improve your life - without a hospital stay.

The Evening Chemical Dependency Treatme~t Pr?9ram is private, confidenti~l,
affordable - and convenient. So, please, don t walt another day to get help wlthyour alcohol or drug problem.

,

{

~ I

Call Jackson Brook Institute today at the number below and ask to talk to a
professional about our Evening Outpatient Program for chemical dependencies.

.,

Evening Chemical Dependency Treatment Program
Manage Your Life While You Deal With Your Problems

"Jackson
Brook
Institute
175 Running Hill Rood
South Portland. ME
207 . 761 . 2200

1- 800-dBI-2200

,.
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RECEIVER

NOW
ONLY

$199

Alternative plan proposed
for City Hall Auditorium

W..or th.. hloom 01goocl htl/1lth on
your skin . . . 6'P'"rltlnc.. a soothing
h ..rhol faCial using tk JJr. Houshlr.o
Pr..porotlons.
mr oppt. Or info coli

THEX!ESA BEX!I<fAN
424 Payne Rd.
Scarborough
(207) 883-4173

Continued from page 4

Lic..ns..d A..stkticion
South Portland

m-279Z.

Townsend of Eastport, has
vowed to introduce legislation to curb the flights.
The program is expected
to continue until the first
major frost, probably in early
October. Helicopter surveillance was responsible for the
seizure of 7,600 of the plants
so far this year.

In Celebration of
National Flower Week
Experience the
Uncommon
5 dendrobium
orchids (wrapped)

Wokh

Standish gets
new manager

$15

Beef, chicken or shrimp stir-fry
cooked with fresh veggies in our wok,
served on a crusty Italian roll.

~~

HARMON'S
584 Congress Street

BARTON'S

~

Portland

Forest Ave .. Ponland (Exit 68. 1·295):
11·9pm Mon-Sat. 11-8pm Sundays

774-5946

·

117 Brown Street

Westbrook
Delivery AvaUable

854-2518

/ram

$1999

A Great Fall Menu
and

New Fall Hours
For boat schedule call 774-7871
Tues-Thur 11 :30-8:30
78 Island Ave
Fri 11:30-9:00
Peaks Island
Sat 10-9
Sun 10-8:30

766-3322

761·1580 • Free Parking • 130 St. John St., Portland

I(I·N 'G
DAVID
Narrator: Robert J. Lurtsema
with Deborah Hall as the Witch of Endor

Motet No.1 by J.S. Bach - For two choruses and instruments
Two performances: October 17, 8 p.m. and October 18, 7 p.m.
Portland High School Auditorium
Mil,."" EW.itdt MeMiWUJ n...

Tickets: $12 ($8 students and seniors)
Available in Portland: Gallery Music, Starbird Music, Amadeus. AvaiJable in Brunswick: MacBean's Music

To iWder tickets] call

When Scott Cole starts his
new job Oct. 5, he will
become Standish's fourth
town manager in five years.
Despite the tumult that has
rocked the town since voters
adopted a town manager
form of government in 1987,
Cole, 31, is enthusiastic about
his new post.
He called it a "step up ... a
job with more responsibility."
Add to that a $39,000 salary
and reimbursement for
college tuition, and Cole gets
even more enthusiastic about
the job.
Cole worked almost two
years as town manager for
Belgrade. In Standish, Cole
will work with a municipal
budget three times the size of
the Belgrade budget and a
population three times as
large. Standish has 7,500
year-round residents.
"I feel comfortable going
to a town tha t' s bigger yet, in
many ways, the same as
Belgrade," Cole said. Both
towns border a lake, and in
the summer, their populations double.
Originally from Warwick,
N.Y., Cole is single, an Army
veteran, and holds a bachelor's
degree in economics from
Cornell University. He is
studying for a master's degree
in public administra tion.
Thomas Stevens, the
former Standish town
manager, left Sept. 11, after
only six months on the job. A
former town lllanger of
Limestone, Stevens is returning to Aroostook County to
manage Presque Isle.

Rite Aid wins
medicine suit

A dramatic oratorio by
Arthur Honegger for narrator,
soloists, chorus and orchestra

Oiouerl1p01UIJr.

7

lit 828-0043

Rite Aid Corp. won a legal
battle that entitles the
pharmacy chain to fill
prescriptions for 40,000
Maine state employees,
retirees and their dependents.
The Pennsylvania company, which bought the
Wellby Super Drug chain in
May from Hannaford Bros.,
had challenged the way in
~hich the state's health
insurance plan required
patients to buy their prescriptions. A state Superior Court
judge ruled Sept. 17 that the
process violated state law.
Rite Aid said that it will
immediately begin filling
state prescriptions at its 27

Continued on page 8

Earle Shettleworth got a parking ticket outside Portland City
Hall Auditorium on Sept. 18. "But that's a small price to pay,"
said Shettleworth, the state's preservation director, for what he
had just heard in the auditorium.
Acoustics expert Larry Kirkegaard presented preservationists with a plan for improving acoustics and sightlines at the
auditorium without the sweeping demolition called for by the
city's $6 million plan to renovate the auditorium. Kirkegaard
also said his plan would provide better acoustics and probably
cost less than the city's.plan.
Kirkegaard's plan pleased preservationists, who felt the
city's plan - which aimed to start construction next springwas moving too fast and without exploring alternatives.
But it left backers of the city's plan with questions. Lee Urban,
a member of the city's building committee, said the committee
needs more details about tile seating capacity, costs, acoustic and
sightline remedies prescribed by Kirkegaard's plan.
The city's plan calls for remOving the auditorium's two
balconies and replacing them with a single, more steeply sloped
balcony, and hanging sound-reflecting shields from the ceiling
to improve acoustics.
Kirkegaard's plan would keep both balconies. Instead of
using the sound reflectors, he would replace solid ceiling panels
with sound absorbent screens to eliminate echoes. Kirkegaard
also suggested moving the rear wall of the stage back and
reshaping the side walls to make the auditorium more rectangular and better sounding.
"Without wanting to create controversy, this is iln.opportunity to make the auditorium's sound better than in the proposed plan," Kirkegaard said.
But his plan is likely to create controversy because it raises
questions about the auditorium's purpose. The city's plan aims
to make the auditorium available for more users by building a
rehearsal space for the Portland Symphony Orchestra directly
behind the auditorium stage. The orchestra currently rehearses
• in the auditorium about 30 nights a year.
Kirkegaard ' s plan to move the rear stage wall back about 16
feet would eliminate the orchestra's rehearsal space. That
means the city will have to decide which it wants more - a
multi-use facility or a well-preserved auditorium with better
J
acoustics, he said.
Preservationists want to save as much as possible about the
auditorium, built in 1912 by Carrere and Hastings, one of the
country's top architectural firms at the turn of the century. That
led them to form "The Second Opinion Committee," which
raised $7,000 to pay Kirkegaard. He has consulted on renovations at New York's Carnegie Hall, Chicago's Orchestra Hall
and San Francisco's Davies Symphony Hal\.
Shettleworth explained that the committee didn't come
forward sooner with an alternative study because it didn't want
to "undercut" private efforts to raise $2 million for the auditorium renovations. But now that fund raising has nearly reached
that threshold and the building committee is poised to work on
final draWings, Shettleworth said an alternative plan was
warranted.
Preservationists want the city's bUIlding committee to
address Kirkegaard's plan at their Oct. 5 meeting.

HuNdreds of musicians -- in livf, taped, video and
radio PfRformaNcfs including:
the bill 'risell
band
The leoding
guitarist of the
contemporary
jazz and avantgarde scene. 8 PM, Oct 2,
Portland Performing Arts
Center.

maine new music

new arab music/
new jewish music

Performances
by eight of
Ma ine' s freshest
composers and
ensembles. 2:30·11 PM,
Oct 3, PPAC.

The Klezmatics
Jewish jazz
swaps sets with
Palestinian master,
Simon Shaheen and his
Ensemble. 7:30 PM, Oct 4,
PPAC.

~

marathon

• art music • avant-garde music • radio art
• perfonnonce poetry
• contemporaryJazz • olternotive rock • new ethnic music • electronic music • new music videos
• experimental live performonces
• sound installations
• the

piano drop

f!

Presented by:

Call for tickets:

Big Sounds From

774-0465

t

All Over with support

for LOTS more
information about:

from the New Music
Allionce, Physics
Consultonts, the Lee
Deolerships, and The
Moine Times.

40 live perfonnances at
15 Portland locotians coli
761·0591.

Imagine! Your hair!
Thicker, longer, more
beautiful!
The HairBuilders System
can make short hair
long ... thin hair thick. ..
sparse hair full ...

Windham split on industry
A failed referendum designed to lure industry to Windham
continues to divide the town.
In June, Windham voters defeated a proposal to create a
special tax plan to help a $53 million recycling plant open along
the Presumpscot River. Now industry opponents want the
Town Council to abolish the 56-acre ind ustrial district in South
Windham where the recycling plant was going to be located .
The council will consider that request Sept. 29.
Industry opponents also want town officials to scrap plans to
build a sewer treatment plant in the district. They claim that the
plant is unnecessary and a tool to attract more industry.
Judith Waltz, president of Friends of the Presumpscot River,
said that her group is mounting a renewed campaign to
preserve their community and save the river from pollution.
She maintains that the June referendum vote was a mandate
that townspeople didn't want the industrial park.
Industry backers counter that the vote was only a rejection of
one particular industry. "Windham needs to continue to strive
to find appropriate industry that will satisfy townspeople and
help the town' s tax base," said Councilor David McCain. "It
would be a mistake to reject the (district)."
On Sept. 15, the council voted to postpone dismantling the
district, citing the need to study the request and obtain a legal
opinion.
Meanwhile, town officials are preparing for October talks
about the Presumpscot River with the Portland Water District
ilnd the Maine Department of Environmental Protection. The
DEP wants to further study the river's ability to assimilate
wastewater, a prerequisite to building a sewer treatment plant.
The DEP deemed insufficient a recent river study done by PWD
and its consultant.

I

Our unique process uses
your own hair to create
more hair permanently!
Wear it in any style yoa
like.
And it's all perfectly
natural!

HairBuildczr's
for mczn fi womczn

Call for an
appointment today

883·8400
Oak Hill Plaza
Scarborough, ME

LOCATION IN: BURLINGTON, VT., SCARBOROUGH & BANGOR, ME

i
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Introducing
Sunday Brunch
October 11,
Ilam - 2pm

& other
Continued from page 6

Dinner seroed dmly 5 to lOpm

Maine stores.
The state's insurance plan
had required patients to buy
their long-term prescriptions
by mail order from Medco
Containment Services Inc.
Patients could buy short-term
prescriptions at local pharmacies participating in the
Medco program.
.Shortly after buying the
Wellby chain, Rite Aid
refused to join the plan,
calling it unfair.
To make its case, Rite Aid
said that the state's prescription program violated
Maine's Third Party Prescription Program Act, which
guarantees pharmacies a
chance to participate in such
programs. •
'

Located 1 mile north of Route 302 on Rt 85 in Raymond.
~ R~servations Accepted 655-7841 . Visa & Mc Accepted

Christmas is back in the Old Port!
Featuring
Byer's Choice™ Carolers,
hundreds of Santas,
ornaments and decorations.
You'll also find a wonderful
selection of every day
prints, wreaths, dolls,
cotton throws,
country furniture, etc.
Open daily 10-7, Sun. 12-5

Country f}.{pe{

Reported by Simon Varney ,
Bob Young and the
Associated Press

CfiristtfU1S, ete.
57 Exchange St.. Portland. ME04101. 207-773-7217

weird news
Friday, Odober 2, 8:00 pm
PCAis pleased to kick off the season with James Galway,
the "Man with theGoldenFIute." Galway is universally
appreciated both as a supreme interpreter of the classical flute repertoire and aconsummate entertainer whose
appeal crosses all musical boundaries: Through his
lively sense of humor, ~harismatic stage presence,
Tickets $12 - 35

Sponsored by

,-,

•

SEBAGO

COMTNGSOON

American
indian
Dance
Theata-

extensive touring world wide and his frequent television
appearances, Mr. Galway has endeared himself to millions of music lovers around the globe. Mr. Galway is
joined on piano by Christopher O'Riley, an innovative
musician with his own highly acclaimed style.
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CLARK'S POND PLAZA
(NEXT DOOR TO OLIVE GARDEN & RED LOBSTER)

SOUTH PORTLAND

772-1400
OPEN: MON-FRI 9 TO 9
SAT9TO 5
SUN 10TO 5

PAUL MITCHELL
SIGNRl UH[-' SRLON
Be what you want, but always be you.
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... A bull that was castrated as a "motivational"
exercise for a football team
has a new home and its new
owners say they will spare
the animal from slaughter.
Army recruiter Frank
Truitt and insurance salesman Billy Walker, both of
Greenwood, Miss., bought
the bull, named Wild Willie.
"Our intentions are to love
him ... and make him a hero,"
said Truitt.
The bull was castrated
Sept. 3 on the Mississippi
State football practice field in
front of the team. Two days
later, the team beat Texaswhose mascot is a longhorn
steer - 28-10.
Football coach Jackie
Sherrill and Mississippi State
President Donald Zacharias
later apologized for the
castration. Wild Willie's
former owner, Dud Hughes,
said he didn't understand
what the uproar was about.
The bull has healed well,
Hughes said.
...The car was convicted of
abusing human rights at a
mock trial held at the annual
conference of the Australian
and New Zealand Association for the Advancement of
Science.
The car was accused of
destroying public space,
robbing children of play
areas, discriminating against
society's disadvantaged and
encouraging social segregation. The car was also
implicated in the dail y
slaughter of 250,000 to
500,000 people.
Alternative transportation
activist David Engwicht
served as prosecutor at the
trial. Given the degree of
human complicity in the car's
crimes, Engwicht didn't push
for the death penalty and
recommended a sentence of
perpetual community service.

mistakes

ByAl Diamon

Is she really going out with him?
The National Organization for Women's political action
committee in Maine has given its seal of approval to an unusual
number of Republican legislative candidates in greater Portland. The NOW choices raise some interesting questions about
whether local Republicans have taken a tum to the left, whether
local Democrats have edged right, or whether somebody lost
direction while trying to sort out over 350 candidates' stands on
22 issues.
Every two years NOW conducts a comprehensive survey of
legislative candidates' positions on everything from abortion to
unemployment benefits. Maine NOWPAC then uses the survey
to decide which candidates it will endorse and support.
The result is usually a Democratic lovefest and this year is no
exception. Statewide, NOW found just eight Republicans and
two independents it could stomach. But three of those feminist
GOPers and one of the independents are in Greater Portland.
In Westbrook House District 34 incumbent Democrat
William Lemke compiled a perfect voting record on every issue
NOW surveyed. Republican Robert Smith agreed with NOW on
all but two. Smith got the endorsement. NOW's JoAnne
Dauphinee said Smith "filled out the questionnaire with more
enthusiasm." She said Lemke was '1iberal, but not so feminist"
as Smith. And she cited "things that don't appear on the form"
as working in Smith's favor. Smith is a NOW member, and has
been active in Take Back the Night and other causes.
An annoyed Lemke claimed a NOW official told him the
Smith endorsement was a mistake. "If they had it to do over
again," he said, "they'd do it differently."
NOW's endorsement of Smith puts the group at odds with
the Dirigo Alliance, a consortium of liberal organizations which
includes NOW. Dirigo gave its seal of approval to Lemke,
leaving Westbrook political activists to flip a coin when they
vote in November.
In Westbrook House District 33 Republican Frank Cushing got
the NOW nod over Democratic state Rep. William O'Gara. This
one is easier to understand. Cushing is pro-choice. O'Gara is prolife. NOWPAC's minimum standard for supporting a candidate
requires him or her to back abortion rights. Still, Dauphinee said
the decision to back Cushing was "a close call" because of
O'Gara's leadership role in fighting for a gay rights bill.
Senate District 32 in South Portland and Cape Elizabeth was
another tough choice for NOW. On the one hand, a group
leader confided, Republican Jane Amelo "is not exactly a
flaming feminist." On the other hand, Democrat Ralph Howard
"is not exactly one of us." Helping Amero with NOW is her
support of abortion rights, gay rights and the Equal Rights
Amendment. On the negative side, she was '1eery of anything
to do with money." Amero is listed as "equivocal" on such
issues as Medicaid-funded abortions and AFDC funding levels.
That might have cost her any chance of NOW backing if
Howard hadn't forgotten to send in his questionnaire.
Howard said the blank space next to his name in the NOW
newsletter was "an oversight." He said he was away most of the
summer, unusual for someone with a campaign to conduct this
fall. His positions are much the same as Amero's (pro-gay
rights, pro-chOice, fuzzy on government funding for abortions).
"I know (these issues) are important to a lot of people," he said,
"but the basic fundamental reason I'm running is to deal with
the financial aspects. I want to go down there to run state
government."
In the end Maine NOWPAC gave Amero its "support," one
notch down from a full endorsement.
All other Democratic Senate candidates in Greater Portland
won backing from NOW. The only House Democrats in the area
to miss out on NOW's blessing, besides O'Gara and Lemke,
were Guy Nadeau (Saco), Mark Anthony (Sa co-Scarborough),
Peter Cloutier (South Portland) and Sam DiPietro (South
Portland). Abortion was the key factor in giving most of them
and their opponents a pass. But in DiPietro's district there was
an endorsement. To no one's surprise NOW backed independent Lois Reckitt, a fonner national NOW leader.

The time has come for the campaigns for president, Congress and the
Legislature to roll out the hetlvy artillery lind start shelling. Please
report any troop mcroements to our bunker, care ofCaseo Bay Weekly,
551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101. Or use your field telephone to
call 775-6601.

DESKS, BOOKCASES, TABLES &
CHAIRS, WALL UNITS
9 Drawer
Roll Top Desk.~~~~~

$127 Finished Oak
.mmlUI1U,..,

from Russia!
Oak Computer Desk
$M9'

$289

Student Desk
$H9'

Oak

Bookcases

$99

CLARK'S
UNfINISH~D

FURNITURE

885-2145
Route 1
Dunstan Corner
Scarborough

Mon~Sat 9:30~5:30

• Thurs 'til 8

• Sun

12~4

9
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AIDS a gay issue." Moody said the group was always inclusive. ''We've always invited feminists to be part of this group.
And feminists can be men."
There are practical reasons for having men in the group as
well. "When we were going around getting contributions from
local vendors, it helped us that we were a gender-mixed
group," said Frank. "Because there were men in the group, we
could present ourselves as something that was not as offensive."
And Clough doesn't see himself as a typical man. "On a
theoretical level women and men are in different positions," he
said. "But we're also individuals. And I come into this group as
a victim of rape.
"That," said Clough, "makes me an equal to everyone here."

WHAC: Change requires radical action

Members of Womyn's Health Action Crew and Pissed Off Dyke Cell:

"Ch~nge

has always required radical action."

No men allowed
A new wave of feminism is marching through Portland
• By Mishe Pietkiewicz
• Photos by Tonee Harbert
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Community
Cable Network
week of 9/25/92

• CONVERSATION WITH
HARPSICHORDIST,
Igor Kipnis (112 hr)
• USM CLOSEUPS: Pluralism in
Public Schools (1/2 hr)
• SEBAGO MAGAZINE: Native
Americans & the Age of
Columbus (1 hr)
• PEOPLE HELPING PEOPLE
(1/2 hr)
• COMMUNITY: HEART &. SOUL:
The Future of Education
Proorams premiere Fri. 7-10pm, and are
repeated Sat- MOIl.l·4 & 7·10pm and
Tues., Wed., & Tl1UrS. 9am·noOll.
Cable Channel 37 In PorUand, So. Port·
laM, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, & Scar·
borough. Channel varies In Gorham.

VEGGIE
NACHOS
Hand cut tortillas,
diced veggies with

melted ChuldaT & jack
._-

11

~kIy

cheeses senled with

." homemade guacamole,
salsa & SOUT cream

$3

95
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can flags pinned to their T-shirts, the reversed flag being a
traditional sign of distress. One rally-goer burned her flag, an act
which drew some disapproval from some members of the group.
Last Spring, a woman was picked up on Washington
"A lot of people who watched the rally seemed supportive
Avenue in broad daylight, driven to the East End, and raped
but scared to participate," said FAR member lenna Mehnert,
by two men.
"Two very traditional-looking young women looked on from the
The Portland Press Herald gave the incident a few short
stairwell in the garage. I ran over and offered them info and
whistles. They took both,"
paragraphs on one of its inside pages.
For the next several days, urgent whispers flew through
Not everyone was as enthusiastic. Mehnert also ran over to an
Portland. The Portland Press Herald had only given the incident
Old Port merchant watching from his store, "but when he saw
a few short paragraphs on an inside page. But throughout the
me coming he ran inside and looked out through his window."
FAR gave away 200 protest whistles, as well as pamphlets
area, women huddled, incredulously, fearfully, angrily. They
asked each other, "Have you heard about that rape?" and
with rape statistics and FAR's mission: "As a diverse group of
"What can we do?"
feminists with different political ideologies, we are united by our
Within a week, a small group of women at the University of
anger, frustration and determination to make Portland a city free
Southern Maine formed Feminists Against Rape (FAR). Days
of sexual violence. Our major goal is the use of creative means of
later, they held their first rally at rush hour on Washington
activism in connection with our analysis of the political, social,
emotional, and physical oppression of women ... ."
Avenue where the victim was abducted. More than 50 people
Mehnert works on the Portland Rape Crisis Center hotline.
showed up.
Her involvement there led to her to FAR. "Rape is really on the
"I realized I was no longer safe just walking down a street in
Portland," said Janet Moody, one of FAR's founding members.
rise in this city," she said.
"That realization propelled me to get involved, to sit here (in
'Tve noticed a huge increase in acquaintance rapes this year,"
added Mehnert, who said 75 percent of the women raped are
the USM Womyn's Forum office) for five nights in a row
planning the rally."
raped by men they know and trust. "I think it means that men
Neighborhood women, who first
exploit the power that women give
them through violence. It·s a
glanced warily out their windows at
"If there is one
control thing."
FAR's rowdy protest, shouted
meeting in one house in one city
FAR member Janet Moody said
encouragement after they realized
that
although the group was a
what was going on. A few even
that excludes men,
reactionary one at first, she envijoined in. 'Tve never done anything
people will freak out."
like this before," said one, "but I
sions it taking steps beyond that
want my neighborhood to be safe."
now to include education and
Bee Bell
Several more women were raped
protection against rape.
over the summer. This epidemic of sexual violence on
That does not mean FAR will stop doing protests.
Portland's streets - together with Anita Hill's testimony at the
"Bringing sexually violent crimes to the attention of the
Clarence Thomas hearings, the William Kenned y Smith rape
community" is "one of FAR's primary techniques," said FAR
trial and the United States Supreme Court's ponderous threat
member Kelly Frank. "We put ourselves out on the street with
the message. 'We are not going to take this anymore ... •
to abortion rights - raised the hackles of many Portland
women.
Unlike other women's direct-action groups, FAR welcomes
men to their meetings. In fact, when Stan Clough, the only man
As a result, at least three new feminist protest groups have
formed in Portland: Feminists Against Rape, Womyn's Health
who showed up at their two most recent meetings, asked if
anyone felt uncomfortable with him there, three women said, "If
Action Crew and Pissed Off Dyke Cell. Each of these groups
this is a separatist group, I'm outta here."
are preparing street-style resistance actions.
Another woman added, "I prefer when there's men here."
. Frank acknowledged that this position will probably alienate
FAR: Rape is not a women's issue
some women who only want to work with other women. But she
said FAR is unwilling to cal1 rape a women's issue.
More than one hundred women joined FAR's summer
"Rape effects all people," she said. "And if you cal1 it a
march from the Trailways Station on Marginal Way to a Fore
women's issue it just adds rape to the list of things women are
Street parking garage. Both had been sites of recent assaults
supposed to be responSible for."
against women.
Protesters in the July 17 protest wore upside-down AmeriAdded Moody, "Calling rape a women's issue is like calling

"Rich, white, straight male; this is the family of Bush and
Quayle," chanted the Womyn's Health Action Crew (WHAC),
in collaboration with ACT-UP /Portland (the AIDS Coalition to
Unleash Power) and Queer Nation (a gay /lesbian group), at a
protest aimed at the Bush campaign's "family values" theme.
"One, two, three, four, what are family values for? Five, six,
seven, eight, discrimination, fear and hate."
The Sept. 10 demonstration targeted the opening of Bush's
campaign headquarters on Forest Avenue, which featured a
visit by Marilyn Quayle, the wife of Vice-President Dan. The
"mock family values picnic" featured loaves of Wonder Bread
and peanut butter and jel1y jars. Whistles drowned out the
traffic.
One woman, holding a WHAC sign that read, "Bush is An tiChoice," said she came because she didn't like the Republican
Party platform. "It openly discriminates against gays and
lesbians, and it's anti-choice."
Secret service men in Italian-cut suits shuffled nervousl y in
front of their shiny Cadillacs as Dennis Lyons of ACT-UP lit a
portrait of Dan Quayle on fire and held it high in the air.
The opening of the campaign office was billed as an "open
house." Bee Bel1, one of WHAC's founders, repeatedly demanded to be let in. "I want some information," she said.
"Why won't you letme in?"
But police quietly pushed her back. Portland Police Chief
Michael Chitwood said the campaign office had asked police to
ensure that nobody be allowed in. The open house had become
invitation only.
A WHACer in her early 20s with spiked hair and combat
boots linked arms with a middle-aged woman in a ponytail.
The two joined a train of others singing, ''We are family, all of
my sisters and me."
Bel1 said the generational link is important. She said that
liberals often create a false age di vision between those who
work within the system and those who confront it more
aggressively.
"It's an attempt to make radicalism look like the actions of
inexperienced young people who will grow out of it. I won't
grow out of it and I'm not juvenile," she said. "I just know my
history and that history tel1s me that change has always
required radical action."
WHAC member Ana R Kissed has played a big part in the
history Bell is referring to. "A San Frar.cisco hippie wi th
flowers in my hair in the '60s," Kissed was an early anti-war
and civil rights activist. She legal1y adopted her unique nom de
guerre after a direct action in California where protesters
blockaded the gates to Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant in
an effort to keep the plant from opening. It was a way for
Kissed to legitimize her identity as a committed feminist
anarchist.
"One of the things that amazed me at Diablo was the mix of
women going to jail together - women from all walks of life
and classes," she said. "That's one thing that's unusual about
WHAC. There are as many of us who are middle-aged as there
are young women." Kissed has two daughters. One lives in San
Francisco. The other attends Bart Col1ege. She said they're both
acti vists, too.
WHAC is an entirely grassroots local group that is not
affiliated with the national group WAC (See ''WAC is watching," page 14), although the two acronyms are pronounced the
same and the groups share similar missions. Holding Marilyn
Quayle hostage in Bush headquarters was not WHAC's first
action.
WHAC was born into the world of activist politics at 10:30
p.m. on a cold and snowy Christmas Eve in 1991. In conjunction with ACT-UP /Portland, WHAC members crashed
midnight mass at the Cathedral of Immaculate Conception on
Congress Street to protest church polides opposing choice and
safe sex. Dressed like nuns, caroling WHACers handed out
Christmas cards stuffed with condoms, AIDS information and
a repertoire of altered holiday jingles, including, "Silent night,
deadly night; all is dark, I cannot fight."
'What right do Catholic clergy have, dictating what a
woman does with her bod y?" asked Bell.
WHAC's mission statement covers many issues pertaining
to women's bodies - choice; women's health issues like breast

Continued on page 12

An opportunity to meet with other men-to listen, to share and

to

experience the community of man. A series of eight monthly workshops
including:
• Th. Ess."tial NatuT< ofMal."",
• Exploring Male Myths
• M." j Spirituality
• Loving Yours./[- Who You AT< and What You Do!
• Insight inlo OUT Creativity as M."
• A Sense ofSelf-In and Out ofRelationships
• Men: The 90's and Beyond-Roles and Role Models
• Men and Their Feelings: A Dangerous Liaison

Tuition: $18.00 per session/$115.00 for entire series
For mOTt informiltion cont4.ct:
Community Programs' A Public Service
68 High Str~<t. Ponland, ME 04101

874-6500

unit of USM

o University of Southern Maine
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TICKETS: ~(J!",...u~TO CHARGE BY PHONE: (207) 775-3458 or (207) 775-3331

1192 Forest Ave., Portland
(207) 797-9155

DIRECT FROM BOSTON
11U~.1.. Ei1~E£T

SEPT. 2S & 26
INTRODUCING the RAW TALENT OF

WIND(t)WZ
NO COVER SPECIAL
~
OCT. 2 & 3 <!(

* SPECIAL
ENGAGEMENT, SUNDAY OCTOBER 4 *
Nationally Known Folk Artist, $5 at door, 8 pm
MVID MASSENGIll
Tuesday ... Ladies Night with WINDGDWZ
Drink Specials
Wednesday ... Karaoke with DICK RAYMOND
Thursday ... YO! ADRIAN! Velcro Wall Jumping
Sunday ... MAINE'S BEST LIVE ACOUSTIC NlTE
hosted by WCLZ RADIO, IT'S FREE! IT'S FUN!

A perfect way to end the Weekend.

An alternative to the Old Port.
Happy Hour Monday - Friday, 4-7pm
Pub Menu (Nachos, Burgers. Fresh Dough Pizza) 8-llpm

FREE PARKING BESIDE BANK

.,
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NO MEN ALLOWED

We Invite You
to join us in

Continued from page 11

keeping our
world green.

Bring in I/our obsolete
ffL~ stationerl/. We'll recl/cle it
.~ and give 1I0u 20% credit
towards the reproduction of
I/our updated piece.
Together, we can make a difference.
We offer a variety of reCl/c1ed stationery papers.

olphogrophiGS'
PrintshopsOI TheFuture

151 Middle St., Portland, ME 04101
(207) 772-0704· FAX (207) 774-1908
Mon.-Fri. 7 am - 8 pm Sat. 10 am - 5 pm

CONSULT CLUB LISTINGS
FORMIDWEEJ<SHOWS
AND MUCH MUCHMORE!

Abstinence is perfectly safe!
Abstinent or not, make sure you know exactly what's risky and what's not. Use
a condom if you're having intercourse.

cancer, sexually transmitted diseases and AIDS; universal health
care; violence against women; hate crimes and lesbian rights.
Kissed said she'd like to organize something around breast
cancer. According to current national medical statistics, breast
cancer is an epidemic: In the United States alone, 46,000 women
a year die of this disease. "In the past four years I've lost five
women I was close to," said Kissed. "Medical research is
definitely gender biased ."
Kissed would also like to see WHAC hold a women's health
fair conference offering free mammograms and pap smears. "A
group of lesbians and women of color called the Salsa Soul
Sisters did that in New York last fall. Women need to have the
information themselves on how their bodies work," she said.
About]5 women are currently active in WHAC. Member
Laura Bradley said there are benefits to starting small. "It's
easier to organize a small group of like-minded women," said
Bradley.
That's not to say that WHAC isn't interested in new members. It is. (See "Resource guide," page 15.) Meetings are
advertised and people are invited by word of mouth. Women
can come and just sit in on meetings. And if all they ever want
to do is stuff envelopes, that's fine too.
"It's not in everyone's personality to go out and scream in the
streets," said Bradley.

Use a latex square or plastic food rap for oral sex on women.

POD: promoting "hot lesbian sex"

AVOid getting semen or blood on broken skin or mucous membranes.

Pissed Off Dyke Cell (POD) and WHAC share the same
meeting space and time. So it's almost impossible to untangle
people's group identities - especially since some of the women
belong to both groups.
The major difference is that POD, as its name implies, is a
lesbian-directed group and WHAC is open to all women.
.Members Bee Bell and Bates College art history professor
Enca Rand wrapped their arms around each other's shoulders.
"We don't just get together on Wednesday nights and talk
politics - when something happens to one person in this group

~bstinence is an ok personel choice, but if you are sexually active, keep your

risks low!

For more information on:
abstinence
fantasy
klssin~
huggl~
massaging

rubbing
petting
licking
masturbation
rimming

water sports
S/M
mutual
masturbation

oral sex
fellatio
cunnilingus
anal sex
vaginal sex

For more information on HIV infection and AIDS, call the Maine AIDS
Information Line at 1-800-851-AIDS. You can be anonymous and
the call Is toll-freel
(A PUBLIC SERVICE MESSAGE BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE MAINE AIDS AllIANCE AND THE AETNA FOUNDATION)

"Our captivity is made very
comfortable for some of us.
You get rewarded in this country
for being a good girl."
Ana R. Kissed
we pull together to support that person," said Bell. "It's a
beautiful thing, what's happening in this city."
The visibility of lesbian groups like POD helps chip away at
some of the homophobia that has always plagued the women's
movement. Many heterosexual women are afraid tha t they will
be mistaken for lesbians if they work within a group where a
fair number of the members are outspokenly lesbian. 'Tve seen
jaws drop in women's groups when they find out I'm gay," said
Belt.
And heterosexual women have a different investment in
men. "Women's direct action in Portland has always been
spearheaded by lesbians," said WHAC member Ana R. Kissed.
"No one is going to hit us. when we go home, or not speak to us
because we're working against the patriarchy."
"Lesbians are not afraid to be really angry at men," added
Laura Bradley, who belongs to both groups. "They don't feel the
need to take care of men. Men can take care of themselves and if they are threatened by women's anger, then there must be

a reason.1I

SUNDAY

OCTOBER 4

7:30 P.M.

Portland City Hall Auditorium
ALL SEATS RESERVED

TICKETS A VAILABLE AT CUMBERLAND COUNTY CIVIC
CENTER BOX OFFICE 207.775.3458 FOR INFO OR
800.5414308 AND
OU'ILETS 207.775.3331

7'iCi<S/J..,=R.

PRESENTED BY STAGE LEFT PRODUCTIONS LTD.

POD had its beginnings when a core group of]O lesbians
who were devoting long hours to ACT-UP activities realized
that the safe sex information passed out by ACT-UP was very
penis-oriented and did not address lesbian needs.
Said Bee Bell, a former WHACer recruited into POD, "Here
we were, all these lesbians, handing out condoms at the high
school and we thought, 'Wait a minute. What about our young
lesbian sisters. How are they suppose to practice safe sex with a
condom?'"
Now, because of POD intervention, all safe-sex packages
handed out by ACT -up contain latex gloves as well as condoms.
(The gloves may be cut up and used as "dental dams" for safe
oral sex.)
But shortly thereafter, POD had an eerie self-realization. Not
one lesbian they knew ever used latex.
So they've decided to make a video in collaboration with
WHAC. "Making a lesbian, positive safe-sex video gives us a
way to normalize and eroticize latex," said Michele Castner, a
POD member.
"Another important function of this film is to promote the
visibility of lesbians as hot sexual beings," said Rand. "We want
to counter the notion that lesbian sex is boring and little more
than gushy, warm, nurturing women hugging each other."
Before they produce this hot-seller, POD is compiling a

Continued on page 14
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The burgeoning Women's Action Coalition

WAC is watching
Portland's direct-action
groups are part of a growing
national movement. The
latest group to capture the
media's eye is the New Yorkbased Women's Action
Coalition (WAC). In only
seven months, sister chapters
have sprung up in Los
Angeles and Toronto, and
new ones are forming in
Boston, Washington, D.C.,
and Minneapolis.
WAC's mission statement
is short and to the point:
"The Women's Action
Coalition is an open alliance
of women committed to
Direct Action on issues
affecting the rights of all
women. We are witnesses to
the current economic,
cui tural and poli tical pressures that limit women's /
Ii ves and to the horrifying
effect of these limitations. As
current legislation fails to
reflect the experience of
women, we support the
immediate enactment of the
ERA initiative. WAC insists
on ~nomic parity and
representation for all women,
and an end to homophobia,
racism, religious prejudice
and violence against women.
We insist on every woman's
right to quality health care,
child care and reproductive
freedom.
"We will exercise our full
creative power to launch a
visible and remarkable
resistance. WAC IS WATCHING. WE WILL TAKE
ACTION."
The group uses as its logo
a wide-open- eye superimposed over the blue dot
made infamous last summer
when TV stations used it to
electronically obliterate the

face of the alleged rape victim
in the William Kennedy
Smith trial. ,
"Last summer was
devastating," said Mary
Dorman, one of WAC's
founders. "The hearings on
Clarence Thomas and the
trial of Willie Smith infuriated women across the
country. These two events
made it clear just how bad
things are for women in
America."
Dorman and some friends
decided to call a meeting at
the Drawing Center, a
spacious art gallery owned
by one of WAC's founding
members. Those early
discussions of violence
against women have grown
to weekly meetings of 500 to
700 members and a membership of more than 2,000.
Among the most prominent WACers are Holly
Hughes, one of the "NEA
Four" denied funding in 1990
for her sexually explicit
material, Madonna, Doctor
Ruth and Laurie Anderson.
But Dorman said it's not just
stars that show up. "We have
judges and travel agents and
bus drivers. I hear stories of
waitresses in the smallest
Texas towns saying to each
other, 'Have you heard of
WAC?'"
Among other things,
WAC in New York has
disrupted a Supreme Court
proceeding involving the
sentencing of a man convicted of repeatedly
sodomizing a woman who
had the intellectual capacity
of an ]]-year-old. While
discussing the case, New
York Supreme Court Judge
Nicholas Figueroa had

claimed that the woman's
past experience as the victim
of incest at the hands of her
father and brother made the
recent rape less traumatic; the
damage, he declared, had
already been done. "There
was no violence here," he
said. "There are rapes and
there are rapes."
Feminist groups reacted to
Figueroa's comments with
rage and WAC, in particular,
gave him no rest. In the end,
Figueroa took the unusual
step of appointing a panel of
judges to help him determine
an appropriate sentence for
the rapist. He eventually
sentenced the rapist to nearly
the maximum term demanded by the prosecutor.
WAC's Father's Day
demonstration addressed a
different topic - "Fathers
'Plus Judges Equals $30
Billion" owed in courtordered child support. Three
hundred demonstrators met
on the steps of the New York
Supreme Court. The WAC
"drum corp" was relentlessly
loud. Many women wore
black judges' robes.
Education is taken seriously by WAC. Graphically
innovative informational
leaflets are distributed at
every direct action to ensure
tha t the group's message is
being communicated to those
passersby who may not
immediately decipher the
messages on posters and in
chants.
"Every ci ty, Portland
included, has creative women
with enough resources to take
action against the broad base
of issues effecting women,"
said Dorman. 'Women are
hungry to do something."
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Riot Grrrls: the youngest feminists
A younger wave of
women is raging against
sexism. Out of the slamdancing mosh pits of
Seattle's punk scene, where
girl punkers had to fight
their way through squeezehappy guys to get to the
stage, the Riot Girl Network
was born.
Using the valu,es and
rhetoric of punk, Riot Girls,
ranging in age from ]5 to 24
years old, are founding allgirl bands and self-publishing more than 20 Girlcore
fanzines (underground
magazines) in the name of
feminism, or what they call
"the revolution girl-style
now."
The fanzines, with titles
like Sister Nobody, Fantastic
Fanzine, Fucktooth, Girl Germs
and Bikini Kill are photocopied productions stuffed with
stream-of-consciousness
articles about safe sex, selfesteem, politics and rape.
On the cover of Blowin'

Chunk 4, a woman's mouth is
gagged with the message,
"Some people think little
girls should be seen and not
heard, but I think: Oh
Bondage Up Yours."
An ink drawing inside
Not Your Bitch #71/2 depicts
a woman in lingerie nailed to
a cross. Scrawled next to it is,
"Subservience is suicide. End
Sexism!" and "As womyn
we must protect ourselves
and our sisters from societies
(sic) exploitation and other
forms of oppression."
What these girls lack in
spelling skills they make up
for in heartfelt emotion.
The Riot Girl manifesto (a
document that's constantly
being revised) declares, "We
seek to create revolution in
our own lives every day by
envisioning and creating
alternatives to the bullshit
christian capitalist way of
doing things."
Members are urged to
"resist psychic death" and to

"cry in public." Their goals
include getting "all girls to be
in bands" and making it so
"girls rule all towns."
Riot Girls have mobilized
around girl bands like Tribe
8, Kreviss, Seven Year Bitch,
Tiger Trap, Heavens to Betsy,
Bikini Kill, Yeastie Girls and
Babes In Toyland.
Kathleen Hanna, Bikini
Kill's lead singer, has been
deemed by Spin as "the
angriest girl of all," and has
been instrumental in organizing Riot Girl D.C.
"Something was happening in our community," she
said. "We realized how
important the punk doanything idea was for
women."
In her fanzine, Jigsaw,
HalU1a wri tes, "Because I live
in a world that hates women
and I am one ... who is
struggling desperately not to
hate myself .. . my whole life
is felt as a contradiction."
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BACK TO SCIIOOL SPECIAL

FREE Soda or Ice Cream when you play
MU1!awre Golf at the rqular IlIe • Bring this adl
OPEN TIIRl! OCTOIIER
Miniature Golf '"

• Golf Driving Range

• Pw3Pitch&PutGolfCwnie·
Only SHoraU DIY
• Softbol!/BueblU Baning Cages

711 Cumberland Street (River Road) Westbrook
A straight shol from Brighton Avenue, 5 ..w.wttrfrom ExitB, Main. Turnpiice

For Fall, Putumayo
Brings you a warld of clothing rich in colar and texture,
drawn from American frontier and
Native American motifs.
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Amaryllis Clothing Company

41 Exchange St. Portland, Mt 04101
772-4439 . parking stamps available
Open daily 10-6 . Thurs - Sat 10-9 . Sun 12-6
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A revolution begins in a million pink bedrooms
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DON'T MISS THIS EXCITING

FAMILY EVENf

Cumberland County Civic Center
and Tuckerman's Outfitters
Now is the time to plan for skiing.
Entertainment for everyone!

Meet dozens of MTN Reps from New England and Canada including-

.&.. r'AiJ .Iunday river

i:lC:illingto,,!

sugarloaf/usa.

- SPECIAL SHOW EVENTS • Talk ski & preview latest in equipment with reps from
Rossignol, Head, Marker & Salomon
• Daily skiwear & swimsuit fashion shows
• Free demos on ~JJllUllIIRU In Line Road Skates
• Pre-Conditioning aerobic demonstrators
• Free ski movies - The Egan Brothers
• Travel and lodging reps on hand
• Kids Comer - supervised activities & entertainment
• Free O'Douls in our Biergarten (must 21 or over)

SKIERS $89 Value

SHOWTIMES:Thurs.3 - 9. Fri 12 - 9. Sal 9 - 9, Sun 12 - 6
1 Civic Center Plaza, Portland, ME
Admission $3.50 Children Under 12 Free
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Continued from page 12

survey to find out what kinds of sexual practices lesbians want
to learn more about.
Bradley said this kind of non-confrontive work is important.
"Some of us have found that direct-action demonstrations can
accomplish certain things," she said. "But they don't encompass
all ways of addressing an issue. There has to be follow-up once
the issue has been brought to the fore."
Bell said the goal of direct action is not just to piss people off
but also to produce long-term systematic change.
"People tend to forget," she explained, "that it's taken 15
years of kicking and screaming and getting arrested to procure
public services like AIDS testing, family planning and rape
crisis intervention - programs that many people now take for
granted."

Books and lyrics by L.
Rose and Douglas Furber
RllIIised by Stephen Fry
Music by Noel Gray
Directed by David Goulet
October 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11,
16,17,23,241992
For tickets and information
799-7337·799-7338
420 Cottage Rd ., South Portland

For women only

Portfand

String
Quartet

Sk!tclie.s
Sun., Oct. 4, 1992, 3 p.m.

Sun., Nov. 22, 1992,3 p.m.
Guest pianist
Masanobu Ikemiya
Sun., Feb. 28, 1993,3 p.m.
Sun., Apr. 25, 1993,3 p.m.
Spuon.: Shaw', Sup::rmarl:ela, b::., Pnadcntial
Sccuricic:a, H.M. Pa)'lOD,t Co., Ptlblic Cab~A1U '"
EoIenaiDmoD1 N<t-'. ...... \ 100. Koy BW.
Oouwa Capilll MI.IlIFIDttlI. l.o;. &. Ad.:ia Tr\IJl, N.A.

Concerts at Woodfords

Coo,reg'OoruU •
Church
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Call LARK
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(207)761-1522 l'('1yA, \l ",0~
for tickets.
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laValle is a stray "feminist punk goddess" who puts out a
political zine (underground magazine) called Gaybee. ''My zine
is inspired by sexual diversity, fun and my cats. Sometimes my
zine is political, but it's not a preachy, dogmatic thing," she
said.
Gaybee does, how~ver, talk irreverently about topics which
society has silenced. For instance, in a piece about "feminine
protection," laVallee writes, "Feminine protection? Pshaw, my
butt. I might as well roll up a dollar bill and stuff it in my crotch
the way things are today. Women, be joyous as we watch the
price of those menstrual products go up and up .. ."
AlongSide her neat, handwritten copy is a diagram of a
woman inserting a tampon. laVallee has turned the image into
a cartoon. One bubble says, ''My vagina can talk!" The other
asks, "What does an elephant use for a tampon? A sheep!"
laVallee said that the most cohesive feminist piece of the
zine world is the Riot Girl Network (see "Riot Grrrls," page 13).
laVallee said that what the Riot Girls.are doing is really
impQrtant for younger women. "They encourage girl love," she
said, "and getting over things like jealousy that have traditionally divided women."

Both POD and WHAC have a women-only policy. Bell said
she doesn't think every group that works on women's issues
need be separatist, but she thinks a little separatism is needed.
"The fact is," said Bell, "if there is one meeting in one house
in one city that excludes men,
people freak out."
For some women, separatism
(living apart from men) is a
philosophy they try to follow in
as many possible aspects of
their lives as possible, including
political groups. But for most of
the women who join women'sonly groups like WHAC and
POD, separatism is a strategy
used only in particular circumstances.
"It's an acknowledgement
that sometimes it's necessary to
withdraw and figure out what
you want to do and focus all
your resources on women,"
explained Rand.
Rand said that is the case for
members of POD-Cell, all of
whom actively work with men
in ACT-UP. "The ultimate goal
is to effect some sort of coali tion
politics where people realize we
need to get together to work
against unequal distribution of Missy LaValle: "My zine Is Inspired by sexual diversity, fun and my cats:'
resources."
laVallee said that what most people missed about the punk
In order to do that, however, Bradley argued that "if men
movement was how much of it involved networking with
and women are ever going to come together, women need to
people around the country. "J write to tons of women across the
feel as strong as men. That's going to take a lot of work among
country who do zines," said laVallee.
women. Women need to know they can empower themselves
She said that teen feminists are addressing a lot of the same
and each other without men."
issues that older feminists have been fighting for years - sexual
Bradley said that people who think that all women's-only
abuse, sexuality and abortion rights, for instance.
groups hate men are missing the message.
"It's not like we're out there screaming, 'Men suck!'" said
"A lot of bands, like Bikini Kill and Tribe 8, will take their
shirts off when they play and write slut or rape me across their
Bradley. "We're trying to deliver a message that women have
stomachs," said laVallee. "It's an in-your-face action. Like
institutionally been made inferior. Men have successfully
what's the big deal? If a guy's playing and he gets hot, he takes
created their own history and they've taken control of it.
his shirt off. And the messages on their belly make people think
Women need to do the same thing."
about what their expectations of women are."
But POD and WHAC members say it may take suburban
laVallee participates in Portland protests from time to time
middle-class women a lot longer to take the route of civil
but is not part of any group. "I go in and out of Portland
disobedience. Said Bradley, "It's more likely that the more
activism," said laValle. "I take time to reflect on feminism and
extreme stuff will be done by young, working-class and minorwhat it means to me, and plus I have to write my zine."
ity women who have less to lose with regard to social standShe also said it's more dangerous to be an activist here,
ing."
especially if you want to do guerrilla-type things, because
Bell said a lot of women are more likely to get involved with
everyone knows who the activists are in a small town. '1t's a
lobbying groups like NOW or NARAL because they don't think
numbers thing," said laValle. "For instance, there are probably
things are desperate enough to warrant civil disobedience. "But
more gays and lesbians in the city of New York than in the
things are that desperate," she added. 'We're on the front line
whole state of Maine."
of a war against a male-run government."
Once her tattoo was done, LaVallee headed to her job at
"I don' t think a lot of women realize that," added Kissed .
Good Day Market in Portland's West End. Among other things,
"Our captivity is made very comfortable for some of us. You get
she's a vegetarian.
rewarded in this country for being a good girl."
Stopping on the corner of Congress and Elm streets, laVallee
tucked her red and black hair under a green beret. Across the
Revolution girl-style now
street on Monument Square, grandmothers were picketing for
grandparents'rights.
Lounging on a gurney in Portland's Blue Iguana Tattoo
"1 just turned 21," she said . ''I'm getting so old.".
parlor - upstairs from what used to be the bridal boutique
White Lace and Promises - underground publisher and punk
bass player Missy laVallee talked about her kind of feminist
action: zine-style.
laVallee was getting the second of her Beatrice Potter
collection of storybook imagery etched into her calf. It's a tiny
pink and yellow ham from Potter's story "The Tale of Two Bad
Mishe Pietlciewicz is a Portland writer and feminist . "Some of my best
Mice."
friends aTe men," she says.
"Now that I have a ham on my leg my life is so complete,"
said laValle with a grin. She never even batted an eyelash as
the tattoo gun bulletted relentlessly through her skin.

BOOI(S ETC

Feminist
resource
guide

410 Fore Street Portland, Maine 04101
Men's Store: 773-1274

38 Exchange Street, In the Old Port· 774-0626
Mon. - Sat. 10-6, Sun_ 12-5

Women's Store: 773-4454

"Some say life is the thing,
but I prefer reading."
- Ruth• Rendell
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Books Etc.
38 Exchange St., Portland
207-774-0626
Mon-Sat 10-6, Sun 12-5

Women's Action
Coalition (WAC) Women
interested in starting a
Portland chapter of WAC can
call Tracy Essoglou at (212)
966-0380.

I

Southern Maine's Literary Mecca.
Extensive collection of: Fiction - classic
& contemporary, poetry, art &
architecture, psychology & self-help.
philosophy & religion. mythology &
folklore, Native American, nature,
history & politics, business, cooking,
nautical, travel & maps. children's
boo ~s, etc. We special order any book
in print. Gift wrap and shipping world
wide. Corporate inquiries welcome.
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Visit the Independent
Booksellers
they're the ones who
know and love books.
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11Ie Bookworm

Annie's Book Stop

42 Main St., Gorham
839-BOOK (2665)
Mon-Fri 10-5, Sat 10-4

295 Forest Ave., Portland
207-761-4474
Mon-Fri 9-6, Sat 9-5, Sun 12-5
Recycle your gently-read paperbacks at
Annie's. We have thousands of pre-read
paperbacks from current bestsellers to
the classics for readers of all ages.

Carlson Turner
Books
241 Congress St., Portland
207-773-4200
Open every day 10-5, Sun 12-5
We buy books too!
A traditional antiquarian shop:
thousands of reasonably priced 19th &
early 20th century classics, secondhand books in all fields from horticulture to the Civil War, paperbacks in our
bargain basement at the lowest prices
in town. Knowledgeable staff - great
selection - since 1974. ATIENTION
STUDENTS: Scholarly and academic
paperbacks at afraction of new book
prices. Huge selection. Check here first.
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Harbour Books
40A LafayetteSt., Rt 88
Yarmouth, ME 04096
207-846-6306
M-Th & Sat 9-6; Fri 9-8; Sun 12-5
A lovely setting, avery complete
selection and specialties in marine,
children's and fiction books. Special
orders. Waler side restaurant next door.
NY Times hardcover bestsellersalways 20% Off!

•
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The New Fall Season
Fine Clothing for Men & Women
Surprisingly Affordable.

L..-_ _ _ _

National Organization
of Women (NOW) has
opened an action center as a
coordination network around
many women's issues at 175
Lancaster St., Room 216C,
Portland. Call 828-0704.
Also, the annual NOW
conference will be held in
Portland this year on Sunday, Nov. 8. Its theme is
"Feminist Backlash: What it
is, what do I do?" For
registration information, call
797-8508.
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~OSEPH'S

$12.95

Pissed Off Dyke Cell
(POD Cell) meets every
Wednesday at 5:40 p .m . at
the ACT-UP/Portland office
at 142 High St., Portland. Call
828-0566.

Gaybee can be reached at
P.O . Box 343, Portland, ME
04112-0343. For an extensive
listing of other Girlcore and
punk zines write to
MAXIMUMROCKNROLL,
P,O. Box 460760, S.F. CA
94146-0760, or call (415) 6483561 for subscription information.

Oh yes, you can!

From
Harvard University Press

Women's Health
Action Crew (WHAC)
meets every Wednesday at
5:40 p.m. at the ACT-up /
Portland office at 142 High
St., Portland. Call 828-0566.

Riot Grrrls can be
reached by writing Riot Girl
D.C., P.O. Box 11002, Washington D.C. 20008-0202. For
information on Riot Girl
Olympia, write P.O . Box 782,
Olympia, WA 98507.

"I can't afford to shop at
Joseph's. "

Author Suleiman
"shows how the figure
of Woman, as fantasy,
myth, or metaphor,
has fuctloned In the
work of male
avant-garde writers
and artists in this
century_"

Feminists Against Rape
(FAR) meets every Tuesday
at 7 p.m. for discussion and
planning. For location or
information, call 772-0935 or
772-5941.
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We offer new and used paperbacks
including a large selection of children's
books. We also carry pottery and crafts,
greeting cards. toys and gifts for all
ages. We are happy to order special
books for you. Most are available in 7 10 days. Gift certificates available in
any amount. Bring in your gently read
paperbacks for credit.
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11Ie Store at Maine
Audubon Society

11Ie Book Review
Falmouth Shopping Center
Between Shaw's and Rich's
US Rt One, Falmouth
207-781-4808
Open 7 Days, including every weekday
. evening , Mon-Fri 9-8, Sat 9-5,
Sun Noon-5
A family-run shop. in a convenient
location. with a unique mix of
mainstream and independent publishers. There's a nice leather armchair for
you to peruse our books and a couple
of small ones for the youngsters in our
large children's department. Also
magazines you won't find in the
supermarket and a large selection of
greeting cards from recycled paper.
Fast special orders at no additional

Charge. ~
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Gulf of Maine
Books
61 Main St., Brunswick 04011
207-729-5083
Mon-Sat 9:30-5
Since 1979, Maine's independent
alternative. Specialties include literary
remainders, women's titles, regional
and small press titles, green and
bioregional, Native American poetry
and children's titles, mixed with hot
sauce. magazines and cards.

111 1_II._gl!
Standish Marine
Books &Prints

P.O. Box 6009, 118 Rt. 1, Falmouth
781-2330
Mon-Sat 9-5, Sun 12-5

The Shipyard
Kennebunkport, ME 04096
207 -967-8616
Hours: Mon. Tue & Thurs 10 - 6, Fri &
Sat 10- 8, Sun 11 - 5, Closed Wed.

Maine's natural history book store
stocking field guides, Ld. guides, .
children's books & toys. binoculars,
bird feeders and gifts. Come visit the
bookstore at our lovely wildlife
sanctuary. We have the books to help
you enjoy and understand nature.

We offer acomprehensive selection of
maritime titles including practical
subjects from boatbuilding to waterway
guides, as well as regional and nautical
fiption . We also carry marine related
prints in a broad price range.
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Take care of this paper, this flame
It's Tuesday afternoon. Deadline day. An anxious calm fills the Casco Bay
Weekly newsroom - the same gentle fury that has burned here every
Tuesday afternoon for the last fOl\r-arid-a-half years.
On this Tuesday, as on so many others, I sit surrounded by the clickclacking of computer keyboards, thinking in circles, trying to write an
edi torial. This place feels warm, this routine familiar.
But this is the most difficult editorial I've ever written, because it is the
last I'll write for Casco Bay Weekly.
~

~

~

In a couple of weeks, I'll be moving to Detroit. I've taken a job with one of
the nation's larger alternative weeklies, Metro Times. I'll be writing investigative reports as part of a newly created special projects team.
I'm not moving to Detroit for the quality of life. And I'm not running
away from Portland. I'm going because I've been offered the time and money
to delve into some of the most pressing social, economic and environmental
problems of our age. It's an opportunity I simply can't pass up.
I'm leaving Casco Bay Weekly in capable hands. Dodge Morgan is the most
honest and hands-off newspaper owner I've ever known. Editors Ellen
Liburt and Bob Young are the best team this papers ever had. But it's not in
their hands that I leave CB W.
It's in yours.
In reality, Casco Bay Weekly never belonged to me, or Gary, or Dodge, or
anyone here in the office. Casco Bay Weekly has always belonged to you - its
readers.
Without you, there would be no advertisers, and therefore no paper.
Without the community you give life to, there would be nothing worth
writing about. Without your faces, there would be nothing to take pictures
of. Without your criticism, your patience and your encouragement, Casco Bay
Weekly would not be the paper that it has become.
So it is to you that I entrust this paper, which I helped start, and which I
will always love.
And in this, my last editorial, I beg you to do for CBWs future editors all
the wonderful things you have done for me. Write angry letters: Make loud
phone calls. Wheedle, cajole and scream at the top of your lungs. Throw
things. Boycott advertisers. Send a note attached to a brick. Spray paint the
sidewalk in front of the office. Do it in our office, on the street, in a restaurant, at the grocery store, even in a public bathroom. Do all the incredible,
passionate and wacky things you've done for me.
But never let anyone forget that this paper belongs to you.
~

~

what we were trying to do.
• First and foremost, we wanted Casco Bay Weekly to be like a big chalkboard on which Greater Portland could spill 'its soul. CBWs most basic
sections - newsbriefs, classifieds and the calendar - were designed so that
the myriad of diverse parts that make this city dance could be seen and
celebrated.
• In our cover stories, we wanted to explain what was happening in this
increasing complex community. That's what journalism is. But rather than
assuming our readers were so stupid they needed an explanation of the story
between the headline and the byline (as Portland's daily has done), we
figured that most of our readers were a lot smarter than we were - and that
we'd have to work pretty hard to earn their respect,
• And finally, we wanted CBW to be accurate and fair, but never objective.
We wanted to set agendas, not follow them. We wanted to usc our scarce
resources where they could have the most
impact on local institutions. "Objectivity is
fine if it's rea!," said the late I.F. Stone. "But
most of the time objectivity is just the
rationale for regurgitating the conventional wisdom of the day."
Casco Bay Weekly has fulfilled my dream, and with some of the additions
we've planned for mid-October, it will go on to exceed. my wildest fantasies.
I urge those of you to whom this paper belongs to hold CBW to its original
vision, and to dream new dreams for its future. And I hope that all of you can
stop by our offices at 551A Congress St. in Portland on the afternoon of
Wednesday, Sept. 30 (from 5 p,m. till whenever) to have a beer, say goodbye
and talk about what you're going to do with your paper.
~

~

~

A week ago, as I wrestled with my decision over whether or not to go, a
moth fluttered around the candle that lit the tiny cabin of my sailboat. It
circled round and round the flame.
At one point the moth flew too close to the flame. I could hear its wings
sizzle. It backed away quickly. But before the smell of its wings had faded
from my senses, little Icarus was drawn inexplicably back to the candle.
I am like that moth,
For the past four-and-a-half years, Casco Bay Weekly has been my flame.
When I drifted too far away, I became confused . When I flew too close, r
burned myself, and sometimes others.
Now the time has come for me to leave.
I give you my candle. Please take care of it. It's been very good to me.

~

Five years ago, CBW was just a dream I shared with my first partner, Gary
Santaniello. We followed our dream, and now you hold it in your hands. As I
prepare now to follow another dream, this seems like a ~ood time to explain

Monte Paulsen

IIBlue Ribbon" plan would steal workers' rights
• Howard T. Reben
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The state of Maine is on the verge of creating a
new workers' compensation system which will
create an unprecedented hardship for injured
workers. The so-called Blue Ribbon Commission bill
drastically reduces workers' benefits, forces workers
to pay their own lawyers from their reduced benefits
and deprives workers of an effective means to
enforce their basic rights.
The Blue Ribbon bill will:
• Take away the injured workers right to choose
his/her own doctor.
• Give the employer almost unlimited rights to
discontinue or reduce an employee's benefits prior
to a hearing.
• Effectively deny the employee the right to an
attorney in most cases. The employee simply will
not be able to afford his/her own lawyer in cases
where the employee seeks to have medical bills paid
or where the employee is entitled only to a small
amount of benefits. Employers are free to hire and
pay their counsel.
• Actually prohibit the employee's attorney from
charging the employee, where the employee seeks
reinstatement to his former job or to a suitably
modified job. This effectively denies the employee a

right to reinstatement.
• Deny the employee the right to rehabilitation,
since the bill gives the employee no access to a
rehabilitation counselor or an attorney to prepare or
present a suitable plan to the board.
• The new compensation system will cut benefits
by as much as 50 percent for workers injured but
suffering from permanent impairment of less than
15 percent (i.e., m0st
of the workers).
Entitlement to
compensation will
no longer be measured by loss of earning capacity,
but rather by permanent impairment ratings. A
truck driver with an eighth-grade education who
can no longer lift but who has a permanent impairment rating of 5 percent would be limited to 260
weeks of compensation benefits while an accountant
with an amputated leg who could do most of his/
her work would be entitled to unlimited benefits.
The new system will not only deprive workers of
control over their bodies by taking away their right
to select their own physicians, slash benefits, and
eliminate the ability to enforce rights, but would
make many of the new provisions retroactive. Cases
which began five or 10 years ago will lose substantial value due to these retroactive laws. Changing

citizen

the rules after the event which diminishes the value
of an injured worker's case is no different than
stealing. In both cases the value of what the worker
owns is diminished.
The proposed new law is neither humane nor
fair. Fundamental human d igni ty is at stake. The
Blue Ribbon Commission report is a travesty. It
must be rejected .
In 1991, the Legislature enacted sweeping
changes in the workers' compensation laws. Selfinsured employers, who have recognized their
obligation to re-employ injured workers, have been
utilizing that new law and giving injured workers
jobs and reducing their costs as much as 50 percent.
The approach of these self-insured companies will
result in a fair and equitable workers' compensation
system.
Draconian slashes in benefits, the elimination of
the basic right to choose one's physician and
retr6active application of the law will only result in
punishing those workers unfortunate enough to be
injured.

Howard T . Reben is a partner in the Portland law firm
Sunenblick, Reben, Benjamin and March, which specializes
in labor law.
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You never know what you'll find at a tag sale: Elvis and an unnamed c:ompanlon
were sighted at 1:20 p .m . on Saturday, Sept. 191n the yard of 696 Congress St.
r---1-''''Ipt-rS'I~lIt1rWM~Wl~iW;)~BI9,~aICl he b known as far south as Boston for his
scorn.....
ent.

Terms of
agreement
I am a field coordinator
with the Campaign for Term
limits in the State legislature, about which CB W ran a
recent story ("Politics &: other
mistakes,"7.23.92).
last month I was a
national delegate to the
Democratic Convention for
Jerry Brown, and term limits
was one of the ideas he
supports. I concur with this
because it really is a progressive initiative for government. Three states already
have them in place on the
state level: California,
Colorado and Oklahoma.
This campaign is being
conducted on a bipartisan,
grassroots level so that new
people can and are urged to
get involved to make healthy
changes in the current
system. If people want to be
heard on this issue, we can be
reached at 1-800-439-8808.

~~
Mary Regan
Portland

letters
Casc:o Bay Weekly
welc:omes your letters.
Please limit your thoughts
to 300 words, Indude a
daytime phone number
and address to: Letters,
Casco Bay Weekly,
551A Congress St.,
Portland, ME 0410~.

Moronic letters
I feel I should inform you
that some some moron has
been writing letters to CBW
and signing your name, John
E. Harrigan (8.27.92), to them.

'tr-~~~
Dana Brimecombe
Portland

It's a shame
In response to John E.
Harrigan's recent letter to
CBW (8.27.92), one thought
comes to mind:
Isn't it a shame that Mr.
Harrigan's parents did not
share his view on world
population before considering his conception.

~9zt9c~/)Frederica Jackson
Portland

Too much
ignorance
I don't know what Ed.d.
after John E. Harrigan's name
stands for, but I am sure it
does not refer to his educational background. He claims
his letter (8.27.92) contains
"facts." In fact, his rambling,
unsubstantiated opinions are
the farthest thing from
factual.
It is easy to get angry at
his offensive remarks whioh
slander women, African
Americans and homosexuals.
He has made it clear that he
is sexist, racist and
homophobic, all of which
stem from lack of education.

The fact is, there are too
many ignorant people in the
world alread y.

~~~~~
Elizabeth A Buchsbaum
Peaks Island

The facts, Jack
I generally do not engage
in discussions with radst,
sexist, homophobic, patriarchal zealots such as John
Harrigan, Ed.D (8.27.92).
However, I feel compelled to
offermy own perspective and
educated background .
Fact #1. Every six minutes
a woman is sexually assaulted in the United States,
according to the FBI Crime
Clock in 1990. But crimes
against women are increasing
and the latest FBI Crime
Clock statistic is even more
chilling; every 46 seconds a
woman is sexually assaulted
in America. So, Mr. Harrigan,
rapiSts practically are "found
around every corner."
Make no mistake though,
feminists do not attribute
sexual assault to "lust." Men
rape as a way of exerting
power over someone else,
generally someone who is
perceived of as being a
member of an oppressed
group, such as women and
gay men. Sexual assault is a
hate crime. Men rape to
control; men who are sexually aroused can stop if they
want to.
Fact #2. Also according to
the FBI, every 15 seconds a
woman is beaten by her
husband or boyfriend.

seen
Although there are male
victims of these crimes and
they deserve legal protection,
females overwhelmingly
suffer the pain and fear of
gender-motivated crime.
I could go on about this
and the many other subjects
that Mr. Harrigan proposes,
but there are so many books
that offer comprehensive
discussions on sexism, racism
and biological determinism,
and the population "problem." Here is a list of some of
my favorites: "Women, Race
and Class" by Angela Davis;
"Refusing to be a Man" by
John Stoltenberg; "Science
and Gender' by Ruth Blier;
"Female of the Spedes" by M.
Kay Martin and Barbara
-Voorhies; and "The Science
Question in Feminism" by
Sandra Harding.
Please, Mr. Harrigan, take
that pillow from your head
and puta book in it.

' ~/YL~
Susannah Sturtevant
Portland

Ad lib
It was disturbing to read
that the University of Southern Maine has pulled a fullpage ad for Condom Sense
from its orientation folder for
new students ("USM pulls
condom ads," 8.20.92). USM
president Pattenaude feared
that the size of the ad might
send "the wrong message to
parents of new students." He
also feared that the ad might
tarnish USM's image. The
operative word here is fear.
Is there something wrong
with sending a message to
parents that you care about
whether their child will live
or die? What's offensive here
is the suggestion that a
smaller ad would be less
offensive. I think the AIDS
crisis warrants every fullpage ad it gets. As for the
tarnishing of USM's imagepulling the ad has tarnished
its image. It is unfortunate
that we live in a country
where the people who control
our major institutions are
often more concerned with
image than reality. How
many more people have to
die before our leaders do the
right thing?
I am trying not to be naive
here. I know this village idiot
mentality exists everywhere
in America. However, it has
no place in a climate where
education is the goal.

~/~
Bill Taormino
Portland
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Entertainment

You'll be chelleshocked by this
woman's talent,
Saturday, Oct. 3.

The Casco
Bay Weekly
Calendar:
10 days and
more ways
to be
Informed,
get Involved
and stay
amused.

• Family
values
and the
flag:
Find
out
more
about family values,
coming out, how to
deal with homophobia
(within the family
and without), and
affirming lesbian
and gay family
members.
Matlovich Society
sponsors "Keeping Families
Together:
Parents and
Friends of
Lesbians and
Gays," a talk
with members of the
Portland
chapter of
P-FLAG
(Parents
and
Friends
of
Lesbians
and Gays)
tonight at 7:30 in
Rines Auditorium,
Portland Public Library.
Call 657-2850 for further
details.
• Class act: Laura Kargul
opens USM's Faculty
Concert Series with a
program from her 1992
European summer tour
featuring works by

Beethoven, Chopin, Liszt
and Gershwin's "Rhapsody
in Blue." Admission's $8 for
the public, $4 for students
and seniors, at USM
Gorham's Corthell Concert
Hall. Call 780-5555 for
reserva tions.

• World music that predates the term: South
African jazz piano virtuoso
Abdullah Ibrahim appears
tonight at 8 at Bates College
in Olin Arts Center. Ibrahim
(formerly Dollar Brand
before converting to Islam
in the late '60s) was a
protege of Duke Ellington,
who sponsored his first
appearances in the United
States. Ibrahim's sound
blends township jazz
rhythms, South African
mirabi, church hymns,
ragtime, blues, Ellington's
swing and Monk's
chordings - all filtered
through Ibrahim's Islamic
prism. Tickets are $8
general admission, $4 for
students and seniors. Call
786-6135 for reservations.
• Jammin' jazz session:
Guitar wizard Tony
Gaboury fronts a quartet
featuring trombonist Tim
Sessions, bassist Ben Street'
and Human Feel's percussive phenom Jim Black.
COIl\e' hear them blow tonight ~nd tomorrow night
'at cafe no, 20_Danforth St.,
Portland. For mQre info call
772~114.

• It ain't Velcro wall
jumping, out you'll probably find yourself stuck on
the dance floor: The Velcro
Peasants, an irreverent trio,
perform cuts from their new
album tonight, poking fun
of everything from the
music industry to failed
romances. Portland's Light
Mission will also play. Get
to Granny Killam's Industrial Drinkhouse '55 Market
St., Portland) by 9.
Admission's $4. Call 7612787 for sticky: details.

who invite a young couple
over for drinks after a
faculty party - the better to
witness George and
Martha's corrosive lifelong
relationship, based on base
passions and shattered
illusions and expressed
with painful wit.
Cynthia Barnett plays
Martha, Tony Owen is
George, Donald Jellerson is
Nick and Terry Drew is
Honey, his wife. Performances are Thursdays,
Fridays and Saturdays at 8
p .m ., Sundays at 7, through
Oct. 25. The theatre's
located at 955 Forest Ave.
Tix are $16, $13 for students
or seniors; call 797-3338 for

• Archangel art: Find more
than 100 paintings and
prints representing the
work of more than 35 artists
from the Russian city of
Archangel, at an auction
sponsored by the Archangel
Sister City Committee of
Greater Portland and
Portland
Rotary. The
auction also,
includes
Russian

• Take a hike!
"Woods and Wildlife"
is a free educational
hike through the
autumn woods offered
by Wolfe Neck Woods
State Park. Expect to spend
an hour and a half scrabbling over uneven terrain.
Meet at the benches by the

Meet
two people who
are at each otltlel"!
throats, Thursday,
Sept. 24.
Cibachromes of the country
today.
All proceeds will aid the

. . ..

second parking lot at 2. Call
287-3821 for more.

• What in
the world?
Learn
more
about
global
issues
in the
fall
election what
they
have
todo
with
Maine
or the
United
States,
whether
they affect
the quality
of our lives,
and other
issues - tonight
at 6 when League
of Women Voters
sponsors a panel
discussion with moderators Susan Schweppe and
Marion Holshouser.
Dinner's at 6 and costs $11,
the public program begins

• Freedom to choose: The
League of Women Voters
meets to discuss pro-choice
issues tonight at 6 p.m. in
Wood fords Congregational
Church, 202 Woodford St.,
Portland . Call 774-3289 for
details.

• Migrllte to the Danforth
Gallery tonight for "Healthy
Identity: The Need for
Authentic Self-~fflections,"
a panel discussion at 6:30
p.m. starring FrancoAmerican artists Y,von
Labbe, Paul Plante, Norman
Beaupre and D~is Ledoux.
The talk centers around a
traveling exhibit, "The
Migrant Within," currently
on view at the gallery (34
Danforth St., Portland). Call
775-6245 for details.

Archan~~

Portland-rart o~.;ne):~~l!2j~
high school exchange.
(Their half of the px(·nan(>'~ 1
is currently in jeopardy
because airfares for Russians are now astronomicaL) The auction takes place
tonight at 7 in the Porteous
building, 522 Congress St.,
Portland. Tickets - which
include a catalog and light
supper - are $15 at the
door. Doors open at 5 p.m.
for previewing. Pre-registration is encouraged; call 7727161,846-3157 or 799-9278.
See Art preview, page MM,
for more.
• Spend an evening with
George and Martha:
Madhorse Theatre opens its
seventh season tonight with
Edward Albee's "Who's
Afraid of Virginia Woolf?"
Edward Albee's play
centers around a middleaged professor and his wife

oeldOii'rnl~mc:eart at its most bizarre (and
de)ightfuO when a piano wired for sound
drops from the sky in Back Cove Parking LOt
Friday, Oct. 2 at 12:30 p.m. This perverse act
of destruction will be recorded by local music
wizard John Etnier, replayed, and instantly
manipulated to form a sonic backdrop for
local alternative band Mercy - creating a
piece of instant new music right there.
If you wonder about the ecological implications of playing with pianos in this fashion don't.
"The piano's seen better days, and is
headed for piano pasturelands one way or
another," said Director Phyllis O'Neill, "so
why not go out with a bang?"
Musical visionary Tom Faux will choreograph the event, which kicks off the New
Music Across America Festival, Big Sounds

Portland is the Easternmost anchor of the
16-dty festival, the largest exhibit of cuttingedge musical creativity in the country'.
For three w~ld 'n' crazy days, Mainers.
will be treatc9 to an extravaganu of sonic
ingenuity by composers and perfomers
from all m~sical genres - including concerts, audio-art installations, video screenings and symposia. Among the~ighlights:
jazz with Bill Fri~I1's band, the Maine new
music marathon, a tribute to John Cage, and
new sounds from the Middle East.
This is, without a doubt, the most exciting
musical event to hit Maine in years. Don't
miss it! Call Portland Performing Arts at
761-0591 for info on other festival events.
Stay tuned for more in next week's Arts
Issue.

• BOWDOIN COLLEGE
STUDENT UNION presents
Friday,

5

th

ANNIVERSARY SAtE
SAT., SEPT. 26
ZHEN TRICKSTERS
$4.00 COVER AT
FEDERAL JACK'S
BREW PUB
THE SHIPYARD, ROUTE 9
LOWER VILLAGE
I<ENNEBLNKPORT
967-4}11

classes

begin Sept. 28

Create with Clay

PORTLAND POTIERY
For More Info Call

772-4334
118 Wc!shington Ave, PorUand

FRIDAY - SATURDAY - SUNDAY
SEPTEMBER 25 - 26 - 27 Right on the corner of Lower Exchange Street
in Portland's Old Port • 774~010

October 2
8:30 pm
Morrell Gym,
Bowdoin
College,
BrunSwick
Tickets $12.50
Available at: Bull
Moose Reexmls,
BrunSwick; Reoord
Connection,
Waterville; Play It
Again, Yarmouth;
Bowdoin, Bates
and Colby Student
Activity Offices.
Info/charge by
phone: 725-3201,
B:30am-5pmM·F

Celebrate
native America,
Wednesday,
Sept. 30.
at7
and is
free. It happens at
Holiday Inn by the Bay, 88
Spring St., Portland. Call
846-5327 for more.
• Five hundred years after
Columbus: Winona Laduke
speaks on environmental
nd women's issues from a
native perspective tonight
at 7 in USM Portland's
Luther Bonney Auditorium.
Call 780-4355 for further
information.

• An evening's fare: Take a
trip with Jim Jarmusch's
"Night on Earth," a story
about five taxis in five
distant cities on earth,
whose marginally connected
stories unfold in typical

abstruse Jarmuschian
fashion. It's still a sad and
beautiful world. See more of
it at The Movies, 10 Exchange St. Call 772-9600 for
show times.

• It sounds so sweet it's
hard to beat: Zingo Zango
Generic Jug Band beats out
a sweet treat for fans of
really basic music, when
they play with The
Oakhurst Boys tonight at 8
at Bridgton Town Hall.
Admission's $5 in advance,
$6 at the door. Call 795-6584
for more.

• Yikes!
Lotsa
really big-time
musicians
descend on Portland
City Hall Auditorium
(386 Congress St.) tonight
at 7:30. Michelle Shocked,
The Band, Taj Mahal and
Uncle Tupelo rock the city
tonight with their Arkansas
Traveler Tour. Ea1:h act will
do individual sets~s well as
sit in on each othttr'-s acts.
Tix are $21,5Q - J a bargain,
considering fhe talent
invol ed. Call '775-3458 or
775-3331 for reservations.

Submissions for
- Entertainment Weekly
sections must be receIved
in writing on the Thursday
prior to publicatIon.
Send your Calendar and
ListIngs Information to
Ellen Llburt, Casco Bay
Weekly, 551A Congress St.,
Portland, ME 04101.

--
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Pottery Lessons

19

ONLY 2-1/2 MILES TO LL BEArI
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Come to Freeport,

Il

I

I
I
Desert
I
I - : - ~ of Maine I
I . Maine's Famous
I
I Natural Phenomenon I
I Giant Sand Du;es • Narrated I
I Coach TOUIS • Nature /rails I
I
• Sand Mist ·1783 Bam
I
I • World's largest Sand Painting I
I
• Gift Shop • Store
I
I Off U.S. Route 1 and 95 I
I ! Desert Rd .• Dept·. CB· I
I
'Freeport 04032
Open fl,4i1y 8th
I
to October 12th
I
I
Tel. (2q7) 865-6962
I
I
WITH THIS AD, $1 OFF
I
I
I
ADUlT ADMISSION
I
I UMIT ONE COUPON PER PERSON
I

and Visit...

ALSO . CAMPING AVAILABLE

~Ll

. great load
• great music
• great beer &wine

• Thurld4y, September 24th
STEVE GROVER Quartet
featuring trombonil'
11m Sea.ion.
• Fr. & Sat, Sept. 25 & 26th
TONY GABOURY QUARTET
featuring b ....i.t Ben Street
• SwaJay, September ~7th
Inaugural Open Jazz
JAM SESSION
• T"",d4y, September 29th
Benefit for
Equ.J ProlcctionlPtlnd.
CaU (or inrormation
I'~.lion.

welcome
clooed aundeya lilliehor day
clo.ed monday.

20 danrorth at .• 772-8114

1\. . . .

n.:1

CDs. TAPES. VIDEOS
0rIy 15 min fJom Por11ond
YARMOUTH MARKETPlACE
"lbmoulh. ME (201) 846-<1711

Open 7 days a week, 1010 10

· 20 useo Bay Wuk/y

Husbands and WI_
Woody AlIen's 22nd film focuses on two
married couples who ani forced to nlview
and re-eValuate their ideas conceming
marriage. hiendship. fidelity, trust and
love. Life imitates art. G ....t flick. Stars
Allen, Lysette Anthony, Judy Davis, Mia
Fanow, JuNiette LewiS, Liam Neeson and
Sydney Pollack.
Innocent Blood
A beautiful vampire. who feeds only on
Omtinu ed from J O-dJly eALEN DAR
nasty people, makes the mistake of b~ing
a mob chieftain. He not only survives her
aftack but is transfonned into a ruthless
vampire, whom she feels obligated to
destroy, with the help 01 an undercover
cop. DinlCted by John Landis.
Laat of the Mohicans
Based on JamesFenimoreCooper'sclassic novel about colonial America, the story
chronicles how the French and English,
each allied with Native American tribes.
waged a fierce and bloody battle for the
new continent. Amid the conflict,
Hawkeye, a frontiersman. bom of EngUsh
panlnts but raised by Mohicans, rescues
and falls desperately in love with the
A Leagu. of Th.lr Own
daughter of a British officer. Sta", Daniel
In 1943, all the baseban-playing men wenl
Day Lewis and Madeleine Stowe. "Miami
at war overseas and women Wen! given
VICe" creator Michael Mam directed and
co-wrote the script.
their chance to Play professional ball.
Penny Man;hall dinICts this comedy about L.thal We.pon III
the All-American Girls Professional BaseYet another enconl for the hard-core.
ball League. Siarring Geena Davis. Lori
Murtaugh has plans to nltire but can't
Petty, Tom Hanks and Madonna.
help being sucked into one last fnle-forBa.lc In.tlnct
all case - this time involving stolen fireMichael Douglas returns to the "Streets of
arms from the police department - with
San Francisco" as a detective in this erotic
partner Riggs. Sta", Danny Glover and
murderthrilierdinlCted by Paul Verhoeven
Mel Gibson.
.
("Total Recall"). Slick, entertaining. Th. Mighty Ducks
homophobic.
Emilio Estevez sta", as a former hockey
Batman R.turns
player picked up for drunk driving . InBatman (Michael Keaton) returns to battle
stead of being sent tothe pen, i.e .. the big
the combined forces of the Penguin
penalty boK, he's sentenced to coach a
(Danny DeVito),an evilindustrialist(Chrislosing pee-wee hockey team. From
topher Walken) and the Catwoman
Stephen Herek. dinlCtorof"BiliandTed's
Excellent Adventure."
(Michelle Pfeiffer). DinlCted by Tim Burton. Lotsa action can't mask the lack of a Mr. Saturday Night
cohesive pIol.
In his directorial debut. Billy Crystal sta",
Bob Robert.
as Buddy Young Jr., a 73-year-old man
A mock documentary about a yuppie
who's looking back over his life and caright-wing businessman, who also hapreeras a stand-Up comic on the fringe<; of
pens to be a folk singer, who's running a
show business. The story focuses on
populist campaign fora Pennsylvania U.S.
Buddy's relationship with his bother and
manager Stan, who has aided and abetSenate seat. Roberts tools around the
Keystone state in his bus,ThePride, singted him in his unsuccessful attempts to
ing his songs about crack in the ghettos.
claw his way to the top. Nso stars David
social inequilly and prayer in the schools
Paymer and Julie Warner.
_ all things Bob supports. Wmer/direc- Night on Earth
tor Tim Robbins plays the title role in this
Jim Jarmusch chronicles life on earth by
timely parody 01 the U.S. pofitical propresenting five short exchanges between
cess. GOnl Vidal stars as the lberal patritaxi drive... ~..,. ... - ."t ~m.. hnoouoly
clan incumbent against whom Bob "''''
tOSAiigeles. NeW YoI1<, Paris, Rome

CLEARANCE SALE
Going On Now
FREE

IJ!I!I~....... 4 week repair class

with each bike purchase

SILVER
SCREEN

ALL MODELS ON SALE
.. Great Savings
.. Mountain & hybrid & road bikes
.. Diamond Back, Univega, Bridgestone

lAC*Y'li

CYCLE

333 Forest Avenue, Portland (207) 773-6906

BEST BAGELS IN THE OLD PORT!
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WHAT'S
WHERE

Entertainment

SALE

for TUESDAY

Better than the Bakers' Dozen

~ _ • Z EXTRA BAGELS •
~With the PURCHASE OF A DOZEN!

819-2425 • '5 Temple Street • Portland

OJe to scheduling changes after
caw goes to press, movie goers are
advised to confirm times wilh

theatres.

General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road. S . Portland
774-1022
Dates effective Sept 25-0ct 1

No Sat 7:30 and Sun 12:50
showings of Captain Ron
Mighty OJcks shows Sal 7:30 and
Sun 12:50 only
Death Becomes Her (pG-13)
3:15.7:40
Honeymoon In Vegas (R)
1:10,3:20.5:30.7:40.9:55
Enchanted April (PGI
5:05,7:20. 9:40
Sneakers (PG-t 3 1
1 :30.4:05.7.9:45
Singles (PG-13)
12:45,2:50.5. 7:10, 9:20
Captain Ron (PG-t3)
12:50, 3. 5:15. 7:30. 9:50
School Ties (PG-t3)
12:45, 3:05,5:25.7:45.10
Last of the Mohicans (R)
1 :15. 3 :45. 6:50. 9:40
Mighty Ducks (PG)
12:50.7:30
Honey, I Blew Up the Kid (PG)
1.3

879-1511

Dales effective Sepl 25-0ct 1
A League of Their Own (PO)

'~-4-~~~.iB""l'IIIIft~lI!IIlmii'l'iiiiV'Tii:n.::;-and
Helsinki.
J~rmu;sc;h~co:nanll
P
amllY Inner~
centrate.
on As
thealways,
small delaHs
of exist-J_ _~~l
Thr:~3O~.!4~::10~·i7::4;0~.~'~0:-_-t---'r

,.
COOKIN

a dilapidated yacht and plan to sail nfrom
ence, seemingly minor occ
the Caribbean to Florida. They enlist the
change Wves. Stars WlOOna Ryder,
help of Captain Ron (Kurt Russell), also
RowlandsandRoslePerez.withmusicby
sort of a wreck, In the naive hope that he
Tom WailS.
will guide them through their adventunl. Patriot Gamea
D.ath Bec_ Her
Hanison Ford steps In for Alec Baldwin as
Two narcissistic, age-obseSSed women
CIA analyst Jack Ryan in this sequel to
_ an actress(Meryi Stn!8p) and an author
"The Hunt tor Red October.' Intemational
of beauty books (Goldie Hawn) - vie for
terrorists and an IRA splinterg roup target
theloveofapiasticsurgecn(BruceWiIlIS).
Ryan and his family after Ryan foils th~r
Both ani wiling to go to any lengths to
attemptlo kidnap a memberof England s
defy the aging process. including swalroyalfamily.AlsofeafuresAnneArchera~
...... "ng a potion they believe wil grant
Ryan's wife and Thora Birch as their

..,....

.-

On Tuesday this week, our waitress, Meredith,
found a copy of DownEasrlaying on the floor near
our front door.
Imagine our surprise when we thumbed through the
magazine and found ourselves described as one of the
five best restaurants in Portland. What an honor,
considering that our city has the second highest
number of restaurants per capita in the countryThe writer, Beth Chrichlow, stopped by earlier this
summer and interviewed us, but it's been so hectic
around here that we completely forgot about it.
Absent-mindedness can have its rewards.
To quote from the article, "Katahdin's me?u h,as its
share of rib sticking classics - homemade biSCUIts,
fried chicken, crabcakes and melt in your mouth pot
roast _ Bates and Peters are also well acquainted with
sophisticated fare like grilled sea scallops with a _
spicy lime and vegetable vinaigrette. Entrees begm at
seven and top out at fourteen dollars."
And listen to her description of our award winning
chocolate mountain! "The chocolate mountain peaks of chocolate mousse, ringed wi~ brownie "
foothills and capped with clouds of whipped cream.
We wish we could write that good, and probably you
do too.
So pick up a copy of this very interesting magazine
_ or stop in. We will be more than happy to share
ours,

774~1740

~~<U~
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12:30.3:10.6:30.9:10
Innocent Blood (A)

SPRING AND HIGH STREET

MON.THURS SPM· lOPM • FRI AND SAT SPM· llPM

saraflna (PO-1 3 1
1:20.4.7:30.9:50
Mr_ saturday Night (Rl
12:50. 3:30. 7. 9:40
Wind (pG-13)
12'.40. 3:20. 6:40. 9:20
Husbands and WIves (A)
1.3:40.7:10.9:30
Hellra\ser 3: Hell on Earth (R)

20 6 50 ~

4: Roberts
, : , (R)
Bob

them eternal youth - with dire consedaughter.
quences.DinICtedandproducedbyRob- Se,.flna
1:10.3:50.7:20.9:55
ert Zemeckis and Steve Starkey, the team
A group of students from the impo... ernlSponsible for "Who Framed Roger Rabished neighborhoods of Soweto valiantly
The Movies
bit" and the 'Back to the Futunl' trilogy.
struggleto get an education and pute"""
on a
10 Exchange St •• Portland
emerg
of
trictures
the
Enchanted April
shoW' under
s
,,-,
Four very difte"'"t British women rent a
rule. Told primarily through the eyes of
772-9600
castle near portofino, Italy, to escape
Sarafina, a young black girl who dnlams
Matinees Sat & SUn
their troubled lives and "sit In the shade
of changing herworld. the narrative serV8S
Zentropa (A)
and remember better timeS and better
as a COnnpl'8Ssed history of South Afnca
Sept 23-29
men " The beauty of Italy rejuvenates the
from 1975 to 1965. Based on the t988
and helps them rediscover their
Broadway musical. Stars Whoopi
Sal-Sun 1; Sun-Tues 9
romantic and idealistic selves. Stars
Goldberg.
Shadows and Fog (PO-13)
Miranda Richardson and Joan Plowrighl. School TI..
Sept 26-29
Hellral. .r 3: Hell on Earth
Atalented higl>-schOOl quarterback, who
Sun-Tues 7; Sat-Sun 3 :15
Rich and spoiled nightclub owner J.P.
just happens to be Jewish, wins an athNight on Earth (A)
Monroe accidentally drips blood on a
le1ic scholan;hipto an eI~e pmp schOOl In
pillarhe has purchased from a mysterious
New England. Anti-Semitism turns out to
Sept 3G-Oct 6
artgaleryandunknowinglynlleasesfrom
be the social norm attheschool,and what
Wed-Fri 7. 9:30; Sal-Sun 3. 9;
the pillar's confines Pinhead, the Black
seemed like his big break turns into a
Mon-Tues 9
PrinceofHell,whoisnowfraetowalkthe
struggle to gain acceptance. Brendan
earth and into your local cinema.
Fra_ (the Neanderthal from'Encino
Nickelodeon
Honey, I BI_ Up the KId
Manj again plays the kid who doesn't
Temple and Middle streets. ~ortland
Wayne Szalinksi(RickMoranis). the same
quite fit in.
772-9751
scatterbrained inventor who shrank hiS ShadOWS and Fog
Dates effective Sept 25-Oct 1
kids now finds his problems magnified
Woody Allen plays a cieri< who lives In a
Second shows run Sal-Sun only
wh";' he accidentally zaps his son Adam
namelesS European city in the 19205.
Once night he is awakened by a vigilante
with an enlarging ray , Not surprisingly,
Lethal Weapon III (R)
the towering toddler, who grows to 112
band who nlCru~himto huntfora psycho
1 :20. 4:10.6:50.9:50
stra"gler. Not quite sure of his role in this
feet. wreaks havoc on his family's unsu~BasiC Instinct (A)
peeting community. Also starring Marcl8
search he wanders around the city, enStrassman.
countering in his travels al sorts of strange
1 :10.3:50.6:30.9:10
Honeymoon In Vegas
people, including a circus sword-swatHousesltter (PO)
Sarah Jessica Parker plays a New York
lower a mad scientist and a clown. The
1 :40,4:30.7:10. 9:20
schoolteacher who heads to Vegas with
cast i~cludes Mia Farrow, Jodie Foster,
Batman Returns (PO-t3)
the intention of getting married. Things
MadOnna, Kathy Bates, John Malkovich,
1.3:40.6:40.9:30
get dicey when her fiance (Nicolas Gage)
John Cusack and Lily Tomlin.
Unlawful Entry (R)
treats her like a chippy and loses her In a Singles
1 :50. 4:20. 7:20.10
high-stakespoker9ame.AIsostarsJa~ Six una!tached urbanites living inanapartCaan. "Honeymoon' transcends Its
ment complex in Seattle search for love.
Patriot Garnes IR)
simpleminded premise with a very funny
success and happiness with varying dla1 :30. 4. 7.9:40
f the eamestly inept
grees of success. Directed by Cameron
portrayaI by Cage 0
Crowe iFast T1~ at Ridgemont High"
paramour.
and 'Say Anythlngj. The ensemble. cast
Pride's Comer Drive-In
H~=:n plays a con artist who haS a Includes Bridget Fonda, Matt DIllon,
651 Bridgton Road. Westbrook
one-night stand with arr architect (Steve
Campbel Scott. Kyra Sedgwick.
797-3154
Martin). moves Into the man's ~ a~ Sist.r Act
Dates effective Sepl 25-Oc11
pretends to be his wife while trying to Win
Atrashylounge singer{WhooPi
Sister Act (pO)
his heart.
goes Into hiding in a con... ent after WItnessing a crime. She takes o...er the choir
6
and transroot .. them into superb jazz
Honey,
I
Blew
Up the Kid (PO)
aIngefS. thereby atlnlCting the attention
9:45
01 the thugs Invotved. in the murder.

wo~n

Goldbe~)

CON
CERTS
FRIDAY 9.25
Abdullah Ibrahim
fjazz piano) 8 pm. Olin Arts Center Concert Hall, Bates College, Lewiston. Tix:
$8, $4 Bates faculty and staff, students
and senio",. Bates students free with J.D.
786-6t35.
Laura Kargul
(classical piano) 8 pm, Corthell Concert
Hall, USM/Gorham. Tix: $8, $4 students.
780-5555.
Old Time Country Music Show
(country) 7:30 pm, The Jordan Small
School, Raymond. Ti.: $7 in advance; at
door: $8, $7 seniors and kids under t2.
655-7749.

21 PLEASANT ST, PORTLAND

174'0016

LUNCH

The

Good Egg
BREAKFAST
MON-FRI
SAT&SUN

BEST BREAKFA~T! BEST DINNER!
C8W READERS' POLL

:2 YEARS IN A ROW!

SATURDAY 9.28

DISCOVERIES

Lucia Blue Tremblay
(romantic bilingual balladry) 8 pm, City
Theater,205 MainSt,Biddeford. rlX :$I' .50
in advance, $13 at door. 247-3461.

SUNDAY 9.27

EVERY NIGHT
5-11

MON-FRI

11:30 - 2:30

It's Time!
Annual Pre-Christmas Sale at Discoveries

Block Ens.mbla
(woodwind quintet) 10:30 am, Portland
Museum of Art, 7 Congress Square, Portland. Fnlewith museum admission. Complimentary light breakfast. 775-6148.

UPCOMING

Hoyts Clark's Pond
333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland

_

..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,

Sneakers
A group of security experts are hired to
break into "impenetrable" places to test
security systems. They are led by Martin
BIshop (Robert Redford), a fugitive from
t~ '60s. When a government agency
dISCOvers Bishop's true identity, he and
hIS "sneakers" are blackmailed into partlClpallng In a covert operation. Directed
by Phil Alden Robinson ("Field of
Dreams").
Three Ninja Klda
An FBI agent is ordered to track down an
evil martial arts master. In retaliation, the
master plots to kidnap the agent's three
sons. Little does he know that the boys,
ages 6-12, rave been instructed in the art
of ninjitsu by their grandfather and are
more than a match for any bad guy.
Unlawful Entry
After a young couple's home is vandalized, the police officer assigned to their
case begins to tenorize the victims. Sta",
Kurt Russell, Madeleine Stowe and Ray
Liotta , who .does a nasty tum as the cop.
ThIS moVIE! IS excessively violent and has
little redeeming social value.
Wind
Matthew Modine plays a skipper whose
sailing blunder costs the United States
the America's Cup for the fi",t tinne ever.
Now he's out to win it back, w~h the help
of his girl.'riend, played by Jennifer Grey.
Great salhng scenes, insubstantial plot.
Directed by Carroll Ballard ("The Black
Stallion").
Zentropa
A naive German-American travels to Germany immediately after the end of World
War II wanting only to "spread a little
kindness" and help rebuild his ancesto",'
homeland. Taking a job as a passenger
traIn conductor, he quickly loses his idealism as he is befriended, used and ultimately betrayed by everyone he encounters. Voice-over by Max Von Sydow.

Sterlinll Super W,.,ch with
Amychest $98
Photo Iry Robert Di,.".,."te

STAGE

Th. Bill Frlsell Band
10J2J92 fjazz) 8 pm, Portland Performing
Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave. Portland.
Tix: $15. 774-0465.
Portland String Quartet
1012192 (works of New England composers) 8 pm, Olin Arts Center Concert Hall
WA Momentary Order"
Bates College, Lewiston. Tix: $8, $4 Bat~
LA Arts and Bates Dance Festival present
faculty and staff, students and seniors.
Doug Varone and Dance", in this world
Bates students free with 1.0. 786-6135.
premier Oct 2-4 -Fri-Sat 8 pm, Sat-Sun
Zingo Zango Jug Band and The
2 pm -at Libbey MiD. Lewiston . Tix: $10,
Oakhurst Boya
$8 for kids and seniors. 782-7228.
10J2J92 (b1uegrassljug band M.S. ben"The Frogsefit) 8 pm, Bridgton Town Hall, Bridgton.
USM's Ad Hoc Players, a group of faculty
Tix: $5in advance, $8 at door. 743-2001.
and staff, give an informal reading of
Aristophanes' satire0ct 3-Sat 7 pm- Main. New Mu.lc Marathon
t 013192 (eight composers & ensembles)
at Luther Bonney Auditorium, USMlPort2:30-11 pm (with dinner break), Portland
land. Free. 780-4330.
Pertorming Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave,
"Henry V"
Portland. Ti.: $12. 774-0465 .
American Renaissance Theater pmsents
Shakespeare's play Sept 3O-Oct 4 and Schooner Fare
Oct 7-tl - Wed- Sun 7:30 pm - at
1013192 (folk for Maine Audubon Society
and GOMMEAj 8 pm, Southem Maine
Garage Sound and Art Gallery, 92 Oak St,
Portland. Ti.: $10, $7 students and seTechnical College. Fort Road, S. Portland. Tix: $10 in advance, $12 at door.
nio",. 871-9325.
767-9528.
"In We There Are Blows So Hard"
Shoestring Theater performs their ad'J~ Michelle Shocked, The Band, Uncle
puppet piece Oct 2 - Fri 7:30 pm - at
Tupelo and Taj Mahal
1013192 (eclectic) 7:30 pm, Cilly Hall AudiLuther Bonney Auditorium, USMlPortland. Tix: $5, $2 students. For more info
tOrium. 386 Congress St, Portland. rlX :
$21.50. 775-3458.
caU 774- 1502
"M. and My Girl"
Klezmatlcs and Simon Shaheen
A nlvival of a 1938 musical Oct 2-Oct 24
10/4192 (new Arab & Jewish music) 7:30
- Fri-Sat 8 pm. Sun 2:30 pm - at The
pm, Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A
Portland Players, 420 Cottage Road, S.
FOnlSt Ave, Portland. TiK: $12. 77 4-0465.
Portland. Oct 11 performance interpreted Portland String Quart.t
for the hearing impaired . 799-7337 .
1014/92 (classical) 3 pm, Woodfords Con"Nolr Susplclons" gregationalChurch, 202 Woodford St, Portat The Mystery Cafe Dinner Theatre,
land. Shostakovich's String Quartet No. 8
Vanillo's Restaurant, 155Riverside Drive,
in C Minor, Op. 110; Haydn's String Quartet
Portland. Shows every Saturday at8. For
in G Major, Dp. 77. No. I; and Chadwick's
info and reservations call 693-3063.
String Quartet in 0 Minor, No. · 5.Tix for
series (four concerts): $45. Ti)(/concert: $14,
"Tertuff."
$8 kids and seniors. 761-1522.
SacoRiverGrangeHaU presents Moliere's
play Sept 24-26- Thurs-Sat, 7:30 pm- Jenny Woodman and Llmerock.t.
Salmon Falls , Bar Mills. T1x : $7, $5 stuIon 192 (rock to benef~ Equal Protection!
dents and senio",. 929-6472.
Portland) 8 pm, T-Birds, 126 Boyd St,
Portland. Tix: $5. 773-3315.
"Torch Song Trilogy"
The Theater Project presents Harvey
Fie"'tein's award-winning comedy about
the world of an enlertainer and the people
in his life Sept 10-27-Thurs-Sat, 7:30pm ,
Sun, 2 pm - at Ihe Theater Project, 14
School St , Brunswick. All profits to benefit
Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services and
The AIDS ProjecI.TiK: $10. 729-8584.
"Who'. Afraid of Virginia Woolf?"
Spend an e...ening w~hGeorgeand Martha
Sept 24-Oct 25 - Thu", -Sat, 8 pm, Sun,
7 pm - at Mad Horse Theater, 955 Forest
Ave, Portland. Tix: $14 &$16. 797- 3338.

15% off entire stock
Now thru Saturday,
Sept 26th
M-F IO-5:30pm
Saturday 9-5

10 Pepperell Square • Saco • 283-2953
M-F 10-5:30 • Sat 9-5

WOULD YOU?

Aa:cpI all """" cobindry for
the IIIIIC price u IDOII Itoek IiDeL.

Iharin& in the CIci_ of
ClOIIin& diJtirwtiye ki1clIcDs, bothI I:

COIIIickr
~

nxm "'"ign'

Ind

enjoy it I _

Allow ooe of 4 woods, 9 IIIiDI aDd \4 CUllOm
door styles to be hand crafted for YOU !

Experience:

p~o/
HONI!ST VALUE
By Omc:p

THURSDAY 9.24

AUDITIONS

Check out our
wickedly delicious
dessert sauces:
Death by Chocolate
Death by Mint Chocolate
Immaculate Confection
Wicked Good Fudge Sauce
Chocolate Raspberry
Fudge Sauce
ALL MAINE MADE!

I

CLUBS

st ..... Grover Quartet Oazz) cafe

no , 20
Danforth St. Portland. 772-8114.
Sons of 'Shame (grunge/garage rock)
Geno's, t3BrownSt, Portland. 772-7891 .
Co.mlc Freeway (Dead cover and origiCathadral Chamber Singers
nals) Granny Killam's Induslrial Drinkhouse,
holds auditions Sept 29 from 5-7 pm by
55 Markel St, Portland. 761-2787.
appointment at SI. Luke's Cathedral , 143
State St, Portland . Call 772-5434.
De.perat. Avlkadoz (blues) The Living
Tree Culture Club, 45 Danforth St, PortThe Portland Community Chorus
land. 874-0022 .
is looking for new members, especially
tenors and basses. For more info call
829-9437 .
Continued on -p118e 22

WICKED
GOOD!

~dt'=i'

Kitchens & Interiors
624 Forest Avenue
Portland, Maine

7l'Hm:T

490 CONGRESS ST,
PORTLAND
207-775-4860

•
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Entertainment

Frankly Omar .nd The Brok... Rubber
Band (acoustic)WharfsEnd, 52 WharfSt,
Portland. 773-0093.
Lou Moora(acoustic) The Wrong Brothers'

ART

I IiI mrm M~~~~9~;AW'- OPENING
ContinlUd from p<lgt 21

N

C.

T E R

BEGINNER BALLROOM CLASSES

-r

October 1st Thursday 6;30 TangolFoxtrot- Smooth
7:30 ChaCha/Swing - Rhythm
October 3rd Saturday 6:30 Wedding Survival
(Waltz, Fotxtrot, Swing)
October 4th Sunday · 6;30 TangolFoxtrot- Smooth
7;30 ChaCha/Swing - Rhythm
October 6th Tuesday 8;00 Country Western
October 9th Friday
9;00 Swing Workshop
Classes are beld at ''Port/and Ballet" at 341 Cumberland Ave.
Call 773-3558fortnfo.
Tap Classes - Monday, 6:30 Intermediate; 7:30
Beginner. Being held at Breakwater School, 858
Brighton Ave. Call for information. 766-2751.

We lost our mailing list in the lire so please call and
help us recreate our liles.

~

..v-~~

({l/!S3JIL

.9l Pane Of grass
Yl Stained grass Studio

Classes Start Sept. 28 for beginners
Limited to Six - Call Now To Enroll
A complete line of stained glass
supplies, gifts and custom work.
Please call for information.
10% discount for students

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
18 Pepperell Square
Saco, Maine 04072
(207) 283-4143 • 1-800-559-4143

Open Mlc with Randy Monoblto (b.y.o.) Hardware C.f6 • Oallery
115 Island Ave. Peaks Island. Opening
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest
reception Sept 25 from 5-8 torthe wor1< of
Ave. Portland. 773-6886.
printmakers from Peregrine Press; Greg
Open Mlc with Ken Orlmaley (acoustic)
Frangoulis. ceramist; and Chris Gerquest.
Wharfs End. 52 Wharf St, Portland .
sculptor. Through Oct 12. Gallery hours:
773-0093.
Mon-Fri tt-7. Sat-Sun to-6. 766-5631 .
The Sa.....n'. Club R.... u..nt
t Exchange St. Portland. Opening reception Oct 5 from 5-7 for "Spirited Gardens!" with work by Joyce Coyne and
Chris Sheridan. Through Nov. Hours:·11Swift Ice Cu .... (rock) Moose Alley, 46 The Tom Patton Quintet Qazz for Equal
1t . 772-73t 1.
benefit)
cafe
no.
20
ProtectionlPortland
Markel St. PorUand. 774-5246.
Danforth St, Portland. 772-81 t4.
The LI .... Rockets (rock) Old Port Tavem,
Open Mlc with N.II Collin. (b.y.o. elec11 Mou~on St. Portland. 774-0444.
tric) GrannyKilam's Industrial Drinkhouse,
Tony 80". (big band) Raoul's Roadside M 55 Marllet St, PorUand. 761 -2787.
traction, 865 FOIIlSt Ave. PoIIiand.773-&86.
Deej.y Rocket Ruaty (karaoke) Spring Deej.y Oecar (college night) The Living African Imporb and New England Arts
Tree ClAture Club, 45 Danforth St. PortPoint Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S. Portland.
t Union St. Portland. Original artworll &
land. 874-0022.
767-4627.
advice to coUectors. Hours: 10-9 MonMlrI'OI'S (dance) T-Birds. 126 N. Boyd St, Swift Ice Cubes (rock) Old Port Tavem, tl
Sat. 12-6 Sun. 772-9505.
Mou~n 51. Portland. 774-0444.
Portland. 773-8O!1O.
Alberta'.
Doug
Clegg
(folk)
Raoul's
Roadside
MDeejay Oreg Powe.. (karaoke) Tipperary
2t Pleasant St. Portland. "Intenors," the
traction. 865 Forest Ave . Portland .
Pub. Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland.
realist paintings 01 Sherry Edmonds.
773-8866.
775-616t.
showing through Oct 17. Hours: 7 am-l0
Open
Mic
Night
with
Pet
...
Ol
...
on
Open Mlcwlth John LoIette(b.y.o. acouspm. 774-0016.
(acoustic) Spring Point Cafe. 175 Pickett AREA Gallery
tic) The Wrong Brother.!' Pub at Port Bi~
St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
liards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944.
Portland Campus Cent..., USM/Portland.
Jim Duffy.nd Maryl.n. Brlnk(acoustic)
"Stepping out 01 line: Contemporary
Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St. Portland.
latvian Photography,"showing through
773.0()93.
Sept 25. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 7 am-10
pm. Sat-Sun 10 am-7 pm. 780-4718.
The Baxt.r Oallery
Will Tum.r (acoustic) Bramhal Pub, 769
Portland School 01 Art, 619 Congress St.
Congress St. Portland . 773-9873.
Portland . Exhibi1ion of student work.
Tom G.boury Band Oazz) cafe no. 20
Through Oct 18. Gallery hours: Tues-Sun
Open Mic with J_e J.m .. (b.y.o.
Danforth St. Portland. 772-81 14.
11-4, Thurs 11-9.775-5152.
acoustic) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland.
CrI ......nd Hard TI .... (original rock)
Campus Center Caf.t....
772-169t .
Geno's. t3BrownSt,Portland. 772-789t .
USMJPortland. "Replay." a juried show
V.lcro P....nt. .nd Light MI .. lon Begg... Ba.h (psychedelic rock) Granny
about ga~, pastimes and sports lrom
Killam's
Industrial
Drinkhouse.
55
Market
(altemative rock) Granny Killam's Industrial
senior artists' youth. Showing through
51. Portland. 761-2787.
Drinkhouse. 55 Market St. Portland.
September. Hours: Mon-Thurs 7:30-7 ,
Deejay o.car (college night) The Living
Fri 7:30-2. 775-6245.
76t-2787.
Tree ClAture Club, 45 Danforth St, Port- Cong..... Squ.... Oallery
F.bulous l<>oM C.booa. (reggae) The
land.
874-0022.
Living Tree Culture Club. 45 Danforth St.
42 ExchangeSt, Portland. Group show of
Bach.I .....' Night (topless) Moose Alley.
gallery artists. including Philip Barter. Jill
Portland. 874-0022.
46 Marllet St. Portland. 774-5246.
Hoy and Brita Holmquist, showing through
Swift Ice Cu .... (rock) Moose Alley. 46
Swift Ice Cu.... (rock) OId'Port Tavem, 11
Sept. Gallery hourn: Mon-Sat 10:30-5.
Market St. Portland. 774-5246.
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
774-3369.
Planetary Citizen. (rock) Old PortTavem,
BeBop J.zz En.emble uazz) The Port- D.nforth Art O.II.ry
1t Moulton ~t. Portland. 774-0444.
hole Restaurant. 2OCustomHouse Wharf.
34 Danforth St. Portland. "Migrant Within ,"
Eight to the Bar (R&B. Motown & swing)
Portland. 772-5575.
paintings of Franco-American artists 01
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest
Bob M.rI.,. (comedy) Raoul's Roadside
New England. On view through Oct 15.
Ave. Portland . 773-8866.
Attraction. 865 Forasl Ave, Plld. 773~.
Panel discussion "Healthy Identity: the
Mldnlte Rld.r (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
Need for Authentic Self·Reflections." with
Lou Moo.... Skel.ton C...w(Dead cover
175 Pickett st. S. Portland. 767-4627.
moderator Yvon labbe. Sept 29 a1 6:30.
bend) Wharfs End. 52 Wharf St. Portlend.
Hot Cherry Pie (rock) T-BirdS. t 26 N. Boyd
Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 11-5.775-6245.
773-0093.
St. Portland. 773-8040.
Velentp. Oallery
Curt Ba.""e (acoustic) Tipperary Pub. Open Mic Night wtth The Cool Whl.- Dean
60 Hampshire St. Portland. Paintings,
(b.y.o. jam) The Wrong Brothel'9' Pub at
Sheraton TaraHolel, S. Portland. 775-6161 .
printsandoonstructlonsofChariesHewitt.
Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland.
Th. Night (rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub
Through Oct t 1. Galleryhours: Thurs-Sat
775-1944.
at Port BiMiards. 39 Forest Ave, Portland.
11-4. Sun t2-4 and by appt. 772-2042.
775-t944.
F..........tatudlo
8CityCent.... Portland . SCuiptureby~
Dow. paintings of Chris Mir and paintings
and sculpture by lyn Mir. Through Sept.
Gallery hours: Moo-Sat to-7, Sun 12-5.
774-1500.
Will Tum.. (acoustic) Bramhal Pub. 769
F....t Oull, Gallery
Congress St. Portland. 773-9873.
411 Congress St, Portland. Worll of galTom Oaboury Band Qazz) cafe no. 20
lery artists. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 12-6.
Danforth St, Portland. 772-81 14.
or by appointment. 773-2555.
Pluck T....t .. and Po.-kull(pop)Gero·s.
O.Mnhut GaIl.rI ..
13 Brown St. Portland. 772-7891 .
146 Middle St. Portland. Group show of
Thl... It (funk) Granny Killam's Industrial
gallery artists, including Kathleen Gal~gan,
Drinkhouse. 55 Market St, Portland.
George lloyd, Duncan Slade and Sarah
761-2787.
Knock. showing through Sept 30. Hours:
Wlld..t D.... ma (world beat) The Uving
Mon-Fri 10-5:30, Sat to-5. 772-2693.
T_ Culture Club. 45 Danforth St, PortJ_II Oallery
land. 874-0022.
345 Fore St. Portland. Impressionist and
U .... Rock.t. (rock) Moose Alley. 46 Marrealist oils and watercolors by Bill Jewell.
ket St, Portland. 774-5246.
Paul Black, Cynthia McMullin and other
Pla"etary Citizen. (rock) Old Port Tavem.
local artists. Stained and painted glass by
11 Mou~on St. Por1land. 774-0444.
BiIJ-'land Burt Weiss. On viewthrough
The Del Fuegoe (rock) Raoul's Roadside
Sept Ganery hours: Mon-Sat 10-5, or by
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. Ootts 0._, Inc., locations to be anappointment 773-3334.
nounced. Smoke- and chern-free dances Lewl. Oallery
773-&86.
with swing. latin & ballroom music FriMldnlt. Rider (rock) Spring Point Cafe.
Portland Public library. 5 Monument
days from 9-12 pm & Sundays from 3-6
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Square, Portland. "Over Portland." an
pm. $5. 773-3558.
exhibit of black and whHe photographs
LI.... Rocketa (rock) T-Birds. 126 N. Boyd
Th.LMng T.... Cultura Club,45 Danforth
by lloyd Femss. showing through Sept
St. Portland. 773-8040.
St. Portland. Alrican. wor1d *t. reggae
30. Ferriss presents a lecture and slide
Chrla O. Qulnt.t(popIrock)TlPP8f'8ry Pub,
and
alternative
rock.
Open
T
..s-Sun.
874show Sept 24 at 12 in the Rines Room.
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S . Portland.
0022.
"Vl8wer Created RealHies," the paintings
77!H116t.
and sculptures of John Riveglia showing
Th. Night (rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub Maine Ballroom, 614 Congress St, Portland. Every Sat 9-midnight. Cost: $5 . No
from Oct 2-31 . Hours: Mon, Wed & Fri 9at Port Billards. 39 Forest Ave, Portland.
reaervations required. 773-0002.
6; Tues & Thurs 12-9; Sat 9-5. 871 -1700.
775-1944.
The Moon, 425 Fore St. Portland. Open Main. Color Service Gall.ry
nightly, 8 pm on ... Naked Thirntdays: no
4 Milk St. Portland. "Maine Business/Art
cover. drinks $1 .25 & drafts 25¢; Fri-Sat
'92" an exhibit of Cibachrome prints of t 1
until 3 am; Sun-Mon: chern free. Cover:
local commercial photographers. On view
$3. 772-1983.
through Nov 15. Gallery hourn: Mon-Fri
8:30-5:30. 774-4300.
Open ..azz J.mOazz) cafe no. 20 Danfor!h Salute•. 20 Milk St. Portlllnd. Open nightly
until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
N.ncy M.rgoll. Gallery
St. Portland. 772·8t 14.
367 Fore st. Portland. Decorative arts,
Acou.tlc rock .rtl.t (acoustic) Gena·s. T-BIrd'., 126 N. Boyd 51. Portland. Sun:
comedy night; weekdays: special events;
including jewelry by Ronald Hayes
t3 Brown St, Portland. 772-789t.
Fri & Sat: rock & roll , dance. 773-8040.
Peerson and ceramics by Peter Saengher.
Th. Kind .nd comedl.n. J.ck Towle
Through Sept. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat
.nd Bob M.rley (Dead cover and com- Wh...hou. . Dane. Club, 29 Forest Ave.
10-6. SUn 1t :30-4. 775-3622.
Portland. Progressive music. Fri: chern
edy) The living Tree Cutture Club. 45
free. all ages with deejay; Sat: women's Me.nd.r 0.11ery
Danforth St, Portland. 874-0022.
night from 9- t with deejay Deb. 87440 Pleasant St. Portland. "Mythscapes:
Swift Ice Cubea(rock) Old PortTavem, 11
Aboriginal Dreaming," shoWing through
9770.
Mou~n st. Portland. 174-0444.
Oct 31. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat t HI. or
Rory Block (blues & folk) Raoul's Roadside ZDotz,31 Forest Ave, Portland. Wed:chemfree; Thu",: cutting edge dance; Fri: ~ve
by appointment. 871-1078.
Attraction . 865 Forest Ave. Portland.
national acts; Sat: deejay til 2:30 am. live
773-&86.
at The Cave; Sun: request night .
H.dlln... Comedy "ght with W.III
773-8t87.
Collin (comedy) T-Bi'ds. 126 N. Boyd
Continutd on p<lgt 24
st. Portland. 773-8040.

CLUBS

TUESDAY 9.29

AROUND TOWN

FRIDAY 9.25

WEDNESDAY 9.30

SATURDAY 9.28

DANCING

SUNDAY 9.27
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Straying from the pack
The story of two teens' harmonic conversion

1\ IfJ\Tf'IELY

16.

understated management style at "the no" that the
two find the club so inviting.
Lichter, before opening, made sure that the
under-drinking-age set would have access to the
music he intended to promote. He made it clear
that he would have done without the liquor license
if that would have blocked the entrance of another
generation of potential listeners. It has worked to
his and the music's advantage. It has also changed
two of the club's semi-permanent residents.
"You're into something that's really good and it
affects you, and when you see it live you know
something." Derek is reaching when he says,
"You've tapped a vein and gotten a whole circulatory system of a different piece of music. You feel
like you are wiser or something. Jazz you have to
listen to actively.
It's like reading a
book versus
watching lV.
You have to be a
participant. I guess most people w~uldn't make"the
effort. As cafe no people are there for the music. It
connects the people."
Dan picks up on the thought, adding. "you feel
like you are a part of everybody when you are
there, I hate to sound 'groovy' but it's a warm,
welcoming place. I. don't remember ever being in
there and being anything but relaxed - well,
maybe a bit jittery from all the coffee."
In little more than two years the two have
absorbed an immense body of music. From Miles
Davis to John Zorn, Oscar Peterson to Debris, they
embrace it all on an almost messianic level. Neither
of them see it as a quickie. They cannot foresee a
day when, with or without cafe no, they'll walk
away from the music.
"I used to be there all the time, and I'd still like
to be there all the time, but things change when you
get older," said Dan. "I have a lot more responsi-

'The thing that we just loved so much," he
said, "was we're sitting at this table and Paul
[Lichter - the ever-present, ever-gracious
owner I came over and said, 'Would you cats like
some more coffee?' That was incredible. We left
and we said, we have to go back there. It was a
very relaxed atmosphere."
The other half of the "we" in Dan's story is
Derek, Portland High School class of '92. Next
year he expects to be in Chicago studying film or
radio. This year he is working the late shift at a
Forest Avenue restaurant. He's bright. He thinks
before he speaks and glances at his watch
periodically to unconsciously indicate that he
hasn't a clue as to why anyone would find
teenagers - fresh out of high school, who spend
at least one night, if not two or more nights a
week hanging around a jazz club - interesting.
"One Friday," he said, "back when every
Friday I went to Zootz because that's where my
friends went, I didn't feel like going so I stayed
at cafe no. I paid my five bucks and really liked
what) heard. ) can't remember who it was, but)
fell in love with going to the shows." His houseon-fire hair remains motionless as he half laughs
under his breath, "I go
five times a week at
least .. . I'm sort of the
Norm Peterson of the
place with coffee ra ther
than beer."
Attempting to understand why teenagers
become involved with
such a peripheral, albeit
dynamic, art form is a bit
like trying to understand
why graying adults would
get a mohawk. As much
as we might grasp why
middle-aged men grow
ponytails for the first time
in 20 years (GQ indicates
it's fine even if Esquire
doesn't. Lost youth: I was
hip once and) will be
again; you won't notice
my aging physique if you
focus on my fashionably
blunt-cut appendage, etc.)
a mohawk would be out.
it's the quasi-alternative
pack mentality. But that
same pack mentality of
high school boys would
presumably be drawn to
metal or thrash or rap or
maybe house music. But
jazz?
Dan's enthusiasms run
over the top as he tells me
one of the differences that
people overlook. "I just
love jazz. I listen to any
jazz. The way jazz has
come since the early days
is incredible. The fact that
jazz is almost the only
type of music I've seen
where I've seen young
Portland School of Art stud.nts U ... Roy (right, 17 years old) .nd Pauline
Freeman (19 ye.rs old) soak In the cool sounds of the Mandala Octet at
people playing, with old
caf. no, SepL 18.
people ... I don t see
CB W/Colin MaWcie
people in rock 'n' roll doing that. Jazz is so
bilities now; lately I've been thinking that now I
versatile!'"
could go down there with my hom.ework and do
Derek digs out the nugget, '1n rock 'n' roll it's
what I used to do when I'd go there and drink
the young versus the old."
coffee."
But that would seem to be the point, wouldn't
Derek reflects for a moment, "I'll be listening for
it? Dan's dark yisage, Derek's post-Cure, apre'sa long time. It's just become a part of me."
pillow appearance don't jibe neatly with the
usual fans found at most jazz clubs throughout
Jim Pinfold
the country. It is probably due to Lichter's

music

NOW OFFERING

lVJ[~HAIR CO£01{98{.9LDYSIS

J2l
'There is so much more you can get out of
going to cafe no. I'll go home after sitting there
for hours. I had a great time, I listened to great
music, I talked to great people. It's so much
more than a dance club."
Dan graduated from Greeley High School last
year and is now at Portland School of Art hoping
to study sculpture or animation. He wears black.
Black leather jacket, questionable black hair that
is parted down the middle and hangs below his
shoulders. Black. He's a wee-bit jacked on coffee
as he talks about his affection for the c1ub/
restaurant and jazz, its main form of entertainment. His first visit to the club was when he was
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Learn which colors

:FuU Service Sa£on!

are best for you.
Call for details.

Appointments taken

Walk-ins welcome

865-9214
13 Royal Ave (off School St) Freeport. M-F 9-7. Sat 8-4

American
Renaissance
Theater
presents

The war of the Roses
partlV
Admission $10
SlutienIs &Senilm 17
Wednesday, September 30th
through Sunday, October 4th,
. Wednesday, October 7th
through SWl<lay, October 11tb.
All shows at 7:30 pm.
at the Garage SoWld
and Art Gallery

92 Oak Street
(Just off Congress Street)

HENRY V

By WIll.IAM SHAKESPEARE
DIRECfED By JAMES HOBAN

Portland, Maine

For Reservations Please Call

871-9325

ARE ABLE TO TOLERATE SPELT QUITE EASILY

TRY ~[P~I11r . THE
'U"1]1~TI ~~~£1lli~
•
•
•
•
•

HIGHER IN COMPLEX CARBOHYDRATES
40% MORE PROTElN THAN WHEAT
HIGHER IN MINERALS & TRACE ELEMENTS
65% MORE ESSENTIAL AMINO ACIDS
GREAT TASTE, MORE EASILY DIGESTED
Available fresh~baked Tuesdays and Fridays at

-

Port Bake' House
205 Commercial St., 773-2217 • 263 St. John St., 773.5466

ARORATHERAPf
FACIAL
Relax
with an
hour long
accupressure
facial massage.
We use only organic cleansers
and plant and flower-based
essential oils to nourish and
calm your senses.
Call for an
appointment now!
773-4457
We're Maine's only AVEDA. concept salon.

NOW OPEN MONDAYS:
ON THE CORNER OF MIDDLE & EXCHANGE STREETS
IN THE OLD PORT

September 24,1992
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Entertainment

"A CORRECT RELATIONS I
TO YOURSELF IS PRIMARY,
FOR FROM IT FLOW
ALL POSSIBLE CORRECT
RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHERS
AND WITH THE DIVINE,"
-Ralph Blum

PERHAPS
OUR ALCHEM ISIS
CAN HELP YOU
LOOK INSIDE YOURSELF.

the
sacred
child
institute
142 High St.
Suite 330
Portland, ME 04101
(207) 828-0988

·PfJlSONAL INJURY. WORKERS CeMP
CML LITIGATION

JOHN J. SEARS
Attorney At Law
"Free Initial consultation for Injury cases.
Fees paid only upon recovery.
Evening appointments available.

•
774-7500

1-800-870-4555
97 A Exchange St.,
Portland, Me.

Sports Equipment That's Used ..•
But Not Used Up.
We buy, sell, trade and consign
used and new sports equipment.

10-6
10 - 8
10-5
12-5

HOURS:
Mon., Tues., Wed., Fri
Thursday ,
Saturday
Sunday

Every day is a Bargain Day at Play It Again Sports.

311 MARGINAL WAY • PORTLAND • 773-6063

NOW
OPEN

Play It Again Sports in Auburn
250 Center St.

777-7427

C.Hfgnoph.... of M.I...
.... ul 8tnInd: The Me".,.n Portfolio
IM8t Sept 26 at Thomas Memorial LIThe major phoIognMn reproductions of
brary, Caps Eizabeth, with board ..-lPaul SlJand's phot.. of Mexico published
Ing at 11 and slide presentation "Two
in portfolo fonnat in 1940. Through Oct 11.
Scripts-One Design' at 1, For more inlo
°RecentAcqulsltlon.11
cal 799-6657 alter 5:30.
Selection. of recent additions to the perCalligraphy
Worbhop.
manent colectiOn ~t the Twentieth Ceoin beginning Italic and Italic Hand for the
tlr/ Galefy - PSlltlllgS, photographS,
intermediate start soon. Class size limworlls on paper and sculpture. Through
~ed. Cost: $90, For more info caN 799Sept 26.
6657 alter 5:30.
.".".I"'"n 8t Bowdoin
The creatiw and technical processes of C ... rli. Hewitt
Lewiston-bom artis~ whose worl< is curpriImIalcing through the examination of
rently on display at Bates CoIlegeandthe
contemporary prints produced at
Oean VelentgasGallery, lectures Sept 24
V......ven Press. Through Nov 29.
at 7:30 pm at Olin Arts Center Concert
°Ann Qrinwn
Hall, Bates College, Lewiston. For more
AcIytic paintings of landscapes and buildinfo call 786-6330.
Ings. On view through Sept in Moulton
Union, lancaster Lounge. Hours: Mon- Movl. . .nd Memort...
Portland Museum 01 Art presents "Mutiny
Thurs 7 am-12:3Oam, Fri-Sat7 am-2 am,
on the Bounty" with Clark Gable Sept 29
Sun 7 am-ll pm.
at 7 pm at7 Congress Square, Por1Iand,
"The North "'-rI.,.n Indl.n
Cost: $3; $2 for museum members. seThe photos 01 Edward S. Curtis. On view
niors, USM students and children; !ree
through NovlntheHawlhome-Longlellow
with museum admission. For more Info
Liblary. Hours: Mon-Sat8:3O am-12 am,
cal 775-6148.
Sun 10 am-12 am.
Portland Chamber of Commerce
"The Flora of Maine
is looking lor Maine artists to share their
The drawings 01 Kate Furbish On view
worl<. Forinfo about showingyourworl<at
1Ivough Nov intheHawthorne-LongfeNow
the chamber call 772-2811, ext. 223.
Library. Hours: Mon-Sat 8:30 am-12 am,
Portl.nd Public Ubnory
Sun 10 am-12 am.
invites area artists to submit applications
Icon Cont.......... " Art
lor a one-month exhibition within the
19 Mason St, Brunswk::k."OVer the Rainlibrary's Lewis Gallery. Call 871-1758 lor
bow," the tapestriea of Moms Davic
moreinlo.
00,.,1eId. Through Oct 17. Gallery hours:
PrIntmaking Demo
Mon-Satl-5. 725-8157 .
Marl< Wethli, professor of art. dermnMaIne Maritime MUHum
strates printmaking techniques Sept 30
Maritime History Bldg, 243 Washington
at noon at Bowdoin College, Brunswk::k.
SI. Bath. Gallery hours: daily 9:30005. 443For reservations call 725-3064.
1316.
"The M.rltlme Folk Art of A. De Cterck Ru. .lan Art Auction
An auction of paintings, prints and decoPaintings by Belgian artist portraying the
rative art by professional artists from the
coastal and deepwater vessels that enRussian city 01 Archangel takes place
tenad the ports of Antwerp and Liverpool
Sept 26 at7 pm at the Porteous building,
in the last days 'of sail. On view through
522 Congress St. Portland. Auction prethe year.
viewat5 pm. Proceeds to aid the ArchanON_World.: North Atlantic Seafarln9
gel-to-Greater Portland part of next April's
In the Era of 01..,.",...,
high school exchange. Cost: $15, includes
Rare world maps and nautical charts,
a catalog and ight suppar. To pre-regisearty navigation instrumen1s, ilustrations
tercalI772-l161.
of line art and archeeologlcal material
bringtogelhertheOidandlheNewWo~ds Vank. . Artlaan
is looking for Maine craftspeople to parin the AQe of Discovery and beyond. On
ticipate in a year-round craft cooperative.
view through the year.
The last jury for 1992 is Oct 13. For inlo
cal 443-6215.

.
,
,
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ART
The Photo 0...."
Portland School of Art, 619 Congress St,
Portland. Large scale color photography
by Stephen Scheer, showing throug"Oct
9. GaRery hours: Moo-Thurs 8:30 am-9:3O
pm, Fri 8:30-5, Sat-Sun 11-4. 775-3052.
Pine T ... Shop & Bayvl_ Oallery
75 Marl<eI St, Portland, "Selected landscapes" by Gordon Allen, Consueio
Bailey, Carol L. Conti, Helen St. Clair,
Wendy Newcomb and Matthew Smith.
On view through Sepl3O. Gallery hoIn:
Mon-Sat 9:30-5:30. 773-3007.
Portland Ch.mber of Commerce
145 Middle St, Portland. WorI<sof 10 local
artists, including Gerda Andersen, David
Dupree, Raymond Lord, Stuart Nudelman,
Salazar, Steve Sechak, Leif Johnson,
Glenn Murray, Lyda Pola andLaurieHasty.
On viewlhrough Sept. Gallery hours: MonFri 8-5. 772-2811, ext. 223.
Portland Mu....m of Art
Seven CongreasSquare, Portland. Hours:
Tues, Wed, Thurs 10-9, Fri & Sat 10-6,
Sun 12-5, Admission: adults $6, senior
citizens and students with 10 $5, youth 618 $3.50, children 5 and under are free.
Museum admission is half-price 100noon
Saturday, 77'3-2787.
°Endangered Land..,a_
Lynn Butler photographs places threatened by development, from New YorI<'s
Coney Island to the south of France.
Through Nov 1.
"The Holocau.t
Contemporary American sculplorGeorge
SegaI's~le-sizecompositiOnolwhfieplas

ter concentration camp !%lures. Through
Oct 18.
°Artlata Vou Love: Monet, Renoir and
OIherMa.t. .
WorI<s by Europaen masters of the past
two centuries from the Joan Whitney
Payson Collection & other private lenders.

SENSE

"SIlent WIt .....

Judy Ellis GlickrTlan'. photographs of
Polish ghettos and death camps of
Abstract Exp....lon..m
Treblinka, Auschwitz and BirI<enaU, taken
Ann Gibson, on faculty at the State Unloverthe past tour years. On view through
veraity 01 New Yorl< .t Stony Brook, diSOct 18.
cusses "The Production of Excess: Re"The EIeg.nt Auto: Faahlon .nd Dealgn
reading Abstract Expressionism" Sept 26
ofthll111_
at 7:30 pm in rooms A, B, & C, CalT1lUs
On.of-a-Icind automobiles, art-<leco furCenter, USMlPortiand. Free. For more
niture and jewelry, period paintings and
inlo call 780-5460.
other products Irom this era olrevoiulion"I.'An. . .u,, · Me.dow.: Oateway to
ary industrial design. Through Nov 8.
Vlnl.nd"
"The Art of D I - r r
Bilgitta L. Walace, staff archeeologist
An exhibition 01 ma ps from the age of
with Par1<s Canada, lectures as part of the
expioration. Through Dec 13.
.ms
"The Vikings and Their Westward
Robert J. Bam. . Interlorw
Expansion" Sept 30 at 7:30 P'!l at Muskie
1 Monument W~, Portland. Botanical
Archives, Bates College, Lewiston. Free.
paintings 01 Elizabeth Sarah Look, showFor more inlo call 786-6330.
Ing through Oct 11. Hours: Mon-Fri 11-6,
Architectural
Photography
Sat-Sun 11-3, 773-3481.
Using the Shaker V~lage as subject matThe Stain a.llery
°Bom from Coaatlng
ter, students explore arch~ecfural ph020 MRk St, Portland. New woo1< from Rick
This exhibit includes watercolor painttography Sept 28 from 9 am-4 pm at
Eckard, John Littleton and Kate Vogel,
ings, drawings, skelc~ ando.~byJohn
Sabbathday Lake Shaker Village. R.A.l,
Rob Levin, John Nygren, Rick and Valerie
Faunce Leavitt, fOCUSIng on hiS madePoland Spring. Cost: $25 (plus $20 lor 35
Beck and more, showing through Sept.
from-memory renditions of the last genmm B&W 36-exposure instant slide filml·
Gallery Hours: Mon-Sat 11-6, Sun 11-5.
eration 01 coasting schooners that piled
For more inlo call 929-4597 .
the coast of New England until the late
772-9072.
Archltectunol W.lklng Touno
19309. On view through the year,
Thoa. M ....r C.blnelmak....
Pejepscot Historical Society and
415 Cumbertand Ave, Portland. Woodcut MUHum of Art, Olin Arts Center
Brunswick A.A.UW. sponsor walking
prints by Wmiam Evaul and paintings by
BatesCoIlege, Lewiston. Paintings, prints
tours of Brunswick every Friday at 10:30
Lynne Knobel, showing through Oct 10.
and sculpture by Lewiston-bom artist
am, Meat at the Pejepscot Historical S0Houra: Mon-Sat9-5. 774-3791.
Cha~ie Hewitt, showing through Oct 11 .
ciety, 159 Pari< Row, Brunswick. Cost:
Hours: Tues-Satl 0-5, Sun 1-5, 786-6158.
The Trove o.llery
$2, includes guide booklet. For more inlo
112 High St, Portland. "Blue Hill O'Falftll Oalle"
cal 729-6606.
V.lon "abstract oils and acrylics by Scot58 MaineSt, Brunswk::k. "MeaningIuIFig"The Art of Ol..,ovary"
tish Painter WYllam Irvine. Showing
ures," the paintings and drawings .of
Cartog raphic expert Harold Osher disthrough Sept 27.-Ga11ery hours: Thura 5Sigroond Abeles and sculpture by Chnscusses his collection 01 maps from the
8, Fri-Sat 12-5, Sun 12-4, 712-1961,
topher Gowell. Through Oct 17. Gallery
age of exploration Oct 1 at 5:30 and Oct
houra: Tues-Sat 10-5. 729-8228.
2 at 12:30 at the Portland Museum of Art,
. .b_cod_n ArtIst. o.lIe"
7 Congress Square, Portland. Free with
Roote 24, Great Island, WOfks by 21 Maine
rooseum adlTission. For more inlo call
artists. Gallery hours: Tues-Sun 10-5,
775-6148.
833-5717.
Book Art. and Letterpn"
Art o.lIery
Leam the basics of letterpress printing
USMIGorham, "To Visit and to Share a
Oct 3 from 10-5 at theShagbarl<Ascencius
Meal wfih the Dead,' contemporary S0Press, 435 Cottage Road, S. Portland.
viet photography. Through Oct 15. Ga~
Cost: $70, $60 for W/PA members. For
Iery talk by Lassa Antonsen, Director,
more info caR 729-6333.
Univenlity Art Gallery, University 01 Mas- MAbaoIut Statehood"
-C ........: Women, Science and Public
sachusetts Oct 1 at 4 pm. Hours: SunA vision of Maine by Suzanne T, White will
Policy"
Thura: 12-4,
be unveiled Sept 29 at 11 am at the
Margaret Rostker, 9&nior scientist with
Bowdoin Coflage Mu..... m of Art
Portland Museum of Art, 7 Congress
the U.S. EPA, lectures Sept 29 at 4: 15 at
Walker Art Building, Bowdoin College,
Square, Portland. The work will appear
Chase Hall Lounge. Bates College,
Brunswick. The museum is open to the
Oct 1 in a luI-page, lul~color reproducLewiston. Free. For inlo cali 786-6330.
public ' - of charge. Hours: T.--Sat
tion in USA TODAY. A 6mi1ed edition of
10-5, Sun 2-5. 725-3275.
300 lithographs of the arlwol1< wi •. be "Con.equenc. . of Contact: The Sky &
the Saa·
"The ArIa of the . . mural Sword
gold, with all revenues to benefit Design
OonTreworgy,directorolthepianetarium
A historical survey of saroorai swords and
Industries FoundatiOn for AIDS , For Inlo
at Mystic Seaport, examines contribusword guards from too 12th-19th centucal 836-7199,
tions 01 astronomers and astronomy Sept
ries. Through Oct 4,
ArtCI.....
29 at 7 pm at Maine Maritime Museum,
Carlo Pittore offers private art lessons
"LookIng at PJinta
243 Washington St, Bath. Cost: $6.50
Selections depicting the historical techand ife drawing classes at his studio in
includes dessert and coffee. For more
niques and processea of printmaking.
Bowdoinham every TOOrs from 7 :30009:30.
info call 443-1316.
For more info call 666-8453.
Through Nov 1.

OUT OF TOWN

OTHER

-cunrtorl.IDYenvne.·
David W. Kiehl, associatecuratorolprints
and illustrated books, Metropolitan Museum of Art, discus_ roosetims and
prints oflhe post-war period Oct 1 at 7:30
pm at Beam Clessroom, V_I Arts Center, Bowdoin Colege, Brunswick. For
more info call 725-3275.
Dln.no
Lany Coitrera, roadsidearchivis1 and commarcialarchaeoiogistdiscussesanAmerican institution Sept 24 at7 pmatPortland
Museum of Art , 7 Congress Square; Portland. Cost: $3O/series (members), $351
series (non-mernber$), $10/class (membersl, $1 Vclass (non-members), Cal 7756148, ext. 252, to register.
·Encounte.... Legacy of Columbu."
A day-long series of events demonstrating the continuing impact 01 those famous voyages Oct 2 beginning at noon at
USMlPortiand. For schedule and locations call 780-4640.
MEnvlronment.1 Politic.: Whet You
Don't Know Can Hurt Vou·
Margaret Rostker, senior scientist with
the U.S. EPA, lectures Sept 28 at 7:30 pm
at Chase Hall Lounge. Bates Collage.
Lewiston. Free. For more inlo call 7866330.
"exploring Art Deco"
ExploretheArt Deco tradition in art, architecture, design and everyday living Sept
24 and Oct 1 & 8 at Portland Museum 01
Art, 7 Congress Square, Portland. Cost:
$3O/series (members), $35Iser1es (nonmemDers), $10/class (members), $lV
class (non-members). Calll7 5-6148. ext.
252, to pre-register.
Fiction Work.hop
with Dianne Benedict every other Sunday
afternoon from '3-6 in Portland. Cost: $95.
For mora info call 721-0824.
"International Economlca .nd C.mpalgn Polltlca"
Carl R. Shwinn, associate professor or
economics at Bates, presents a briel and
informal talk Sept 25 at4:15 pmatMuskie
Archives, Bates College, Lewiston. For
more info cal 786-6330.
·A Morning with Wln.low Homer"
Enjoy a slide presentation, discussion
and touroflheartist's studio Sept 26 from
10-12:30 at Winslow Homer's studio in
Prouts Neck, Scarborough. Cost: $18.
Call 874-6500 to register.
....alntln9 In Southern Maine and Cape
Elizabeth"
Find out who the Delano Brush-UrIS were
Sept 24 at 7 pm at Thomas Memorial
Library. 8 Scott Dyer Road, Cape Elizabeth. For more info call 799-1720.
MPoetry"
William Carpenter, author of "Rain,"
teaches this informal worllshop Oct 3
from 11-4 at the Curtis Memorial Liblary,
Brunswick. Cost: $35, $30 MWPA members. To pre-register call 729-6333,
"The Politic. of Abortion"
Elzabeth H, Tobin, associate professor
of history at Bates, presents a brief and
inlormal talk Oct 2 at 4:15 pm at Muskie
Archives, Bates College, Lewiston. Free.
For more info call 786-6330.
Saxu.1 Hano..ment Workahop
Ensure your company provides the employee sexual harassment training now
required by Maine law. Class begins Sept
25 from 9-11 am, Room 240, Husson
College, 222 st. John SI. Portland. Cost:
$25. For more info cal 761-4772.
"The Structure of Stock .nd CommodIty Marketa In the CIS"
Jud~h B. Sedaitis, a graduate student at
Columbia Univ"",ity, lectures as part of
the symposium "Monetary and Financial
Reform in the Commonweatth of Independent States" Sept 24 at 4:45 pm at
MuskieArchives, BatesCoIege, Lewiston.
Free. For more info call 786-6330.
MUnfo........ AmerI.,."
Eric WoIl,laculty member at City University 01 New York, lectures as part of the
series "1492-1992: The 'Rediscovery' of
the Americas" Oct 1 at 7:30 pmat Muskie
Archives, Bates College, Lewiston. Free.
For more info call 786-6330.
"What In the World"
The League of Women Voters discusses
global issues of the fall election Sept 30 at
6 pm in Holiday Inn by the Bay, 88 Spring
St, Portland. For mora inlo call 846-5327.
"What Thl. All M . . ns·
Robert W. Campbel, Distinguished Professor 01 Economics at Indiana University, concludes the symposium "Monetary and Financial Reform in the Commonwealth 01 Independent States" Sept
24 at 7:30 pm at Muskie Archives, Bates
College, Lewiston. For more info call 7866330.
Women Bualn. . . Owneno of Oreater
Portland
meet Oct 1 at 6 pm at Verrill and Dana, 1
Portland Square, Portland. Cost: $6.50,
includes light dinner. Forreservations cal
76Hl041.
Writing COu ....
Dianne Benedict teaches an eight-week
writing worllshop 'Memory and lmagination:TheArt of Writing Stories" beginning
Sept 24 from 6:30-8:30 pm at the Maine
WritersCenter,12P1easantSt,Brunswick,
Cost: $85Iworl<shop for M'NPA members, $105 for al others. To reserve a
piace call 729-8333.

Continued on I"'ge 26

Ivan Petrovkh Arlchlpov: "Shipbuilding

Y.rd In • Kotla. F.ctory," 011 on bo.rd, 291/2" x 29 1/2",
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Art fit for -archangels
Auction keeps sister cities bonded
Last spring the Humanitarian Relief Project, a joint undertaking
of the Archangel Sister City Committee of Greater Portland and the
Portland Rotary, collected from Portland residents enough food and
medicine to fill four 20-foot shipping containers. On March 28 these
containers left Portland Harbor aboard a Hapag-LIoyd ship bound
for Archarigel, Portland's beleaguered sister city on the Dvina River,
near the White Sea in northern Russia.
Archangel, a city with a population of 450,000, is suffering its
worst economic times since the Second World War. Unemployment
and inflation have increased to a staggering degree, and all consumer items, including food and
medicine, are in short supply.
Transportation costs are beyond
the means of most people, and
airfare - the key to the sister-city
cultural exchange program - has become absolutely unobtainable.
Consequently, students from Archangel are no longer able to
purchase airline tickets to come to Portland. The youth exchange is
considered the most important element in the organization's peopleto-people cultural exchange program.
"The Russian people," said Fred Richardson, the committee's
humanitarian aid and people-to-people coordinator, "place the
highest possible premium on the education of their children. So for
them the termination of their side of the exchange program was a
real calamity."
Richardson was one of four committee members who were in
Archangel to help with the distribution of the shipment from
Portland. A possible solution to the problem of funding Archangel
exchange students presented itself when Hapag-Lloyd, which had
one container returning to Portland, offered to return it filled - with
whatever the joint committees thought appropriate.
Now it happens that the Archangel region, in its cold, northern
comer of Russia, is horne to many artists - as is Maine, in its cold,
northern corner of America. What could be more natural than to
bring treasures of one art-loving people horne to another, and offer
them for auction? With this decision made, Archangel committee
members and those Greater Portlanders who were in Archangel
during the winter and spring began the long selection process,
"We got some real treasures," Richardson said, "both artistically
and personally.

"One painting in particular has real poignancy," .h e said. "The
artist is an elderly man, and the painting is a portrait he had done
years earlier of his wife as iI young woman. Naturally he didn't want
to part with it. But as he became more involved in the project and
convinced of its importance, he not only agreed, but dropped his
price in half. When he made his deci~ion his wife was sitting at the
back of the room. Everyone looked at her. She didn't say anything
for quite a while. Finally she nodded." The painting has a'Renaissance quality, Called "Portrait in White," the woman's pose is
demure and her dress bespeaks medieval times.
The range of art that the two collaborating committees managed
to pack into the ship's container is wide. There are over 100 paintings and prints representing 35 artists.
The presence of religion is also palpable. There is an oil painting
of a cat, which seems to be a cultural or religious icon. In a second
painting a goat carries the same significance. There's a cubist
harlequin painting of a man on a horse_Both are composed of highly
colored triangles, rectangles, circles and squares, And there's a
youthful portrait of Mikhailo Lomonosov, a folk hero who held a
position as an intellect in the court of Catherine the Great. The youth
is standing at the edge of the sea in more than a vaguely Christ-like
posture.
The feeling of northern Russia is well conveyed in "The Village
Verhnee Ladino," an oil painting of a village immersed in mud.
People maneuver around on planks that are laid somewhat uselessly
on this great muddy sea. "The Children of the Tundra," a xylograph,
also gives a pretty fair idea of life in the far north of Russia. Besides
the oil and watercolor paintings, there are also lithographs, etchings,
xylographs (wood engravings) and photographs.
The auction also includes crafts of the region - an enterprise that
entails copious amounts of brilliant color - and is exceedingly
useful in brightening up long, dark winters. All proceeds will benefit
the youth exchange program.

Margot Brown McWiUiams
The Russian Art Auction takes place Saturday, Sept. 26 at 7 p.m. in
Portland's Poruous building at 552 Congress St. Doors open for preview 5
p.m, Tickets, available at thi door, are $15, and include a catalog and light
supper. There will also be a cash bar. Reservations are encouraged; call 7727161,761-0317,846-3157 or 772-8219.
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Gas &; Oil Providers, firewood Dealers,
Heating Contractors, Storm Door &;
Window Installers, And Anyone Else In
The Business of Keeping CBW Readers
Warm. Before our readers hunker
down for another Maine winter, they
should know where their next BTU is
coming from.

Adult Screening Clinic

ADVERTISING DEADLINE: OCTOBER 2, 1992

NEW FALL HOURS

MON·SAT e I2-3.5-8
STARTING SEPTEMBER 1st SUN 12-8

Enjoy a Panoramic
View of Casco Bay

on the last Wed of every month. for blood
prossure and testing for sugar. anemia
and cholesterol. from t t :30 am-t pm at
the Peoples United Methodist Church.
310 Broadway, S. Portland. Call 7673326 for appointment and further info.
Aikido
is a martial art used to increase flexibility.
stamina and a sense of well-being. Aduft
classes: Mon and Wed. 5:30-6:t5pmand
6:30-7:30 pm; Fri. 6:30-7:30 pm; Sat.
2:30-3:30 pm and 3:45-4 :45 pm .
Children's classes: Sat. 1:15-2:15 pm.
Classes held at Portland Aikido. 25A Forest Ave. Portland. For further info call
772-t524.
Am......n .... rt .\8....,18tlon
holds a food festival Sept 19-25 to teach

Specializing in Seafood and Homemade Desserts

heart heafth at the Shop-n-Saves at Forest Avenue. Mill Creek. Maine Mall and
Westbrook. For more info call 324-8765.
Buddhl.t·OrIented Medltetlon

Group meets every Sun from 1()-11 amat
1000Broadway.S. Portland. Small donation. For more info cal 839-4897.
Childbirth CI.....

LOG CABIN RESTAURANT
BAILEY ISlAND, ME.

833·5546
Rt. 24, just 13 miles from Cooks Corner, Brunswick

Discovery Education offefS six-week prepared childbirth classes including
anatomy &physiology oflabor. relaxation
& breathing techniques. pain management options during labor. role of coach
or support person. physical &emotional
changes after birth. and much more.
Classes are held Mon or Tues eves from
7-9 for six weeks. Cost: $60. including
handbook. gift packs and articles. To
register call 797-4096.
Community H_lth Servlc. .

,
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1
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FAST. FRIENDlY. FABULOUS
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for people in transition to a balanced. Iowfat vegetarian eating style Sept 14 and 21
from 6-8 pm. Cost $35 for both classes.
For details cal 774-8889.

KID'S $6
KUTS .

I,
~

Cooking CI.....

CI'1IZ)' Wladom

I'
f

Leam to transcend hope and lear with
speaker John RockweH. co-director of
Karme-ChoNng Buddhist MeditationCenter Sept 25 at 7:30 pm in Beam Classroom. Kresge Building. Bowdoin College.
Brunswick. Rockwell leads a wol1<shop
Sept 26 from 9-5 at Ohanna Study Group
Shrine Room. 98 Maine St. Brunswick.
For more info call 998-4809.

~hndundltl

!

Develop. Yoga Practice

1

A prosentation and discussion folowed
by an actual practice Oct 3 from 8:30-11
am at Portland Yoga Studio. 616 C0ngress St. For more deta~s call 797-5684.
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Clrcl. of Men

Explotethearchetypes inthe male psyche.
if you dare. from Oct 2-4. For more inl0
cal 622-9433.

CUTS
$8.95

-I

offers ""......... Ing for diabetes. anemia.
colorectal cancer. high blood pnlSSure
and cholesterol levels Sept 28 from 1-3
pm at Scarborough Town Hall.
Scarborough. and Sept 30 from 9:3011 :30 am at St Anne's Church. Gorham.
For info ca I 775-7231 .

r--------

Freedom & Energy In Movement

A non·profit dance group meets Mon
eves at 6 pm In the Elm Street United
Methodist Church. 168 Elm St. S. Portland. Children are welcome. Donations.
For further info cal 799-1902.

2Kids Kuts at I
: $6 each and a X
I Parent is 1/2 Off! I ·
I

--------- ----------- ..

I· {with this ca.poo - expi'es llYll132) I

r-------~I

$10 Off Perms I I New Scarboroogh Location On~
I
I
Before Noon I :
$2 Off any Service
I MondaythruWednesday II
&1Free Tan!
II In,,,
Iwi+h th·
. 1nnM'l\ I
{with this ~ - expi'es llYll132)
s~-expres ~-·'I I I
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FOR LESS
NEW LOCATION!
U.S. Route 1• Cottles Shop &Save
Scarborough • 885-5931

327 Aiel1 Ave' Portland. 797-7872 1041 Bri~ton llie' Portland. 761_

,

Shaw's Mlli Creek' So. Portmd. 767-7332

HerbaIWork.hop.

Crystal Springs Farm &Center serves as
a learning center and provides a variety of
helbal and educational workshops: Sept
27 from 1-4. "Stalking the Wild Mushroom," $35; Oct 4 Irom 2-4 pm. "The Path
of HertIs."$20. Heid at 70 Hollis and 8uda
roads. Dayton. To register call 499-7040.
Klneelology
Osha meditation daily at 5:30. Cost: $2.
Professional certificate kinesiology training begins Oct 11 at Center for Kinesiology. 44 Exchange St. 1204. formorainlo
cal 871-8854.
Krfp.'u Yoga CI._

Leslie Sinvnons. certified Kripalu instructor. begins classes Sept 29 at 10 Ex·
change St. Portland. Explore "The Lags:
Our Foundation" in a wor1<shopofstanding poses Oct 3 from9-12. For details cal
772-9812.
M.cul.r Degeneration

0_

A~s1um on the majorcauseof blind-

nese lor people
65 Sept 30 from 11
am-l pm at The Sonesta Hotel. Portland.
For more info can 617-72~6078.

27

Mothet: & Infllnt Workahop
Outdoor Trip Un.
If you have a new baby (up 10 three
For the latest bicycling. hiking and other

outside activities info. sponsored by
months). join this eight-week wol1<shop
laclHated by an Inlant psychologist It
Casco Bay Bicycle Club and Maine Outoffers support and education for new
doors Advent.... Club. cal 774-1118.
mothers beginning Oct 1 from 1()-11 :30 WoH.'. Neck Stat. Park
am In Portland. Cost: $60. To register. call
offers nature programs on weekends in
874-1919.
Sept and Oct. Upcoming: "Ready. Set.
SIeep!" Sept 26; "Woods and WildUfe."
My Cholc. Preg""ncy Reaourc. ctr
Sept 27. Meet at 2 pm at the benches in
offers counseling. referrals and housing
for women and tgoos experiencing an
the second pal1<ing lot For more info call
287-3821.
untimely pregnancy. Counseling focuses
on the options of parenting or adoption. A
birth mother support group i9 offered to
any woman who surrendered a child for
adoption or is considering doing so. For
more info cal 772-7555.
Natu 1'111 Food. Solution.
Leam all about the pwchase and preparation of whole foods lleQetarian meals in
your home. For details call 77 4-8889.
Parent Effectlven... Tl'1Ilnlng

Campu. Pu .... ult

A series of worl<shops to assist college
preparatory students at Warren Memorial
LibralY. Westbrook. Upcoming :"Narrowing Down YourChoices," Sept 30 at7 pm;
"Making the Most of Your College Visits ,"
Oct 7 at 7 pm. For info call 797-4442.

OUT
SIDE

Cheerleadlng

Blc~1e

Chln. .e Qoju K.l'1It.

Portland Recreation teaches cheers. sidelines and motion technioues to kids 8-11
years Oct 6. 13. 20 & 27 Irom 5-6 pm at
Reiche Community Center. 168 Brackett
St. Portland . Cost: $10. Register before
Oct 2 by calling 874-4473.

Join the club for a Of1&- to two-hour ride An introduction to martial arts for kids
every Thurs at 6 pm along the ocean and ages 7-14 years Sept 19 &26and Oct 3.
marshes of Scarborough and Cape Elza10. 17 &24 from 9-9:55 am attheReiche
beth. PIzza and socializing afterwards. Community Center. 166BrackettSt. Portswimming optional on wann evenings. land. Cost: $15. Register before Oct 3 by
Meet atPat's Pizza. Route 1. nearOak Hill. caning 874-8793.
Scarborough. Cyclers of al abilnies wel- F..... ch M.d. Fun
come. For further info. cal 799-1085.
French language camp for kids from kinCaeco Bay Rowing Cent.r
dergarten through fifth grade begins Oct
seek. to provide the place. equipment
6-Dec 8. Cost: S5Iclass. $SO/session. For
and people necessalY for a safe and enmore info cal 761 -8330.
joyable rowing experience. Services of- H.lloween Mask M.klng
fered include storage. a sheltered tidal
Design and create your own Halloween
river. agatheringspaceand more. Classes
mask Oct 1()-17 from 10-11 am at Reiche
and clinics. suitabte for all levels. are 0nCommunity Center. 168 Brackett St. Portgoing. For more info call 846-5139.
land . Cost: $5. Regisler before Oct 6 by
F.II Foliage Trip tor Seniors
caling 874-4473.
departs from South Portland Recreation
Oct 1 at 9 am and travels 10 the Rangeley
Lakes region. Cost: $33. includes lunch.
Reservations and payments no later than
Continued on pAge 28
Sept 21 . For more Info call 799-7996.

Finding common ground
The Common Ground Fair was organized in 1977 by the Maine
Organic Farmers and Gardeners Assoc. (MOFGA), a group
dedicated to producing and consuming healthful food in Maine in
a way that protects the environment and promotes farmers'
economic and social well-being.
MOFGA organized the fair to provide a "common ground" for
people of all walks of life to come together and share their
knowledge with each other. Over 1,000 exhibits, demonstrations
and performances each day cover everything from pig-calJing
to sheep-shearing, compost-making, recycling, solar heating and reviving transportation by rail.
Learn how to live in tune with the
natural world: Visit the Windsor
Fairgrounds in Windsor Sept. 25,
26 & 27. Gates open at 9 a .m .;
the fair closes at 7 p.m. on
Friday and Saturday, 5 on
Sunday. Admission at the
gate is $5 for adults ($4 in
advance); $2 for children,
elders and MOFGA
members (free on
Friday). Call 623-5115
for more information .

so tasty you'll
to lick your plate.

erving Sundays 9 -2

.rony·s Comedbeef Hash . Omlettes • Eggs Benedict
• Fruit Filled Crepes .Salmon & Eggs .Cheese Blintzes
.lisa·s Baked Beans .Greek Soul Food .Almond Crusted
• Serving Bloodies & Cea.ws

STATE

FOR
KIDS

Eight-Week course for parents interested
in developing bettercomnunication and
problem-soMng skils with their children
begins Sept 29 Irom 7-9:30 pm at 1040
Broadway. S. Portland. For more info call
Aerobics CI .....
767-7136.
Portland Recreation oH"", classes dePI.nned Parenthood
signed to show childran the right way to
of Northern New England helps teenagtone and exercise Oct 8. 15.22 & 29 from
ers at its Walk-In Clinic Fri. I-4:30pm and
5:15-6 pm at Reiche Corrmunity Center.
Sat. 9 am-noon. at 500 Forest Ave. Port166 Brackett St. Portland. Cost: $12. inland. Confidential services include birth
cludes T-shirt. Register before Oct 5 by
control. pregnancy tests. pap smears.
caning 874-4473.
STDscreening and treatment Fees based
on ability to pay. For info call 874-1095. ArtCI...e.
The Portland School of Art oHefS classes
8/nglng Meditation
for high school and junior high school
Meet Tues from 8-9 in Falmouth to sing
students in photography. painting . jewrounds. chants and songs. Fordirections
ellY and metalsmithing. drawing. graphic
cal 781-0944.
design. illustration. sculpture and ceramSplrftual Quld.nee
ics from Oct 3-Dec 12. Cost: $135 piUS
The Maine Satsang Society invites you to
fees . For more info call 775-3052.
a seminar ·Opening Your Heart to the
Light and Sound of God" Sep126 &27 at Art Cont..t
LL Bean invites kids 12 years and younger
the Quality Sunes Hotels. at the Portland
to subrTit drawings of nature or the enviJetport. For info cal 874-8060.
ronment The big winner receives an $800
Vegetarf.n Society ot M.lne
LL Bean shopping spree and the design
meets the third Monday 01 evety month at
will be used for a T-shirt . Send in entries
6 pm at 35 Saunders St. Portland. for a
by Oct 1. For info call 1-1100-255-2326.
potluck get together. vegetarian support B.lletCI
__
group meeting and planning meeting . For
Leam to be on your toes. Classes begin
more info cal 773-6132.
Sept 29 at Tennis of Maine. 196 U.S.
Route 1. Falmouth. For more info call
781-2671

Club Off Caeco Bay
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•
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Getting pie-eyed in Cornish
I'm making a confession, here, right from the top : Apples aren' t
jus t this write r' s favorite fruit. Autumn isn't just his fav o rite time of
ye ar. And pies aren't just about the finest all-purpose food ever
invented . No. I' m here to tell you that the Cornish Apple Festival is
one of the area's best-kept secre ts, and afte r you hear about it, you' d
better leave some pie for me.
The town of Cornish is beautifully situated. Set on the fertile flood
plain along the Saco and Ossipee rive rs, yet tucked in the first
foothills of the White Mountains, it's prime apple country. There are
at least half a dozen orchards strung out along its stony hills.
Once each fall, when it's high season for the harvesting of the
fruit, the entire town shuts down for an annual feast in honor of the
humble apple - organic ones, sprayed ones, tart ones, sweet ones.
Succulent, crisp bushels of Maes, Cortlands and Paulareds will all be
on display Sept. 26 during the third annual Cornish Apple Festival.
But there's more here than just apples and pies. There's also apple
cider in every possible configuration, including hot or cold . There are
arts and crafts exhibiting various degrees of skill from down-home
tacky to professional quality. There's a snack stand benefitting the
local volunteer fire department. And don't forget the pancake
breakfast in the morning, the church supper at night, and the
continuous country and folk music that will play from 11 in the
mornIng until 4:30 in the afternoon.
Don't laugh. In a time when we're increasingly living in the
'burbs, this kind of a community event tells us the real Maine is still
intact here and there, try as we might to pave over or ignore it. The
apple is one of Cornish's ties to its past.
"AII these small towns started from an agricultural base," noted
Richie Aaron, who owns an ice cream shop right in town and is
helping coordinate this year's festival. "Though that' s unfortunately
slowly changing, it's still here. In
some ways, it's still a working
farm community. Hey, right next
to me is Metcalf's Feed Store."
All these booths and diversions
The Cornish Apple Festival
and sidewalk sales are nice. The
takes place right In the
middle of Cornish on Route crowning moment, though, the
blood s port everyone comes here
25 on Saturday, Sept. 26.
for, is the annual pie contest.
Pie Judging starts at 1 p.m.
We're talking serious competition
Call Richie Aaron at
here, too.
625-7646 for more Info.
"There' s some awfully good
pies," Aarons commented, greatly unde rstating the case.
Rules for the contest are elegantly simple: The baker must have
local residency, and the bake-ee must have two crusts.
Dozens of the competing pies are set out along the porch rail of
the gorgeous Cornish Inn . While spectators attempt to restrain
themselves and their children, a half-<iozen judges - who must be
among the luckiest people on this earth (though how they're chosen
is a mystical, well-guarded secret in the hills of Cornish) - take an
hour or so to eat their slow and savory ways through the spread, one
thin slice at a time. These judges enter the aug ust h a lls of the inn,
close up the doors, and break out the Rolaids while they hem and
haw ove r their favorites as though the town budget depended on it.
Ju st as the su spense (and other appetites) are becoming unbearable,
the judges bust through the doors clutching the winners' names in
hand .
All the rest is delicious anti-climax: Winners collect fine gift
certificates, the winning pies are raffled off (bringing as much as $10
per), and the surplus - nobody would dare call them losers - are
offered at bargain-basement prices . Almost nobody goes home
without a pie in hand. Some of the pi ~s don' t even survive the drive
back to Portland, I'm told.
Sure, you can go to the Common Ground Fair this weekend. But
let's just say you' ve got a hankering for apples and early fOliage. In
that event, you'll be going where I go - the place where the pies
reign.
"[t's a small-town festival," concluded Aarons, "a place where
people get to see people they haven't seen in awhile. It's pretty lowkey, and we like it that way."

Casco Bay Weekly
celebrates the
Casco BayRegion 's
eclectic art scene. Find
out about
Greater Portland's
vibrant arts, music and
theatre in this
up-to-the-minute
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Entertainment

OPEN HOUSE

Thursday. October 1 • 6 to 8pm

Orff Music Program· Outstanding Professional Staff
Now Enrolling Ages 2 1/2-6

14 Locust St.· Portland . Opposite Levinsky's Plaza
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LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE
BOAT TRANSPORT
Winter Storage - Inside & Outside
Full Service Boat Yard
Major Repairs & Maintenance
Come See Us "Under the Tent" at the
Downeast In Water Boat Show,
South Portland, September 17-20
207-767-2965. 169 Front St. • South Portland
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UtIM Ufalln.
oilers membership to the general public
in Ill! gym activities program. Squash,
weight training faCilities, rxquetball and
baske1baR courts, atc., areavaAable. Several rnernbarship options. USM Campus
Gym, 96 Falmouth St. For more info caN
780-4170.

YoIunt••r Coach. .

Contiltwti fro'" page 26

772-2833
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FOR

KIDS

South Portland Recreation is looking for
adults interested in coaching youth soccer, flag football or tackle football this fall.
Coaches wil ba able to participate in the
National Youth Sports Coaches Association training sessions. For more details
cal 767-7550.

proceeds to benefit Merrymeeting AIDS Support
Services & The AIDS Project
$10.00
Sept. 10 - 27 Thurs - Sat 7:30 Sun 2:00

The Theater Project
14 School Street, Brunswick call 729-8584 for reservations

ETC

AntiquaShow
Old stuff is good stuff. Buy it Sept 26 from
10-5 and Sept 26 from 11· 5 at the State
Anrory,660Broadway,S. Portland. Cost:
$3. For dietails call 767-3967.

Book Around the Back Bay
The Greater Portland affiliate of L"eracy
Volunteers of America holds "s first an-

5:15-7: 15 pm at Raiche COIlVTlUn"y Center, 166 Brackett St, Portland. Cost: $2
residents, $3 non-residents. For more
info call 674-8873.

nual road race Sept 27 at t 2 pm. The 5 K
race encircles Portland's Back Cove. Pr0ceeds to banefit the Literacy Volunteers.
For more info call 874-0326.

Paddling ....Ion.
Join Saco RilierOutfitters Wed at 5:30 pm
for paddfing sessions at East End Beach,
weather permitting . For detais cal 7730910.

PorIland Rugby Club

International Stud.nt Aac:aptlon

Maine Historical Soclaty

Basketball for Adults
Pick-up games I'NfJ/fY Mon & Wed from

A new 3-month program by USM Lifeline
combining weight training and cardiovascular exercises specifically aimed at
strengthening "golfing" musclee. For more
info call 780-4170.

3602.

complete with musket firing and re-en·
actments of drills and camp ife, Sept 2627 from 12-6 at Fort Preble, Southam
Maine Technical College, S. Portland.

Th. AIDS Project
Portland Recreation teaches children ages
has an urgent need for volunteers with
6· 12 !heart d making Russian puppats Oct
cars who can assist clients who need
5, 19 & 26 and Nov 2, 9 & 18 from 3:30-4:30
transportation to docton; appointments,
for8-8 year old. and 4:30-5:30 for9-12 year
support groups, grocery shopping and
old. at Reiche Community Center, 166
other lIe errands. Volunteers are also
Brackett St, Portland. Cost: $10. Regsler
needed to cover telephone lines and per.
before Qct 1 by calling 874-4473.
form light office work at TAP. For more
T_nOpenGym
info caU 774-6877.
Teens ages 13-18 play baske1baR, whiffle
AlDSWelk
ban, ftoorhockey and mon! Mons & Weds
Maine AIDS Walk '92, the third annual
from 7:30-9 pm at Raiche ComrTlI.nity
stat&-widedonation walk to benefit comCenter, 168 Brackett St, Portland. Cost
lIUlity-basedAlDSselViceorganizations,
5OC. For more info cal 874-8873.
will ba hefd Sun, Oct 4, at 1 pm. The
Tumbling Cia....
Portland 10K walk starts at USM Campus
Portland Recreation offers classes deCenter, Portland. Registration begins at
signed to introduce basic tumbling skills
noon. Local proceeds to benefitTAP, the
tolheyounggymnast(kids5-7)Oct8,15,
People WIth AlDS Coalition of Maine and
22 & 29 from 5-6 pm at Reiche Comrruthe AIDS Lodging Houge. The Brunswick
n"y Center, 166 Brackett St, Portland.
wafk begins on the mall in downtown
Cost $10. Register before Oct 6 by calBrunswick at 1 pm. Registration begins at
ing 874-4473.
t 1:30 pm. Money raised will benefit
MerryTooe1ilgAlDSSupport Services. For
sponsor sheets, ca II 774-6877 (Portland)
or 725-4955 (Brunswick).
AmerIcan Sign Languag.
ASl. II classes begin Sept 28 lor eight
weeks and ASL I cia"""" begin Sept 30
for 10 weeks at Maine C<!Jlter on Deafness, 175 Lancaster St, Portland. Cost:
$35. To register call 761-2533.

Golf Fit

adults. Trairing for sessions begins Nov 8
from 6-9 pmandcontinues Nov7, 14&21
from 1-7 pm. For further dietails call 729-

See an American Civil War encampment,

Puppet Maklnll

SPORT

Bath-Brunswick Hospice's Grief Recov·
ery Programs are seeking volunteers to
work with children, adolescents and

Uving History

Portland Recreation sponson; day hikes
1-1 .5 rriles long, with special activities at
each s"e, for kids 9-13 yean; beginning
Sept 26. Sites include MI. Agarnenticus,
MI. Sabattus, T~e Roost and Streaked
MI. Cost: $5 for all four lrips, Register
before Sept 24 by catting 874-8873.
Taka the evening off from your parents and

..... pIc. 8aeka YoIunt_ra

Welcome international and exchange stu·
dents to the area Sept 25 from 3:50-5:30
pm at the Campus Center, USMIPortThe Portland women's rugby team wei·
land. For detaiis cal 780-4551 .
comes new and ofd players. Join us for
practice Tues & Thurs from 5:30-7:30 pm Jazz Dane.
at Baxter Boulevard field , Portland. Can
Adrienne Hawkins teaches class Oct 3
876-5087 for more info.
from 1-3 pm at Casco Bay Movers Dance
Studio, 151 51. John St, Portland. Cost:
$10. For more info cal 871-1013.

HIking Club

enjoy an open gym, quiet games and a
mOYie Oct 9 from 6·10 pm at Reiche Cornmurity Center, 166 Brackett St, Portland.
Cost: $8Ichild; each additionaf child $4.
Register before Oct 4 by caning 874-4473.

holds a cefeblation to introduce you to
Susan Clark Abbot, Executive Director of
the hospice, Sept 24 from 5-7 pm at the
Inn by the See, Cape Elizabeth. For details cal 774· 4417.

Women'. Rugby

Parents Night Out

Harvey Fierstein~
TORCH SONG TRILOGY

.....pIca of M .....

B..aat Cene.r Support Walk
Increase public awareness of breast can·
cer Oct 3, beginning at noon at Preble
Street parking lot, Portland .

Cape ua Democrata

invite neigh~ and friends to attend

their Facts and Fun Political Fair Oct 3
from 1-5 pm in Cape Elizabeth High
Schoof, Ocean House Road, Cape Eizabath. For more info can 787-4305 . .

Equal ProtactlonlPortland

presents "'On the Shores of Gitche
Gurnee': Myth-Making and NativeAmericans in the 19th Century .. an exhibition
expforing how literature, popular culture
and e1hnography combined to make the
myth ofthe noble savage. On view through
Oct 16 at !he Maine Historical Society
Library Gallery, 485 Congress 51, Portland. Gallery talk and tour Sept 24 at 5pm
and Sept 26 at 10:30 am. For hours call
774-1822.

MamoryWalk
Joan Benoit Samuelson leads walken; in
a 13 K walk-a-Ihon to raise money for the
AlZheimer's Assoc Oct 3 at 9 am, beginningatSt. Maximiian Kolbe Church, Highland Avenue and Black Point Road,
Scarborough. For more info cal 1-800660-2871.

Ma. Senior Houaing Pageant
Contestants are iudged in talent, evening
gown and swimslit competitions Sept 26
at 1 pm in Portland High School's gymnasium, 284 Cumberland Ave, Portland.
Cost: $2 donalion.

Musical Mannequin.
New music artists perform for passers-by
in the display windows Oct 2-3 from 5-8
pm at the Steamer Trunk, 58 Exchange
S~ Portland. For more info call 781-059L

Natfonal Aaaoc of Parllamentarlens
Maine Dirigo Unft meets Sept 28 at 10 am
at Wood fords Congregational Church,202
Woodford St, Portland. For more info call
839-3878.
Out for Good
Lesbian discussion/support group meets
each Thurs from 7-9 in Seco to discuss
relevant topics. Meetings are non-smoking. Cost: $1. FordirectionscaIl247·3461
or write P.O. Box 153, E. Waterboro, ME
04030.

Phyalcel Therapy Road Race
An 8 K race Oct 3 at 9 am, starting and
ending at Brunswick High School. Prizes,
post-race massage, T-shirts. Registralion begins at 7, with pre-race stretching
clinic at 8:30 am. For info call 729-1841.

By
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The word "fore" is commonly used in both sailing and
golf. And you'll find "boards" in hockey, basketball,
surfing, diving, skiing and several other sports,
Each of the numbered words in the left-hand column is
commonly associated with one of the lists of sports on the
right. See if you can match them up, (Be careful- some of
the match-ups are more precise than others).
1 STRIKE ___ sailing, horse racing
2 FLY
sailing, boxing
___ horse racing, billiards, golf, baseball
3 BREAK
4 TACKLE _ _ sailing, golf
_ _ baseball, football
5 SPAR
baseball, tennis, golf, bridge
6 PITCH
_ __ boxing, billiards, basketball
7 SACK
___ sailing, football
8 DRIVE
9 TACK
wrestling, golf, bowling
10 HIKE
baseball, bowling, fishing
_ _ baseball, football, basketball, golf
11 POST
12SET
_ _ football, fishing
13 ACE
_ _ _ swimming, golf, crew, baseball
14STROKE ___ baseball, fishing, football
baseball, cricket, golf
15 POCKET
16 BOARDS
baseball, tennis, basketball, football
17 SAFETY
billiards, football
18 PIN
hockey, basketball, skiing, surfing,
diving
19 SCRATCH
basketball, football, hockey, horse
racing
bowling, football, billiards
20 FORE
Can you solve the Real
Puzzle? There is a $20 gift
certificate from Alberta's for
the first-prize winner. The
second-prize winner
receives two free passes to
The Movies at Exchange
Street. Winners will receive
their prizes in the maiL
Drawings are done at
random. Contestants are
ineligible to win more than
one prize in a four-week
span, Only one entry is
allowed per person per
week.
All el\tries for this week's
puzzle must be received by

Wednesday, September 30,
The solution to this week's
puzzle will appear in the
October 8 issue of Casco Bay
Weekly. Send your best guess
to:
Real Puzzle #141
Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04101
This week Randolph
Huber of Hartland and a
friend will dine at Alberta's,
James McElroy, Jr, of So,
Portland and a friend will
take in a flick at The Movies
at Exchange Street.

Solution to Real Puzzle #135
(Follow the leader)
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SEPT, 26-29

SAT-SUN MAT 3:15
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SEPT. 30-0CT. 6 WED-FRI 7, 9:30

SAT-SUN 3,9
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Night on Earth

Man-Sat 5 . 9
Call for take out 773-8964

F,n Tul" F' ... C" .... OR,N_T.

I

e tal

"Real Southern"
c.,~ Golden Fried Chicken
with down home tomato gravy & rice
Spicy Barbeque Spareribs
West Indies Spicy Fish
with Creole sauce
Homemade .Ice Cream
Assorted Desserts

SHAD O WS
AN D FOG

POP IN.

fM

G
Ato Z:
Laurie Anderson
to Ramon Zupka
A radio festival of New
Music, Oct. 2, 3, & 4,
featuring interviews,
recordings, and lots of
live music. WMPG takes
on truly creative music
for three full days in
recognition of New
Music Across
Ame rica/Portland,

POPCORN SHOPPE
TIl

99

EXCHANGE
STREET
PORTLAND

871-0380

Treat yourself to our delicious gourmel popcorn, Ihe perlecllight
snack for munching on at home, al work, Dr on the go. Our
beautifully decorated canislers make excellent gills,
See us for parties , fund raisers, etc ...
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PORTLAND

NO MINIMUM

I

HOLE//

Wed - BeBop Jazz Ensemble ' \".
Thurs - Windows 60's Rock
Fri - Jeff Aumuller, Sea Shanties
Sat - New Wave Rock
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF,

I

ALL YOU CAN EAT:
FISH 'N' CHIPS

:

~--------$4~OO~~~~~----~

:&

NEWwith
ENG~
COFFEE
purchase of

I

one of Edna's
homemade muffins
and any newspaper

I

K'O

provides classes in personal defensestrategies at 565 Congress St, Suite 207,
Portland. Cost: $ to or $15 for private
instruction. Forfurther info call 799-0607.

,
I
,J
J'o

Is accepting registrations through Sept
30 for a pre-balet program for 3-7 year
oIds and a graded syflabus for adu"s and
children ages 8 and up to teach ballet
technique, pointe and partnering . Cal
772-967t for info.

Variety &
Restaurant

,

I
~ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..:.~..:.~ ~~n~y~ep[em~::O f?~.:: _ _ :

1
I

GRAND
~~"'
OPENING ~

'
:I
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Qu_rNatlon
is a rrilitant group dedicated to the suI>version of heterosexism through non-violent actions that celebrate and flaunt
sexual diversity. Meetings are held the
first and last Wed of every month at 7 pm
at 72 Pine St, Portland. For more info cal
826-4024.

Fahrenheit 451
The 39 Steps
Bu tterfield 8
Catch 22
101 Dalmatians
The Magnificent Seven
Five Easy Pieces
Stalag 17
Death Race 2000
48 Hours
Seven Beauties

The 400 Blows
Chapter Two
THX-1138
A Thousand Clowns
Ocean's Eleven

TOTAL: 5,256
Four Clowns is actually a
compilation of films (including Keaton's Seven Chances),
but we'll accept it (total
4,260),

Paint
Bold
Brushstrokes
Sculpt
Stretch
Imagination
Dream, Draw
Create
Saturday classes
for kids, ages 9-12,
begin October 3

"I
,,I

For more puz:zltS by [)O" Rubi", 5U his book B,aiPfStorms, publis~d by
Harper artd Row.

I

I
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Uncle Billy's Salutes

"Family Valuas"
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"Swlne Dining"
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97 Spring StJoeet
Portl&Dd, MaiDe 04101
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Open seven days a week
• Breakfast anytime
• Eat in or take out
327 Main Street, Cash Corner,
South Portland

I

I

PorIland School of Ballat

781-3699 immediate/v so that weekly
27-26 and Oct 6-7 . Forinfo call 879-0028. Walk for Kids with Cancer
A 10 K walk Sept 26 at 10, beginning al
practice sessions can ba planned.
Help Hurricane Vlctfms
Baxter Boulevard, Portland. All proceeds
Thirty Somathln' Soccer
p_ Helpen; of Gorham High School are
benefitMaineChildren'sCancerProgram.
People 30+ meet to play soccer Sunday
collecting bottled water, canned goods,
For more info call 775-5481 . •
8IIening8 at 6 on Midldle Schoof field,
paper products, diapers, toothpaste,
Scott Dyer Road , Cape Elizabeth. Events
toothbrushes, linens and baby food for
include pick-up games, challenge
the victims of Hurricane Andrew in Room
matches and occasionaltoumaments. For
202, Gorham High School, 41 Morrill Ave,
more info cal 799-6669.
Gorham. For more info call 839-5004.

~~ ~r ~

if'

Word-games

People Agalnat Crime

Volunteer to preserve Portland's Human
R/ghtsOrdinance. ~guaranteeall Portland residents, workers and visitors equal
protection from discrimination in employtice sessions at 6 pm on Tues and Thurs
ment, housing, cred~ and public accomat the Fox Street field, iust off exit 7 of 1modations regardless of sexual orienta- Rape CrI.l. Cantar
trains volunteers to be advocates for vic295 in Portland. We schedule matches
tion. For more info call 879-5360 or write
tims of sexual assau", beginning Sept 14
every Sat for two teams. as wetl as three
EqualProtectionlPortland, P.O. Box 1894,
from 6-9 and continuing for 10 weeks .
matches for Old Boys (over 35). For more
Portland, ME 04104.
Upon completion of training, people wil
info call 839-3861 .
Famlnlata Agelnst Rape (fAR)
be prepared to voIunt_ at the center.
Roiling" 8aelcayek R.scu. Clinic.
meets Tues at 7 pm for discussion and
For more info call 879-1821 .N
sponsored by Saco River Outfitten;, run
pfanning. "you are a feminist determined
Sat nightsata cost of S40. Call Saco River . to help make Port/and a city freeof sexual Shamanism In Southem Main •
The fourth aMual Native American SpiriOutfitters at 773-0910 for mon! info.
violence, call 799-7242 or 772-5941 for
tuality & Shamanism Conference takes
Seakayaklnll N.twork
location.
placeSept25-27 in southern Maine. Cost:
is forming now. Call 874-2640 for info on Garage .. Bak. Sal.
$175. For more info cal 767-2349.
trips and rnernb<nhip.
Eat while you shop Sept 26 from 8 :30-3 at
Senior Fltn_ for M.n .. Woman 55+
665 Saco St, Westbrook. Proceeds to Squa.. Dancing
Dance and form geometric shapes at the
benelil Hamtet Park Tensnts Assoc. For
USM Lifeline offers classes Mondays,
same time Sept 30 at 7:30 pm at Dyer
Wednesdays & Fridays from 10:30-11 :15
info cal 854-1704.
Elementary School, 52 Alfred St, S. Portam at the USM Portland campus gym on Garage Sal.
land. For more info can 772-9875.
Falmouth Street. Program consists of pr0to benefit Lyman Moore Middle School
gressive exercises. Registration is ongoSept 26 from 6-00011 at 171 Auburn St, Volunteer Center
needs an administralive a ssistant. collecing. Call 780-4170 for more Info.
Portland. For more ilfo call 874-8150.
tions assistant, office assistant for medi8peed.katlng
High Holiday Servlc. .
cal facility, an activities leader and readIf you are eight-years-old or older and
Congregation Bet Ha'am will hold Rosh
ing buddy. Call 874-1000 for further ilfo.
would like to leam to speedskate, cal
Hashamah andYom KippurServicesSept

The Portland Rugby Club welcomes new
and ofd players to joil them in the p/lystcal and fast-paced game of rugby. Prac·

real uzzle
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Any SIIIall sandwich

50e OFF .
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773·2751
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72 Pine Street PTLD.
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854·0430
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Five Stores to SenJe You "We Buy Anything Worth Buying"
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Wise Trading Company
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498
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Congress

St.

Portland,
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ME 04101, n2-3932
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OVER 100,000 READERS
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The Men of the 90's
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Gold, Silver, Diamonds, Guns, Musical
c:
Instruments, "Watches, Rings, cameras,
§'"
•
ren
w
Antiques,
TV's
&
Tools
Z
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• Serving You From 5 Locations across the state: :z
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Bath • Portland • Lewiston • Augusta • Bangor
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America's
Newest,
Hottest,
All Male
Revue

• ANTIQUES. TV'S. TOOLS • SILVER • GOLD· CAMERAS· SILVER
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She's Funny •••
She's Fanny

~~"

Maine's /\ ~uthentic
Oyster Bar

She's a REALLY BIG
The Best of /.,!"rla"",
450 Pounds of

O!f&tel'
Mixing Good People, Good Food and
Good Drinks for 13 Years

APACHE
PRINCESS of FIRE

Our Full Menu served 'from HAM to Midnight
Best Steamers In Town

40ddd • 23 • 35
• Native American
International Showgirl
• Model
200 RIVERSIDE ST. PORTLAND ME· (207) 772·8033 -1·800·992·0006

Enjoy a view of the Marina from
the relaxing atmosphere of &,_.$__
5 Portland Pier
772-4828

•
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•
STEPHEN H. MACKENZIE
Attorney at Law
is pleased to announce
the relocation of his office to
Kettle & Carter
98 Washington Avenue
Portland, ME 04101
,
1 ,

.
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Portland's Largest Adult
Entertainment
Center!
Offering a huge
selection of videos,
magazines and toys
for the discriminating
adult. ..

STEPHEN H. MACKENZIE

P~'
• ".

General Practice of Law including:
• drugl criminal defense· personal injury . .
• personal and small business bankruptcy and reorgamzauon

' ?i

If;,
f Iii

I I' I;.

171

775-0028
No Charge/or
initial consultation

774-4322

VISA&MC
ACCEPTED

Evening & weekend
appointments available

MONEY IN OUR LMS, ADay-long Wor'KshopfeaturingLuBauer,CPA.onacrucial,
yet vef'/ intirrate, topic: a 1001< at our reia- - - - - _ _ _ _ _ tonshipwith rronev.Lecture.small-<;roup
CHANNELING FOR PERSONAL eJ<pIoration and support, and rerources.
GROWTH. Call Tyler 774-1183.
Friday, October 23, Kennebunk location
FeeS50. For rroreinformationcall Richard
CHILDSPLAY FOR GROWN-UPS. Redis- Wai12kin, MSW, 9fI5.8043.
coverspon1aneity. Revitalizeyour senses.
Join us in Lewiston on 10/17 for a day- PSYCHIC·ClAIRVOYANT-Astrological
long playshop for adults. For details call wisdom solutions to decisions-Regard·
Rheatha Fornter, 874-2970.
ing now & '93! Your health, job, stresses.
financial probloms, pets, moving,
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen Austen, disablilites from accidents. Holiday of·
MA,l.M.T., licensed Massage Thera- ficepartyentertainment.Appointments:
pist. Alleviate chronic backaches, head- 883·3223.
aches, neck and shoulder stiffness, sci·
atica, stress, improve ftexibility, muscle PSYCHIC-ClAIRVOYANT· Astrological
tone, circula~on, athletic performance. wisdomsolutionstodecisions- Regarding
By appointment, 865.Q6n.
now & '93! Your health, job, stresses.
...:...--'-'----'-'------ financial problems. pets, moving, disabil~
DREAM GROUP FORMING· I! interested ties from accidents. Holiday office party
in sharing and unraveling the various entertainment. Appointments: 883-3223.
images that, on an almost nightly basis,
present themselves to us, call Mr. Nishit ray leon, M.S., Ucensed Clinical ProfesMehta for more information. 772-4126. sional Counselor. Over 30 yearn professional experience In School Psychology,
ESTABUSHED GAY MEN'S SUPPORT ' Special Ed., Child Abuse, Family Therapy.
GROUP in Portland seeks new members. Working with Intimate Systems: Farrilies,
For more information ca1l799-0211 leave Couples, Adolescents, Personal Growth.
message. Please respond by 9/2s192. Welcorring appointments. 19 South St.,
Portland. 874-408t.
EUROPEAN PSYCHIC- Jonathan Marks, SELF.ESTEEM GROUP TO START
MSD-Predicting & analyling past happs," SOON: Small group format, affordable,
ings, present problems and futurelM!flts. safe environment, comfortable atmo.
112·hourl hour sessions. Psychic, Tarot & sphere, reality therapy-based. Please
_Co_un_se_li-,ng,-,Po_rtl_and_,77
_5_22
_ 13_._ _ call 772·6892 for more information.
FREE INTRODUCTION to the
FElDENKRAIS
METHOD
at
CENTERPEACE with Marilyn Hardy & Jane
Burdick, Tuesday, October 6th, 7·9pm,
129 Burnham Rd., Gorham, 839-2019.

SHIATSU OR SWEDISH MASSAGE.
Shiatsu is Japanese-style massage.
Special introductory offer of 20% off
regular fee. Keith Hintz MST 828·2023.
Portland license.

HEALING AS INTUITION, MAGIC &
RITUAL· On·going training designed to
facilitate the bodymind connection. First
session meets Oct 24, 9-4 p.m. Winter
Robinson. 929-6960.

TAl CHI CHUAN is an ancient Chinese
Martial Art, based on mental and physi·
cal balance. One learns to blend wtth an
opponents force to controi it TAl CHI is
a fluid system based on meditation in
movement Excellentforspiritual growth,
radiant phvsical health and unequaled in
reducing ihe effects of stress and tension in ones life. Beginners through
advanced classes, including PushHands. Visitorn welcome. For informa·
tion call Gene Golden, 772·9039.

INTRODUCTORYTAt CHI CHUAN ClASS·
1(}.week session beginning Monday, Oct.
5th, 7:1£.8:15 p.m. 10 Exchange St.,
Studio 202. Class will focus on basic
Chinese exercise concepts that can enhance & integrate movement. To reg ister
or additionalinformation, attend firntclass
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE and Body·
or call Jane Wendelken, 929-4087.
work for body awareness, recovery is·
JACKI'S STRONG STEP, strength and e," sues, stress reduction. Get back intouch
durancetraining, aeroblCcondiooning.Low with who you really are! Andrea E. Price,
ifl'4)3Ct High energy. On-<;oing.South Port- l.M.T.87HI21
land Dance Center, Wednesdays. 9am.Some
stepsavailabie. $4 drop-in, or register for 8 WOMEN'S HEAliNG GROUPS- Facili·
classes for $20! Call Karen 929-4846, or tated exPeriential group in a supportive
environment for women committed to
come try tt without obligation.
healing themselves. For detailscaJlli nda
KRIPAlUYOGAWlTHLESUESIMMONS, Despres, MSW, 883-5597.
Certified Kripalu Instructor· Regain flexYOU'VE HEARD ABOUT IT, now it's time
ibility and freedom of movement as you to try it- Polarity Therapy can help you
release pain and tension. l().week Fall awaken your truest self and bring bal·
session in Portland begins Sept. 29th. ance back into your life. HeatherKenison,
F.F.I. call Kim Chandler, 772-9812.
C.P.T., 878-2690.
LEARN TO CREATE SAFETY IN YOUR
LIFE and find some gentle humor in your
PROFESSIONAL
healing. JaneGair can help through indio
vidual and/or group therapy. 774-8633.

f :,

Stop by during the hours listed, or call for an appointment.
Open Sun. 12-4, 1\Jes & Thurs 10.6.

1-800-545-1833 ext 191
401

772· 7050

Cumberland Avenue, Portland, Maine

Therapeutic Massage
Swalish
Neuromuscular Technique
871·1300
Cumlllly 1VeIooJlllna New CIlcnIl

KIM MATHEWS

LESBIAN THERAPY GROUP dealing wtth
varied issues seeks new members to
begin ltv6. Tuesdays,5:3().7:30p.m $70/
monthly. Call 77£.7927.

the Dream!
Alternate Mondays
Starts Oct 5

~

- Sexual HarrassmenVAbuse
• Environmental Law

772-2790

POLARITY
THERAPY
TRAINING

Barbara Hare Noonan M,S.

l'
Center for Personal &
Professional Well-Being

772-1896

Begins DeL:lAth Port·Tune

BNn.wick

THE GARDEN

Unlock the spiritual energy
created by you as a couple
Peter A. Rush, M.A., l.SAC.
Sandy Hinckley, M.S.w.

772-8214

PORTLAND
• VIDEO EXPO.

Also in KITTERY
• VIDEO EXPO.
Route 236 • 439·6285
Open M-Th, 10-10 • Fri,-Sat
10-11 • Sun. 12-9pm

o $02 .tuff for ....

o houMeIrent
o offIcnlrent
o buslnna ... ntala

oyard.'"
o.u & crafts
o gardens

o etudloeJ...nt
o MaONIII...nt

o wanted
ocomputenl

olNl..tete
o buslnna property

o rnuaIc
owhMla

ol8nd ....
oeuctlon.

oboete
o theat.r erta

o chid cent
ohetpw..ted

oleamlng
o publication.

ojoba wantMi
o bualnna • .mee.

o .. lnuh
o toet & found (free)
o legel notlen

o bualnna opportunHIee
oftnanclel
o dettng services

o bull.tln board
o ride bon

Indivudual & Group Therapy
for Women Focusing on

• r'OOd

,Body Image

• Sauatity
232 St. John Sl

Pet Loss Therapy
Grief COWlSeiing
for Groups andlor Individual •.
Support glOUp now forming for
those whose pet i. dying,
has died, or is IOSL
Connie Valliere, M.S.Ed

775-7927

Registered COlUL'leior

Women with body image
and eating issues

MONEY control your life?

Thernpy group now forming to
explore issues relating to having
been adopted.
Open to men & women who have
already begWl a 12-step =ery
progam or other self-help. Small
group will provide safe envirooment
for pemona! exploration .

Cathy Erikson
LSAC,LCSW
• Subotonce Abuse • Codependence

• ACOA • S"'Uli Abuse
• Anger & Shame ReductiOIl Wod<
• Dream Work.

781-7433

4 Fundy Road

Fahnouth

"PLEASE
. DON'T SIT

SHIATSU
ACUPR£SSUR£
Gentle. relaxing, healing.
An (xperience of dup balana
..-c:::::"..o SELF-SHIATSU CLASSES

BEGIN OCTOBER I

ON YOUR KIDS!"
Licensed SubS/ana AbLUe CDUIIS.lar

Having difficulty PARENTING

829·3221

in a aeative positive manner?
Tired of reading parenting
books to resolve conflias

'm your children?

Wl

r

MONAHAN
ASSOCIATES

ON BALANCE

772-98\2

Call for: Individual or Group
Consultations, Home V",its

LINDA E. HUSTON
I!arly Childhood

Behavioflll Consultant
879-0509 (ans. mach.)

Ann Foste[ Tabbutt, A08TA

Calvert's

Adult Intensive
Psychotherapy

Global Investment

PORTlAND YOCA STUDIO
Certified Iyengar Yoga

Fund

SHORT-TERM
INTENSIVE GROUP

Jungian Orientation

7PM Tuesday October 6

Sarurdays, Oct. 3, 10,24,31
9:00 am - Noon

Cheryl Aronson

555 Congress Street

$30 per session.
Discount available.
Space limited to 12.

Call Lisa Bussey,

M.A., L.C.P.C.

774-4436
Glenn Morazzini
L.G.S.W.

879-1981

775-7927

Hours by appointment.

HAS YOUR ACCENT
become a barrier to the
success you deserve?
Proftou/ltiftg EftglislilS a
Serond Language ~ered In
small group or Individual
classes beginning this fall.
Indvidualized proe:rams based
on a phonetic analysis of ~our
speeCh and accen! offere1i by
If. J... AnIurn:og, MS., CCC-SPiL
Spudiimtg""ge I'aIIt%giJt

Lictrutd I1JId Cmfllll

879-1886

Worhbop: A. Personal Yoga PrKlicr

at Raffle's Cafe Bookstore

C.E.O.T., L.c.p.e

1~97·2908

INTOWN COUNSELING
CENTER
Addictions' ACOA Issues
Co.Decrnndency • Individuals
Couples

IOU.,. .

Lucy C. Chudzik, LSAC
Licensed Substance Abuse

Counselor'

797.5&84·616 Congress ST

an informal talk about aligning
personal, environmental and
spiritual wlues with
investment crpportunities that
support ethical companies
worldwide

roommates

Eileen Monahan
207 774 3936
800 834 3936 in Maine

60 YEAR OLD ACTIVE WIDOW·would like
to share her8 roommobile home. ~ nin.
to Maine Mall or intown Portland. $37f>1
mfh. induding utilities. Ref. 883-6164.

-

Investment products offaed fltroll.glt
Commonweatlh Equity Services, Inc.
Member NASD SIK:
449 Newtonville Avenue
Newtof\vllte, MA 02160

Dr, Kathy Karpeles
Ucenaed Psychologlst

761·9096
477 Coogress SL, Suite 410,
Ponland, ME 04101

~tj!& !!!!!n;~y ~
pass this paper on
to a friend

BACK COVE AREA· Seeking MlFto share
large, quiet, nicely furnished 3 BR apt
wlprofessional GWM, 30. Avail. 1011.
$300/mo .•1/2 utils. 772-6655.
BAXTER BI.VD AREA-Looking for 2 reialively Quiet, NIS, NID housernates for beau·
tiful home. Must love dogs. $85iNk all

included. 871-0065 or m-2427.
CONDOLIFE?LookingforaresponsibleW
S roomrrate to share a 2 BR place off
BrightonAve. WlO,parking, no pets. $27f>1
mo.l12 utls. Available now. 774-4916.

6S1 ~Ave.
PortWld, Me 04101
(207) 77~11

BY PHONE: 775-1234 BY FAX: 775-1615

your ad:

25 words .. , $11 perweek
additional words ... 50¢/wordlweek
Phone it In: n5-1234 (visa/me)
FAX it In: n5-1615 (visa/me)
WalkIMalllt In: Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St, Portland, ME 04101
Attn: Classifieds

deadlines
Une ads: Monday at 6PM
Display ads: Friday at 5PM
Call 775-1234 for display rates,

fine print
ClonIIed . . trAJOt be paid fa " II<Ivance wIIh caoh. peroonaI
checI<.
VIoa or Mastercard. Lost & FOUld
ttems listed
fnIo. ClonIIed Older.
..... . . , . , _
not bei_
for
my
or cIllOlgOO" the ed..nlch do
not eel the ...... (J( oonr.... or abol~
change the meonng
01 the ed. QadI! w!I be _
..,."
""'" hOI ~
del""'*"'<! within one week 01 pubIicaIIoo. l .... ~I _ _
for$2lccpy.

monev

657·2634

Socially Responsible

the sure sell

oaptal... nt

Lisa Bussey, M.A., C.E.D.T.

1·106-497·29011

RELATIONAL
RESOURCE
CEI\JTER

TRAINING

o dining
o etufl for ...

CALL 775·1234 OR FAX 775·1615

A Dream Therapy Group

- Divorce, Custody, Support
- ~lIs, Probate

S..... DeL 3rd Put·Tune
Brunswick

~ Celebrating ~

ATTORNEY AT LAW

MASSAGE

o body & .out
oroomrnat..

"SUMMERTIME AND THE UVIN' IS EASY"... at

Music, theater, art, restaurants, shopping, special outdoor activities.. . it's all
right up the street or just around the comer from BACK BAY TOWER. Or if
you prefer the comforts of home· you can share a cool drink on the terrace
with friends, swim in the private pool, workout in the exercise room and
enjoy a sauna. Whatever you choose· out on the town - or the comforts of
home - Back Bay Tower can make your summertime living easy. We proVide
state of the art security.

nona Silverman, RMT

body & soul

categories

\ ' ,.:
, It

,1 .i :',

.

CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM
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• WE BUY, SEll & TRADE

::IE

4

URE

ANTIQUES. TV'S. TOOLS. SILVER • GOLD • SILVER • DIAMONDS

•
en

#1 I I E:

:41.... """". _,

Phone ,.

Number of wOlds:

Name:

Number of weeks:

Address:

Arst 25 words

caw _

$1 1 per week: $
o visa 0 melt

+ add. wOlds 0 50¢ ea.: $

expo date

Total: $

04101

•
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roommates

apts/rent

EASTERN PROM, OVERlOOKING HARBOR- Share spacious, sunny apt with
professional 40s wormn. Lots 01 plants,
cat. and roomloryourthings. Easy-going,
environmentailyawareWSpreferred.Pa1cina. S325.'rm. +Utils. 775-4941 .

AVAIL IMMEDIATELY- Sunny 2 BR
duplex. oil heat, WID hookup, Ig. yard,
deck, schools nearby. $55O/mo. + utils.
Sec. dep., references. 846-4788.

EMERY ST.- Share 2 BR with 3Ds male
artisl and cat NlS, neat, quiet, responsible. Nicelylurnished unique apt $225.'
mo. + dep. includes u~ls. 761-8144.
FEMAlE PREFERRED- WS, energetic,
out"doing, no pets, in Saco, pool, $2201
mo. +112 uti Is. $220 dep.Lease. Before
5pm call 985-4160, ask lor BeverlllY,
after 5 call 282-4109.
FEMAlE WANTED FOR ROOMY 2 DR
apt in Scarborough, 10 mins. 10 Portland/beach. Large deck, yard, lields,
woods. WID, chem-Iree, environmentally responsible. Must like cats. $31Q/
mo. +112 electric heat/HW. Security
$310. Call Barbara, 773-0217.
HOUSEMATE WANTED- $2251mo., 113
utils. plus security to share quiet Durham
home. Respectful, clean, holisticallyoriented WS male preferred. 25 rrinutes to
Portland. 353-2392.
INTOWN- HOUSEMATE to share large,
comfortable, well-equipped Victorian
house with 2 NlS professionals. Your
space will bea bright 2-roomsuite, with
skylights and plenty of room lor living!
workino. $3OQ1mo. +113 utilities. Call
David, 773-9733.
KETTlE COVE- WS nesp., mature female
housemates wanted. Large, sunny house
at beach. 7 rriles to town, Ig yard, quiet
area $35QIrm. + 113 utils. 799-6905.
MlF ROOMMATETO SHARE3 DR condo
w/garage in Westbrook. WID, storage
available. Must like cats. $23Q/mo. +113
utils., secdep., references. 854-3841,
DarrelllDenise.
MlF ROOMMATE TO SHARE modern 2
BR off Forest Ave. Pool, laundry, parking, DIW and rmre. Semi-furnished.
S275.'mo. +112 utils. Bill, 797-0084.

M/F ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
home in Falmouth. S25Q1rm. Call 7975111 .
NEED A ROOMMATE? Mature, professional male looking for same who is
willing to share his house or apartment
83~3663.

NORTH DEERING- N/S F to share
Nortllwoods condo near exit 10. Large
BRw/sunny loft. $35O/mo. includes all.
797-2315,
NORTH DEERING- WS, MIF wanted to
share 2 BR security apt with GM and
cat S2751mo. +112 utils. COnvenient
and quiet. 797-2680, days best.
NORTH WINDHAM, Off 302- Responsible male WS to share 2 BR town house,
off-street parking, S3251mo. includes
all. Call Debbie. 892-7225.
PORTlAND, N£AR USM- Neat. WS, quiet.
nesponsible WF to share 3 DR house w/2
GMs.Largeyartl,deck, WID, parking, storage. $25QIrm. plus. 773-0062.
PROFESSIONAl FEMALE SEEKS SAME
to share apartment, Eastern Prom area,
own bedroom, WID available. S2751mo.
+112 utils., $300 deposit and references.
1Q/l, In-9838.
RESPONSIBLE, MATURE, WS. Gortolerant M/F roommate to share country
house, desirable Portland suburb. Garage, utilities included. Must value privacy and a clean, comfortable house.
Available immed. Security and references. $325.'mo. 7*9768.
SCARBOROUGH- WS MIF to share house
wi garage with 40s0mething female and
cat. Nice neighborhood. Near beaches.
$3OCVmO includes utils. 883-6967.

, I II;
1

"

, I

DEERING OAKS AREA- 2 DR apt in 2family. $57~mo. heat included. Section
8 approved. Also: East End studio apt in
quiet home, $35QImo., all utilities included.774-3392.
DEERING OAKS. RecenUy renovated,
heated 2 bedroom apartment Sunny,
cheerful, hardwood lloors, ceiling lan,
quieVsecure building. $495/mo. Also
heated lDRonly$3751mo. Pats allowed.
773-7002.

~~~!!!!!!~~~~!!!!!!~!!!!!!~!!!!!!~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~
EASY LIFESTYLE!

WEST ENO- ClEAN, WEll-MAINTAINED
apartment building,laundryfacilities, parking, 24 hr. maintenance, heat & electric
included, 2 BR, Irom $54Q/mo. Some income guidelines apply. Danforth Heights,
48 Salem St In-4386.
WEST END- Studio: heated, $325/mo. 1
I/2BR: wood supplied for stove, garden, parking, $525.'mo. 2BR: heated,
decl!, $525.'mo. All wi laundry, refinished wood floors. 773-285Q1781-51 05.
WESTBROOK- Newly renovated sunny 2
DR on sa::ond floor, quiet neighborhood,
yard, on bus line. W/O hookup, storage,
heated. $575.'rm. Call 871-9252.

Enchanting, shingle & stone stylish
N.E. designed townhouse. Ample
bedrooms. interesting architectural
details include brick heanh, private
patio with views of woods. Low
utilities, tennis court.s &. trails!

CARPENTRY '& CABINETRY- Projects
detailed and styled for your home or
business. Call Paul Keating 846-5802.

$112,000

---+ ALSO +--

A REAL CHARMER!
Newly constructed Post & Beam cape on a
sunny, 2.5 acres with views of the
surrounding hills. A quality propeny with
an open floor plan. Perfect first home, just
nonh of town. WeU below appraised value!

Call Joyce Coughlan

CAN BUILD THAT SPECiAl PIECE of
furnitureor cabinets toyour needs. Also
remodeling work. Free estimates and
designs. Call Roy 773-0372.

rr-· ,: : '1

CARPENTR'I'- All types of remodeling.
Also, roofs, decks, siding and garages.
797-7084 .

jJ

I

' }

~~l;:o

$99,900

Mark Stimson

CONNOLL Y"S PLUMBING AND HEAT1NG Fully. Insured Master Plumber.
Quality work at reasonable rates OOVI
construction renovations, Senior Citizens discount 883-2213
D.C. PACKING SERVICE5- Packing or
moving specialists. Household or office
goods. Lowet rates compared to larger
companies. 15yearsexpertence, insured.
Free estimates. Donald, 82&-1512.

WILlARD BEACH, ROOMS FOR RENT781-4220
SMTC, kitchenl laundry privileges,
Itl \1. I o It.., '
846-3228
MASONRY 7~3827. SPECIAlIZshared bath. $65-$75/wlc Female pre- L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--' D.G.
INGin rnsidentialchimnsyrepairandcleanlerred, student welcomed, on bus line.
ing. All aspects of masonry, Ireeestimates.
HIGGINS BEACH- Year round and win- 7*8626 or 7* 1955 eves.
ter rentals. Call 883-3335.
Domemnic Germano 7*3827.
WOODFORD5-2 BR renovated 3rd floor,
PINE POINT- 1DRM, FULL KITCHEN + full bath, COrt, large yard, roof deck,
DESIGN SERVICE for OOVI houses, addiBATH. Furnished. Includes all utilrties, parking, storage. Deposit + S480/mo.
tions, or commercial buildings. Creative
$51,400
198414'X76'
PARKWAYFURWEST
SIDE
Child
Development
Center
heat +cable tv. $85-$95Iw1<883-5895. (802)436-3273, after 5.
NISHED with 12x15 addition, two bed- has limited full-time or part-time open- architectural design at a price you can
Sept until June.
roomsw/baths&awhirlpoolbath.Adult ings for~-6 year oIds. Call 772-9817. afford. Call Nick Pighills, 361 -1747.
Classi}ieds:
SOUTH PORTlAND, PlEASANTDALEpark in Scarborough. Excellent condiDIRTY, HARD-TO-CLEAN BATHTUB?
2 BR on aquietdead end street. Pariling,
tion, call 883-5065 or 892-2177.
Restore the shine, easy cleaning, no
775-1234
WID, new appliances. $525.'mo. pays all
toxic odor, no mess, no peeling, no
but the heat. 767-5209. ==~_-===;;;;;:;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;
down time. Ufetimewarranly. Poly-Tub
Restoration. 774-8184.
$40,OOOlYR! READ BOOKS and TV FOR MORE INFORMATIONANDASSIS- DYER'S REMODElING- Kitchens,i)aths,
scrtpts. RII out simple "like/don't like- TANCE regarding the investigation of additions, vinyl siding, windows, roofform. EASY! Fun, relaxing at home, financing, business opportunities and ing, repairs. Ouality workmanship. 18
beach,vacations. Guaranteed paycheck. work at home opportunities, Casco Bay years experience. Call 761-7967.
24-hour recording reveals details. 801- Weekly urges it's readers to contact the
Better Business Bureau, Inc., Maine Di- ELECTRICIAN- CALL "FORREST" at
37~2925 , copyright IMEI14EB.
vision, 812 Stevens Ave., Portland, ME Town & COuntry Electric for fst class
ATIENTION SCARBOROUGH RESI- 04103-2648.
workmanship & lowes! prices in town.
DENTS- PARTTIME JOB- Earn $20-$30
lis. & insured- Fuses to breaker panels
per week for 4-5 hours delivering HELPWANTED:PARTTIME-Hostesses aspecialty. COntractors- CAlL US! 772PennySavers and Magazines. Walking need to demonstrate food products at 5257.
and driving routes available. Call Ad- area supermarkets. 883-1267.
vanced Delivery 883-1735.
LOOKING FOR A HAIRDRESSER TO HANDYMAN WITH TRUCK AVAILABLE
to do odd lobs and moving, locally or
CRUISESHIPJOBS-Upto$900lweekly. _RENT STATION in new shop opening in 10ng distance. Experienced & dependFree roomlboard, now hiring skilled! So. Windham~Reasonable rent! Askfor able with r~ferences. Call for low rates,
unskilled, meniwomen. No experience Sharon 892-2710 or 893-1233.
774-2159 anytime.
necessary. 1118-960-9144, ext. C909. . MARKETING- I am looking for an indiHAVE YOUR HOUSEPROFESSIONALLY
DANCE INSTRUCTORS- Toteach Ballet, vidual to learn m,'business.The individual ClEANED- Your way! Weekly, bi-weekly
Jazz. Modern, & Pre-School. Also male must have a desire to learn QUickly and or monthly. Low rates. Free estimates.
TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SPECIAL Ballroom intructors needed. Call Larry accept major responSibilities. Send re- Call 797-4766, leave a message.
L1N1TBJ-TI~ OFfER"
or Eugene at GOTIA DANCE, 773-3558. sumeto:POBoxAPBiddeford,ME04005.
HAWKES CONSTRUCTION- Remodeling, Custom Homes, General carpentry.
EASY WORK! EXCElLENT PAY! as;;
semble products at home. Call toll free
0
Freeestimatescheerfullygiven.Dial8744984 or 1(800)4*4984.
1-800-873-6365 ext. 1379.

help wanted

~~~~~~~~~~~~;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;~~~

houses/rent

OCEANFRONT BAYWOOD COLONY- 2
& 3 BR Townhomes. Custom detail,
fireplaces, decl!s, pool, garage & 7 mile
sand beach, $550 monthly to 6-12-93.
(No pets), salesfrom $198,000. Call Jay
1-800-927-2487.
PEAKS ISlAND- Exceptional loft space,
fuel-efficient, waterfront, extraordinary
views. good for I person or a couple.
508-487-2416, leave message. $4501
mo. Available 1011, won1last!
PEAKS ISlAND- Year round or winter
rentals available! Furnished & unfurnished starting at$4751mo. Waterviow,
village or wooded settings. Call Port
Island Realty, 77!,-n53, M.f, ~5.
PORTlAND- Walnut St, 3-4 BRs,Ig LR.
DR, eat-in kit, 1112 baths, hdwd nrs,
bsmt w/shop, WID, 2 car parking, in
pleasantfarrilyneighborhood.Avail.101
1. $690/mo. Call 828-1426.
SACO; SUNSET BAY- 2 DR, lovely river
views, close to state park, only 14 miles
to Portland. $400 monthly to 6-1~93.
(No pets). Call Jay 1-800-927-2487.

real estate

EXCITING CONCEPT in home party plans.
Seeking ki1chen consuttants to dermnstrate unique high quality kitchen products. Earn extra $$S. Low start costs. No

real estate
POlAND- WATER RIGHTS TO SANDY,
private, assoc. beach on upper--Range
Pond. Now split foyer, 3 DR, 13/4 bath,
garage (underneath), 1 acre. deck, possible mother-in-law apt. $109,900. By
builder 883-5057.
SCABOROUGHHOMEW/5FLAT ACRES,
3 BM ranch, barn, 2 car garage, paddocks, riding rtng - great for children,
animals, garden, privacy $110,000 Call
SOUTH PORTLAND- Enjoy a new home
on a 7200 SF lot. COnvenient and Quiet
area with room for 2 car garage. $90's.
767-3085.
TWO BR HOUSE, INSULATED; entry
and front porch. $17,000 includes house
and move to your land. lfwithin nearby
area, with no difficully; $15,000. Call
Merry Bldg. Mover, 83~32t 3.

MOVING SALE;

Whe e Is
, Deal_'

Is your· 0 b fu n
J
•

STUOIOS: ARTISTS ON..Y building. All
inclusive, tin ceilings, artists sinks, high
energy environment Darkrooms to su~es
with views. $12510 $175.'rm. 7~4759.
VACATION OVER? Rent aworking studio
w~h other artists/craft people at 3t 7
Cumbe~and Avenue. Lights, heat furnished. Parking available. Call 772-6527.

ur

:del~iv~e~ries.~CaI~ID~ot~fo~r~int~ervt~·~ew:,~89~7~-56~98~.~========::;:;::;

studios/rent

83~060.

DO YOU HAVE A HOUSE FOR SAlE?
Why not advertise itthrough THE SURE
SELL? Call 77f>-1234 or 883-4149.

T ry

business rental

PORTlAND- 311 CUMBERLAND AVE.,
cornet 01 EI mSt. Heavy traffic. Excellent
visibility. 1,600 sq. ft. storwoffice, heat
included, parking available. 7n-6527.

_

~
~
•

Do your goals match your skills?
h
t
Do you know ow
market yourself? Are you
tongue-tied at interviews?

°
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207/799-3344
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PRODUCTION/
GRAPHIC DESIGN EMPlOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

f
.
Casco Bay Weekly and Penny$aver are hiring or part t1lIle
work in the Production Department. We specifically need help
Thursday nights «(,.l1pm); Friday nights (6-12pm); and Sundays
9am until the work is completed. Sunday hours could be as few
as 1 and as many as 10+ depending on our work flow. As the
available.
Papers continue to grow there may be moreFwork
H d 32 d
Auency with Macintosh computers using ree an . an
PageMaker 4.2 is a must.
This is a production environment: speed, accuracy, attention to
detail, conceptualizing sequence, reliability, working well with
others and good communication skills are essential.
Rewards include working for Portland's premier newsweeklies.

If you are qualified and interested, deliver your resume to:

11t:j.1t('1:t;11
T"1 n lTI
CascoProduction
Bay WeeklyManager
/PennYSaver11
111 '1
Ell ssa Conger

551A Congress Street
Portland, ME 04101

l'I'c"

PENNy$AVER

LOTS CLEARED- .1Q/sq.ft., stump removal, wood harves1ing. 37 yearsexperience. Will pay top dollar for standing
timbet or logs. Call for your free estimate. 943-20881893-1043.
MASTER ELECTRICIAN looking for extra work on weekends. Quality for reasonable rate. Call John 883-0254 .
MIKE'Z lANDSCAPE & TREE ServicePruning, removals, bracing, surgery,
planting of gardens, trees, lawns, hedge
trimming, stump grinding, retaining
walls, fences installed. Mai ntenance
available. 883-8746.
NEED ELECTRiCAl WORK DONE? Best
deaisonservicochanges, "FusestoBreakers". Ceiling fans-you bUY,lassembieand
hang. Anything electrical, no job too bIg or
small. Quality wor!< at very reasonable
rates. Free estimates. Master Electrtcian,
insured. Gerry's Electric, 773-5897.
PROTE.cT THE PAINT ON YOUR CAR or
pick-up from road salt and grime with a
complete exterior detail, includes paint
sealant and wax prolessionally applied.
Manyyearsexperience. $tOoffwith this
ad . Call 878-3045, ask for George.
SAVE TIME AND MONEY! Let me clean
yourhomewith my extra personal touch.
Affordable cost, exp.,excellent ref. Leave
message 854-0139.
SUNSHINE CLEANERS-Housecleaning,
weekly or bi-weekly, by professionally
trained staff. 16 years experience. Affordable rates, excellent references, insured! bonded. Free estimates. Greater
Portland. 799-5323.
THE FAMILY AFFAIR CLEANING SERVICE- "Qualily you can trust. Prices you
can afford.~ Insured & bonded. Resldential & commercial. Excellent refer-

Every week we lower prices on the homes left! ~A~n~E~q~u~al~O~p~po~r~tu~"~i~ty~E:m~'p~I"!f~er~_~~==:_=====-lences&freeesti mates. 767-6129.
70' #3208 $13,995, 70' #3208 vinyl sided shingled roof.
$14,895, #2971 56' 2bdr $16,637, BO' #3275 $22,899, 80'
#7145 top quality with a list of $30,500 now $24,B95, 15
wide #7150 list $32,895 now $27,495, db! wide 64 x 28
Champion, being used for our office $27,995_
Homes from Champion, Fleetwood, Norris and Sterling.
We're moving to Washington Sf. Aubum_

September 24,1992

business services
NEED HELP?
Carolyn Pardi
Cerci fied Paralegal
• Will.!
• p~, ofAltOf'N'j

• Li~i", Wi/l.r

• Service Colllradl

• BaMr"PICJ

•

Divorce

Reasonable Rates

772-6620
74 Wilson St, Portland

CHARLES B. MELCHER

business services
• "CANINGOFCHAIRS'"" Alltypes, 7742490.
BAKER & HAlL- Professional wallpaperingandpainting. Ceilingspecialsplusmultiroom discounts. Experience and references. For your free estimate, call 7675752 or 7~31.

BOOKKEEPING & WORDPROCESSINGfor small busiesses. Personalized qualily
service at reasonable rates, Peachtree Atcounting. Over 15yrs. experience. call The
Srmll Business Specialist, 878-8354.

THE OLDIES DEE -JAY FOR ALL
OCCASSIONS. Featuring solo artist,
Bobby Mitchell. Free video taping of
your event Call now. Dates going fast!
883-3453.
WORRY FREE CLEANING SERVICE experienced Staff willing to meet your
needs!! Products and equiptmentavailable! I Reasonable, flat ratos! ! Call today
for estimates 92~09.

GUARANTEES ARE ONLY AS GOOD as
the company that offers them. Watch
out lor -money back- offers from unknown companies.
HIGH PRESSURElANDASPRAYWASH
Machine. 3,000 P.S.I. HoVcold water.
75' hose $1 ,500. 284-8125.
KENRO WIZART STAT CAMERA with
processor. 2-112 years old, excellent
condition, $1,500. Savin 7015 photocopier, used sparingly, excellent condition, $500. Call 774-7461 .
MAINE'S FAMOUS BATTER for goldenbrown onion rings and seafood. S2Itwo
recipes. Send SASE, cash or M.O. to:
GILKO, Dept 377, P,O. Box9421 , South
Portland, ME 04116-9421.
MATIRESSES & BOXSPRINGS &
FRAME5- New and used. Also washers
and dryers and appliances. We also buy
unwanteditems. Cred~avallable m-5737.
NEWLY BUILT SHED- 8X12, V-match
sidino, 4ft door, 2 windows, gable roof,
plywood floor on PT skids, $8')0 delivered, 83~3851.

child care

mobile homes

SOUTH PORTLAND- Single mom w/3
year old seeking mature NlS roommate.
Other single rmm or student would be
great Rent very reasonable. 7*9269.

WESTERNPROM-MIFtosharelg,sunny
3 DR apt. Fireplace, hdwd floors, very
clean, Heat/HW inc I. S234/mo. + 113
utils.761-1859.

TORENTYOURAPARTMENT FAST, and
to the highest caliber tenants, call 7751234, THE SURE SELL ClASSIFIEDS,
and reachovetloo,ooo peaplethroughout Greater Portland!

DOW ST.-FURNISHED, spacious. 2DR,
LR, WIW carpeting, ceiling lan, track
lighting, lull bath, all util~ies Included.
$495.'mo. No pets. Call 799-0090.

15 MINUTES TO DOWNTOWN PORTlAND- Oversized ranch, 3 BR, 2 baths,
deck, patio, convenient location, central
vacuurring system. quiet col-de-sac.
$164,500. 797-3089, byowner.

WEST END- RESPONSIBLE, MATURE
non-smoker to share, comfortable,
sunny Victorian with 40's professional
woman. Fireplace, laundry, yard, garden. $32Q/mo. includes all but phone.
7n-I831. Leave message.
~ '" I

BACK COVE VIEW- 1-DR, lfllDining
combo, no pels. all utilities included,
sec.dep., lease. Singlefemale preferred.
WS, $45Q1mo. 773-0817.

SOUTH PORTLAND- Seeking responsible N/S to share 2 BR house. Garage,
garden, yard , oil. Pets negotiable. Available Oct 1st. $275.'mo. +112 utiIs. Call
Mike, 799-0689.

WANTED: FEMINIST HOUSEMATEHappy, hardy, humorous. Very pleasant
country home in Topsham; large separate living space. Share kitchen and bath.
S285.'mo. +utils. 729-1470.

business services

real estate

NORDICTRACK -PRO" MODEL- Purchased last Dec. lor $600, asking $350.
Excellent condition, low rrileage, hardly
ever used. Call 77f>-4030, leave message. After 10/1- nf>-2895.
EXTRAORDINARY PORTRAITS

50) Cumberland Ave.

Portland

775~30)

Professional Cleaning
and Maintenance Company

• Chimneys Capped
• Free Estimates

1-800-540-1455
773-1455

NASTY~NEAT

COMPULSIVEfcLEANING
••. and other lire IUpport MrVice8

If you've ever cleaned up for
the cleaning people...or worse,
cleaned up after them...
You need me in your life

Katherine Clark
772-8784
residential

SEA KAYAK- BEAUTIFUL RED HYDRA.
16', greaffor island touring: stable, fast
boat w/plentiful stowing capacity.
Paddle, skirt,life-jacket, complete package $875. Enjoy now. 772-2029.
SNOW PLOW- 6' w/hydraulic lift, in
good shape, with 1976 Ford F-150 pickup attached. 5800 or B.O. 773-3558.
STAY WARM THIS WINTER! Jotul
Surdiac 715 combination coal/wood
stove, used 3 yrs. $1,200 Now. Asking
$600. Included free- gloves, utensils,
coal scuttle and 3112 ton capacity coal
bin. Call 883-3244.
STEREO: SANSUI auto-search tuner,
amplifier and programmable timer; Pioneer double cassette deck; Technics freQuencyeQualizer, turntable and two 300
watt speakers. $550 or B.O. 878-5127.

COFFEE LOVERS
Here's how to enjoy gourmet
coffees of the world for as low
as $1.501pound. Choose from
30+ varieties; Decaf & Reg.
Send $14.95 lor complete
roasting kit (includes beans) to:
Green Coffee Club
P.O. Box 789
Havertown, Pa. 19083
VlMC accepted
1-800-873-7557

$92

business opps

EARN $500 OR MORE WEEKLY stuffing
envelopes at home. Send long SASE to:
COuntry Shoppers, Dept Y3, P.O. Box
1779, Den ham Springs, La 70n7-1779.

stuff lor sale
2 SHAMAN DRUMS, $25.'each; fan, $5;
charcoal grill, $20; beautiful cherry table
loom & accessories, $125; I"kle loom,
$25; 2 warping boards, $2Q1$35. 82~
5750.
ATOMIC SKII5, TYROlIA junior bindings,
used one season, $110; Nordica boots,
sizB 10-11, $50; X-C package: Jarvinen
Turvista 190s, Rossignol bindings, boots
sizB 43, Trak poles, used once, $100;
Bauer hockey skates, size 9, used once,
$40. Eves./weekends, 774-1992.
CELTICS VS. HAWKS TICKETS, 10/22
game at Civic Center AND Garth Brooks
tickets, 1Q129 show, Civic Center, Best
off~r, 282-6251 .
DISCOUNT AIRFARE5- BusJcoach/last
rrinutw we discount all ai~ine ticket
prtces. The last rrinute specialist Max
Marketing 83~9954.
EXTERIOR CLAD ATRIUM DOOR- 2 yrs
Old. Excellent condition. Best offer. J.F.
883-9085.
FOUR ~1/2" GAMBLER aluminum
wheels, $1751set; Two Sport King 31'R15 tires, almost now, $75.'pair, MontgomeryWardelectricwasher, gas dryer,
alrmst now, best offer. 774-1505.
GLYCERINE TO PRESERVE beautiful
autumn leaves. One quart for $15.95
includes taxandshipping. Simpledirections included. Immediate shipment.
Sendcheckormoneyorderto Pine Tree
Industries, Inc. PO Box 1178, Scarborough, ME 04070-1178.

yard sales

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS 01 St Max in
Scarborough is having their annual GI- 1989 NISSAN SENTRA- Black, 2 DR, 4
ANT YARD SALE on Oct. 3rd 9am-4pm SPD, low mileage, excellent condition,
at K-Mart parking lot in Scarborough. front wheel drive, sunroof and more!
$3,850 773-3847.
NICE STUFF! Antique bench & sewing
machine; children's BR furniture; sm. CHEAP! FBVU.S. SEIZED: '89Mercedes,
housewares; books, etc. Saturday, QI $200; '86 VW, $50; '87 Mercedes, $1 00;
26, ~2 , rain/shine. 94 Gray St., Port- '65 Mustang, $50. Choose frar" thousands starting $25. 24-hour recording
land. 761-0228.
reveals giveaway prices. 801-37~2929,
copyright IMEI14JC.

wanted

CHEW CELEBRITY, 1983- V6 auto., air,
Am'Fm cass., new brakes, exhaust, tires
and sticker. Minor body damage, $1200.
Also VW bus, blown motor, $150. 773770t .

WANTED- Crafters for October 17th craft
fair at So. Portland Gym. For New England
Telephone Pioneers. call 883-3700.

music

CHEVY NOVA 250, 1973- S1000, has
rust. 883-9133.

PIANO LESSONS- Will travel to your
home. Any level, any age. All styles
(classical, jazz, popular). FREE triallesson! Please call Jim Hall, 774-1110.

ClASSIC 1968 OLDSMOBILE DElMONT
'88- 4 OR, excellent mechanical and
body condition. Must.see to appreciate.
$3600, negotiable. Call after 4pm, weekends anytime. 761-0098.

PIANO, VOICE & GUITAR LESSONS·
Teacher w/Masters Degree offers individualized programs, including Suzuki
and other methods. 16 years experience. S1011/2hr. Ages 3-93. WestSide,
772-2029.

CORVETTE $400, BRONCO S5O; '89
Mercedes S2oo; '87 BMW $100; '65
Mustang $50. U.S. public auction,
Druglordproperties. Choose fromthousands starting $25. FREE informanon24 hour hotline. 801-37~2930 . CopyTHE HOLISTIC MUSIC STUDIO: Voice, rtght/MElt4RC.
piano, cello. Children and adults. Suzuki
method available. "The Inner Child and DODGE MOTORHOME 18'- Shower,toilet slove, furnace, fridge, sleeps 4. No
Music" is alive and well. 781-0944 .
rust runs well , newly renovated inside.
A great getaway vehicle. Always negoMASTER OF MUSIC . BACHEIDR OF MUSIC
tiable- S4300. 967-3767.

MUSIC STIJDIO

FORD E-150 CONV. VAN, 198~ High
top, long body, AC, color TV and other
extras. Low milage. $t6,OOOloffers. Day,
766-2912; after 6, 797-9109, Jerry.

VOICEIPlANO INSTRUCTOR
Qassfcai, oper....lUI
BNHUlw"JI Musicals

.t>
."

87Hl859

879-2606

377 Fore St,

HONDA CIVIC HATCHBACK, 1982Runs, needs woril. Parts? Best offer.
76t-0228.

Poltland

Guitar Studio Workshop

JEEP WRANGLER. 1988- Black, new
wheels, nowtires,oneowner,Well-maintained, great shape, 54K miles. $9,500.
774-1505.

rivate Prolessionalinsttuction

Jazz. Blues. Rock
BegiMer to Proiessional
l7)'On teacfing experl"'''''

\

aIIo. .. ~,d ,

Gvo t<'lC'

u\son.5

WINDSURFER FOR SAlE- HiFly 700, 2
gastra sails, excellent condition. Asking
$420. 774-1526, leave mess.age.

commercial

lOOK PEFVYEAR, REAl POTENTiAl,
$6,500 investment No headaches, employees, oompetition or product No seiling, no MLM, a real high profit, Low rtsk
business. LIFE OUEST (802) 694-1542.

1983 CHEVY WINDOW VAN- Runs well
and reliably. New sticker, front brakes,
exhaust, windshield and more. Greatwork
vehicle ~s four. $1750. 7*2810.

Stuff
for Sale
$94 OR BEST OFFER- Queen size
waterbed w/bumpers, bames, heater. Call
773-8431.
14K RING: OVAl GARNET surrounded by

aoht diarmnds. Great deal! $92! 878-

PONTIACGRANDAM,I988- Fullyloaded:
power windows, locks, steering, brakes,
NC, etc... Great shape, lifetime mumer
warranty and brand new tires. $5,500. Call
865-6722, leave message.

wheels

SUBARUGLWAGON,I982-loaded, many
new parts, runnmg, sticker, some rust.
AWAY JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS, any $1000, negotiable. Must sell. 774-2012.
condition, seven days a week, 9-9. 773SUBARU Gl WAGON, 1982-Loaded, rmny
6878
new parts, running, sticker, some rust.
• "CASH WAITING" "For your clean, used $1000, negotiable. Must sell. 774-2012.
Motorcycle. Call Steve at (603)52&-5108.
SUBARU STATIONWAGON Ill, 1981- f>1969VW BUS- Engine under warrantee, speed, ~ deck. new sticket, excellent
Michelintires, newbrakes,lines, master condition inside & out, southern car, must
cylinder, california car. Spare parts avail. see. $1300 or 8.0. PaUl, 772-5606.
Sticker 12/92. $1200, 8.0. 772-0320.
VWJETTAGLI 16V, 1990-Black, 5-speed,
1973 CHEVY NOVA 250- $1000, has loaded, BBS Wheels, anti-theft stereo, new
Yokohamas, roccaro seats, West coast
rust. 883-9133.
'
car, 42K miles, $11 ,500. 637-3000.
1979 PlYMOUTH HORIZON TC3- 70K,
Pioneer stereo cassette, good sticker, YAMAHA 650 SPECiAl, 1978-10,79t
su nroof, 5speed, very dependable.$600, rriles. Needs ign~ion switch, battery.
FREE. Fred, 854-4827 or 828-0497.
B.O. Call 774-7750.
$$ CASH CASH CASH liS- WE HAUL

1982 SUZUKI MOTORCYCLE, 85k YAMAHA RADIAN '8~ 6oocc, bought
MILES, GOOD shape, new sticker, new new in 1990 for $3800. Asking only
tire on rear, new battery, Asking S650 $1999-mustsell ! Under4500 rri. Great
cond o77f>-0626.
87~7376

5127.

1981 HONOACMCWAGON-Engineruns
great, 96,000 niles. $92. Call anytime,
797-8892.
250 COMIC BOOK5- DC, MARVEL. etc.
Excellentcond. $92. 878-5528, after6pm.

We'll keep it.running
"·iI
,Ii '• '•). I··t: ;' E~TLS'
:!L..t . , >.,t
S·
·

Describe your car, truck. or cycle in
25 words or fewer and we'll run
your ad for four weeks in front of
over 100,000 readers
FOR ONLY $251
If your vehicle doesn't sell, just
notify us in writing after the fourth
publication and we'll run your ad
again FOR FREEI1here~ no limit!
$25 really does sell your car.

BE UPSCAlE FOR UNDER $100. Genuine
Aokati rug, only $92. Call 773-3865.
OF MOSSBERG 22 RIFlE- Model 46 M.B.
S.Ll.R ExI:. condo $92. 892-5719.
DOUBlE BED- Mapleframe. mattress, box
SPring. Good condition. $92. 797-5784.
GE REFRIGERATORIFREEZER- 11.8cuJ
ft., 28"wide, exceiientcondition. $92. 7*
0679, leave message.
GE SPACEMAKER COlor TV, Bought 2
years ago, used for 1. $92. 774-1864,
after 5.
GUITAR STAND, 3 sets of acoustic guitar
strings, & guitlr body, all for $92. 7*

9040.
JElLY HUTCH for sale, solid pine, new.
Great for ki1chen or bath. $92. 828-4659,
nights,
KEROSENE HEATER- Used only 1 winter.
Works great, like new. Movi no. must sell.
$92. ~, eves.
ROWING MACHINE & FREEZER- 5'x3tJ'
upright $92 for both. 797-8892, anytime.
SEGA SYSTEM with controllers, gun, 3-D
glasses&oames forsale.$92.284-8998.
TECHNICS STEREO RECEIVER and turntable, excellent condition. $92 for both.
773-8830, leave message.

~ E:

S

Classifieds 77.5-1234

boats

lost 8. lound

1988lARSQN, 20 ft., 175 HP, VO wi
loranc,VHF radio, sonar, $10,000. 1988
Bluefin, 16ft.,50 HP O/B, foof control
trolling motor $3,500 7*5837

LOST A PET? Call The Animal Refuge
League, South Portland, Scarborough,
Westbrook, Windham, 9-4 Mon-Sat.
854-9771.

7' RBERGlASS DINGY WITH OARS,

Tr) lh(' Sure Sell:

T

URE

ET T
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theatre arts
CASTING SHORT, DRAMATIC LOWBUDGET FILM, to be shot in Portland
over oneweei<end (Fri., Sat, Sun.) in late
October. Wormn, mid- to late-205, "0pportunist/quiet desperation." Worr.an,
30-40, "biker chick/earth mother."
Woman, earty 205, "pretty, but disaffected." Man, 3Os, -WASP/undercover
cop." Man, 3Os, "gaunt street poet from
Buxton.' COllaborative atmosphere. No
pay, but meals provided while "on set"
Call 774-8363 to set up audition or for
more inforrmtion.

animals
AKC GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPPIESlsI shots and wormed. 8 weeks old .
Excellenttempermeot. Greatwith children. Please call 1-625-4114.
ATIENTION CATS: Club Purr offers
upscale boarding for cats only. Watch
birds and falling leaves from your own
window. Immaculate. Purrsonal attention. Vet-approved. Gorham, 83~
2037.
RECYCLE! ADOPT AN ADULT CAT
fromtheAnimal RefugeLeague,South
Portland, Scarborough, Westbrook,
Windham, ~4 Mon-Sat, 854-9771 .
TEACH YOUR DOG TO OBEY- 6 week
beginner course/S25. 5 week puppy
classlSt 5. Your dog deserves the best.
Instructions with 8-30 years experience. Dogs In Training. Portland/6936212, 839-8439 or 926-3174.
WHATS SO DIFFERENT ABOUT The
HappyJack3-XFlea Collar? It works! !!
COntains NO synthetic pyrethroids. For
dogs & cats! OAK HILL AVE HOWE
883-5058.

bulletin board
"DATELINE' Adu~sing l esdanceevery
Friday night at 8pm at Portland Marriot
Sables lounge. Exit 7 off Rt 95. OJ,
buffet door prizes, cover, NO JEANS!
207-871-8000.
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS FALL? Jet
there anytime for only $169 with
AIRHITCH(r). Call 212-864-2000.
WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU
HELPED save a life? Do it this week by
donating blood at the Red Cross. For
more information call us at 1-800-4280734 or 775-2367.

-FREE HAlRCOLORmodels needed for advanced
salon workshops.
For more information, call

Panache Sa/on

Portland's Hairoolor Specialists

772-5767

FAX FREE
THURSDAY!

775-1615
45 words and
Personal Call®
FREE BY FAX
Thursday
Only

adult services
1-900-288-ERICA... $2/min. Adults Romantic Stories. EPS Co. 708-882·7873.
CROSS-DRESSERS: COmplete HIM-2FEM resources- Catalogs, fiction, boutiques, true experiences. advice, personals, events, much more. 1-900-9904843, SI9.9Ql2O mins. OR 1-900-446:
2336, $1.99/min.+ S2/connection fee.
f8+lor parental permission. ATS, Box
566065, Atl, GA 31156, 404-333-6464.
DROWN IN ECSTASY, SWEET AGONY!
t-800-72-ERICA. S2.99/min. Visa/MC
HEAR TALKING PERSONALS- 1-900884-8500, $21min. (18+) OR: TALK TO
LIVE GIRLS- 1-900-884-1220, $2.99/
min. (18+). CONNECTIONS USA, Ft
Laud., Fl.lnfo: 305-525-5433 (x9t22).
HOTN' SPICY FANTASIES- XXX RATED1(800)331-3310. Visa/MCIAmEx or no
credit card necessary.
LOCAL WOMEN- With phone numbers!
1-900-884-DATE, ext. 428., S3/mln.,
18+. (T.V., Fort Myers, Fl., tt.)
MAYAN POSITION? Classy VHS Demo
reveals patented indoo r device for adults
only. Make your own or buy. Reviewed
in Playboy.S17 ,V/MC, t -800-692-2200.
MILD OR WILD! Portland's/l 8ateline.
Meel exciting women and men. Alternativelifestylesalso. I-900-776-5006,ext
48, $2.OQIrrin.
LIVE PSYCHICS INTERPRET
YOUR PAST, PRESENT, &
FUTURE THROUGH THE POWER
OFTHETAROT
1-900.454-1444
$1.791min:la. only
l-iOo.955-S580
infolc.c.'slmembelSh"
Whurtwlnd, lnc.

ATTENTION!
GAS & OIL PROVIDERS, FIREWOOD DEALERS,
HEATING CONTRACTORS, STORM DOOR & WINDOW
INSTALLERS, FURNACE DEALERS & CLEANERS,
WOOD & COAL STOVE MERCHANTS, FIREPLACE
EXPEKfS & CHIMNEY SWEEPS, INSULATION
INSTALLERS, AND ANYONE ELSE INTHE BUSINESS
OF KEEPING CBW READERS WARM:
THE

HOME HEATING
RESOURCE
will appear in Casco Bay Weekly

on October 15

chClnges are S5. No refunds.
Private pctrty only.

Casco Bay Weeldy
55 1 A Congress 51.. Portland, ME 0410 I

used as yacht tender. $400. 767-4452
after 5 pm.

775-1234·

Please Recycle this Paper

33

Before our readers hunker down for another
Maine winter, they should know where their
next BTU is coming from.

Call Sheila or Michael at 775-1234
Advertising deadline: October 9

September 24, 1992
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men .. women
SWM. 33. 6'. 1651hs.. dark. attractive
sensitivetoothers. enjoys hiking. can~
trips in northern Maine. seeking sensible. giving. down-to-earth SWF.
tr1258 (10126)

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY CBW PERSONAL

(Galls cost 1.4g/min. Must be 18 or over. Touch-tone phones only. Casco Bay Weekly 207 -775-1234)

PASSIONRIOESAMADHORSE-Andl've
got season's tick8ts! You must be up to

women" men

thechal\ongeof~ao,;ngoppositeabright.

VivaCious. funny. pasisonate SW foninlsl-minded Italian leading lady. w~ 33
ATTRACTM DWF. 31. STABLE. honest.
years 01 dramatic experience. Your role
caring. romantic. intelligent. witty. profes- encolTll3sses strength. sensitivity. and
sional, smoker. looking for man, »40.
tho important senses- hurrour and adwith similar qualities for long-term mlalIOf11ure. Audlion today (no understudIionship. No druggies, hoiIvy drinkers or ies). r::BN Box 131 . 'Ir1127 (1<Y12)
hot tempers! '!rI179(1<Y19)
AUTUMN IS THE SEASON- Read your
ad & IhisSWF. 37. athletic. believes we
have a lot in common. butcan't contact
your call I. 11 interested. please call
mine. '11'1257 (10126)
BLUE-EYED. FIT SWF. 36. seeks date
for cousin's wedding: NlS. NlD. educated. fit. articulate professional who
enjoys dancing and wonl embarass me
in front of rrPf family. Could be1un!
'11'1177 (10/19)
HAVE YOU EVER MET SOMEONE and
the attraction was immediate and
strong? The sound of their voice kept
you wanting more? Biue 6'f8S. blonde.
lovely to look at and easy to know.
'11'1260 (10/26)

QUEEN BEE NEEDS HONEY! Looki ng
for fellow bee to stop and smell the
roses with me. Me: SWF. 3Os. blonde &
bright-eyed. slim. atlractive. professional. You: SWM. 3!;-45. sincere. professional. romantic. ready to see what
life has in store. Donllellhisone ny by!
CBW Box 140.

HEY. GET A LIFE ... with this nice SWF.
30. who wants a working. independent
SWM. 29-35. for the real thing. Must
love books and readi ng. '11'1240 (10/26)

SF. 43. ENTHUSIASTIC. compassionate. communicative. loves outdoors.
animals. country living. canoeing. biking. X-Cskiing. seeks thoughtful. openminded. active mantosharethegiftsof
life. trl026 (1015)

HONEST. EARTHY. CARING WOMAN
seeks like-minded. light-hearted male
who is emotionally open. "follOWS his
bliss". is musical and is evolving on his
path. '11'1173 (10119)

SINGLE MOTHER OF 3. likes candlelight dinners. dancing. etc. Seeking 51
DWM who likes the same. \1 interested.
please contact mefora lasting relationship. '11'1217 (10/19)

ME: TRIPLE AOUARIAN. 35. seeking...
YOU: Committed to personal growth.
grounded I1f Earth and guided I1f spirit,
connected to your inner-child. ike to play.
sing. dance and pray. '!rI188 (1<Y19)

I
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NICE-LOOKING. SLIM. PERSONABLE.
5'6". Intelligent woman seeking nicelooking man. 3()'SO. I can atlract goodlooking men. but I donlfindthem often.
'11'1199 (10/19)
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NO IFS. ANOS. OR BUTS- Atlractive
DWF. 46. who has her act together. do
you? Are you looking for that special
someoneto havefun wtth. create memoriOSwith. ortosharewith?Thencail me.
"1190 (10/19)
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men" women

AMUSING. BENEVOLENT. CHARMING.
dependable. eloquent. faithful. generous. honorable. imaginative. jocular.
knowledgeable. loving. musical. noble.
optimistic. passionate. Quamied. romantiC. spontaneous. ticklish. unatlached'
veracious. whimsical. xenophile. yielding. zesty- SWM. searching for a kind
woman who feels rrPf qualifications best
satisfy her needs. Race. age. proportions are unimportant! '11'1008 (1015)

n

SWF. 28. TRIM. I NEED A REAL MANNIS. NID guy who respects women.
enjoys music. movies. laughteranddirty
dancing. Call for more info. trll80
(10/19)

WHERE WE MENTTO BE? Pe1iteSWF.
21 . 5'1".IO'Ies hiking. camping. rafting
an the simple pleasures in IHe. Looking
for S1DWM with similar interests.
trl009 (1015)
WHITE GLOVES. BLACK SPATS- Let·s
shoW those raisins where irs at Step
out sulHlried prune. be nny dancing
date at the chem-free HalI_n rna&querade. '11'1262 (10126)

BII
Barrll
. Ltlnda
'

AQUARIUS. 51. IRONY- LIKEABLE.
wants to meet 35-55 classy lady who
has something between her ears! New
to area. enjoy many outdoor activities.
'11'1023 (10/5)
AT 34IBELIEVETHATINTEGRITY. selfrespect & kindness are all that marter in
life. If you feel the same. call me. NlS
please. '11'1148 (10/19)
ATIRACTIVE 28 y.o. SWM- Ladies. if
you're looking for some excitement in
your life. then I'm looking for you. Totally discreet '11'1172 (10/19)
ATTRACTIVE. IN-SHAPE MALE. personable. 46. seeking atlractivewoman. Tried
#5008 twice. couldn't leave message.
Please call. Othors. too. '11'1259 (10126)
AUTUMN IS THE SEASON Of rrPfStica\
enchantment! SWM. 35. looking for SWF.
3Q.43, for hiking & canoeing partner for
this fall. Must be a big. athletic giM. No
wimps.lam5·11". 158\bs. of1il man. I'm
agoodcookand housekeeper. Please call.
maybe we will fa\!in love. '11'1018 (1<Y5)
BORN IN PARIS. NOW IN PORTLANDOWM. 40. 57'. handsome. raised in
France and U_S.likes laughing. walking.
cooking. dancing and romance. Looking for same in SWF. 2!;-35. with a
pretty face. Looking to fall helplessy in
love. tr1124 (10/12)

wrnv.

CHARMING.
HANDSOME AND
MODEST. Wuddah combo! Friendship
precedes all. Tho WO!Id's rrPf oyster. Are
youtho pea~?Be inidesCOnt call! Tho best
S1.49 you'lI _ spend. '11'1189 (1 <Y19)
COlJ..O r::BN CAlL ClPID TO conjure-up
counterpart for cl_. creative. casual.

Childless.cm1~.charming.coIlegeclass
of74cast~ff? Could a conservative. car-

ing couple come about? '11'1252 (10126)
DESIRABLE WASP MALE (DWM) with
nice looks. sensi\ivi1y. and an aversion
to getting out of bed before noon on
weekends. seeks romantic intertudewith
hot-blooded. verbal Mediterranean
woman. tr1114 (10112)

INTERIOR OF MEXICO is ODr destination. Me and rrPf Greal Pyrenees are
headed out of the cold for the monthsof
January and February '93 in our WI
camper. Wearelookingforan adventurous woman to travel with us and share
our experiences and expenses. I am a
young 46 y.o. self-employed professional. physically fit and ready to do just
about anything. Bear is the best dog
ever. and a real pleasure to be around. II
interested write to usat P.O. Box 11296
Portland. ME.04104. Wecanarrangelo
meet and get to know one anolher before headino south. '11'1126 (10112)

OTHERS SAY I HAVE the most gentie
touch: Ihal I am loving. caring. giving.
~ 10 live with. great dancer. cuddly.
interesting. look 15-20 Yt eall.rs Ytoun~er
than rrPf middle age. In e Igen • SPIfItual. sensuous. and know how to please
a woman. I need someo~e who is educated. spontaneous. beauliful. well-endowed (for cuddling). and wanls to be
needed and loved. N/S. NIO. I sail. play
tennis. canoe and am otherwise very
eclectiC '11'1007 (10/5)

\

paSS this paper on

toa friend

I
.

person 01 the week
WANTON WOMAN SEEKS SINGLE STUD for lively
lifestyle, But seriously, if you'd like to meet an energetic,
vivacious, profeSSional, single woman over 45 to share
outdoor activities and lively conversation .. , Just Do It!
Call! -zr1244 (10/26)
Each week. a Casco Bay Weekly personal ad is chosen as CBW's "Person of the Week".and is
awarded two free movie rentals . compliments of Videoport. All personal ads are entered In the
drawing.
LIFE IS SHORT- Bright. healthy. SM,
FIRST TIME FOR EVERYTHING- SWM. twice divorced. never again. Seek bright.
24. in good physical shape. blonde hairl healthy. educated lady. SlM. for dinner
blue I!fes, returned to live in area in June. and a bit of romance. Portland-Western
Seeking SWF. 21-30. in good physical Maine. CBW Box t38. '11'1195 (tOlI9)
condition. to share common interests for
friendship. possible mlationship. I enjoy LITERATE.LIBERATEDANDTHINseeks
mIMes. travel. working out. and intelligent slender. witty and wise. Me: DWM. 42.
conversation (sick of bar scene). Children 6'. sanely unconventional: You: SlDF.
under 42. emotionally unencumbened.
OK. '!rI261 (10126)
We explore nature. inner and outer. Our
GARTH BROOKS. ANYONE? I'm an at- interests are catholiC in scope, eclectic
tractive. slim.23y.o.•clean-cut blond&' in pursuit. Race and background unimblue guy. living alone. and looking for a portant. CumbeMandiSagadahoc area
SF who'd like a first date to be the Garth preferred. CBW Box 137.
Brooks concert! I'm unhappily single.
and hoping to meet someone who val- LOOKING FOR A SPECIAL lADY- SWM.
ues monogamy. honesty.together ness- 30. 5'11". I love you ! Will you marry me? I
someone who's not afraid of the word do!! If these are tho words you have been
"commitment". Call or write soon. CBW waiting to hear. call me. '!rI016 (1<Y5)
Box 139. '11'1218 (10/19)
MY WHITE HORSE HAS GONE LAME.
HANDSOME BUT LONELY DWM. 40. rrPf a'rmor is alittle rusty. butthisadven5'6". 1501hs.• retired military. enjoys long turous SWM is still looking for a lady.
»45 y.o. NlS. SID. WIH who likes to
conversations over candlelight. Seeking SlDWF for long-lasting relatiOnship smile a lot '11'1115 (10112)
based on trust and understanding.
'11'1255 (10126)
IFYOUTHINKALL THE GOOD MEN ARE
TAKEN. think again! Happy. healthy.
humorous. attractive DWM wlvaried interests and adventurous spirit seeks
intefllgent. physically fit SWF. 33-45. wi
pretty face. for shared good times and
possible relationship. Let's talk and see
whore it goes! '11'1246 (10126)

SPAMSPAMSPAMSPAMSPAM-Now
that I have your attention (and you've
lost your appet~e). this "SAM" (DWM.
40.6'0". 170Ibs.•BRlGRN. prof.. NlS. NI
D) would like to meet you over dinner.
Please be intelligent. funny & gorgeous.
'11'1167 (10119)

SUPER INDIGINOUSLY AWARE. incredibly dancing free-spirit, 40s. seeks enhancement 01 this kindly. considerate.
wiklly fuIHO'Iing. emotionally tUned. affectionately accurate. walki ng on the heels
of the famous being. No ageism. sexism.
racism. boundries. Only the spiritually
aware may apply. '!rI03O (1<Y5)
SWM FEIGNS DOMINANCE IN BED- 34.
honest gentle. passionate. artractive.
intelligent dancer seeks mischievous WF
for loving. romantic. committed. equal
partnership in reall~e! '11'1256 (1<Y26)
SWM. 20. SEEKS LIBERAL F-I want to
meetwomenwho havean unusual sense
of humor. dislike of Republicans. and an
unnatural fear of responding to personal adS. '11'1194 (10119)

NO COSTOR OBLIGAnON- Doesn' hurt a SWM 28 SEEKING SWF. 20-35. Pertect
bit. do ~ now. In nny 60s and ready to go. match wOuld be N/S. atlractive. never
Love me and enjoy many things. Your married. no kids. professional. enjoy. fitness. movies. music. beach. camping.
1TlOYe, Iet's get together. '!rI193 (10119)
88O·s. dining out '!rI014 (1<Y5)
NO LUCK AT WORK OR BARS. Room- SWM. 29. FIT. TRIM. TANNED. secure.
mate suggested the Personals. I'm a Loves life. children. skiing. biking. water
SWM. 27. NlS. handsome. healthy. pro- sports cooking. Lookino for a woman,
fessional. Seek pretty SWF. 19-38. who 18-38: to have some fun with. Phon&'
prefers monogamous relationship. photo appreciated. CBW Box 128.
'11'1253 (10126)
'11'1123 (tOlI2)

TO MAKE A STUDY OF LlFE- Knowing
that to feel is more than fu nand psychological. it is everything and more. like
something quite incapable of dying because it is ever in error. '11'1249 (10126)

PREDICTION: WESIT TOGETHER at the
next kd lang concert Holding hands in
public. tr1121 (10/12)

men .. men
25. TALL. THIN. NON STRAIGHT-ACTING bootboy seeking skinhead. 'Ir1237
(10126)
ATHLETIC GWM. 22. INTO working out
and music. blond&'blue. N/S. straight
actingJ1ifestyle. Seeks work-out partner
& friends who are discreet Call soon.
'11'1107 (10112)

,

.-

F UR·WEEK
HOII to respond to a personal ad:
Just calf 1-900-370-2041 any time. 24 hours a day. from any touch-tone
phone! Enterthefour-digit 1t numberof the ad you wish to respond 10. tisten
to the greeting. then leave a response. (An advertiser may not have
recorded a greeting by Ihe time you calf. You may stilileava a message on
that person's line.) The date at the end of the ad is the last day to reply to
that ad. You may also choose to "browse" through all ads in a specific
category (companions and othero nol available to "browse"). Calls cost
SI.49/min. You roost be 18 or over.
To respond to a caw Box'. address mail to casco Bay Weekly. SS1A
COtIgress St.. Portland. ME 041 0 1. making sure to printthe three-digit caw
Box • clearty in the lower left-hand comer of the envelope.
To place a FREE ad with Perwonal CallI!!>. fill out the coupon and mail or
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MAN SEEKS MARRIED lADY- DWM. 31.
6'1". 170Ihs.• seeks MWF for occasSionai
love. companionship. sharing and caring.
I love to walk, talk and listen. I'll rub your
back until all your cares go away. I'm
gentle. understanding and passionate. Call
Me! '!rI221 (1 <Y5)

~

J ,':

Hi<; \:lear ~
. I sot fOlm 5,
row 3 (Ire! mr: File-,who pu.tS 0.. VIC/<S
nOSdhin9 u~ hl~ no~trils when he
So.~s a.ttenclef\ce
~o.ve 0.. Cold"

and ~e ~Sl\ '+ il~en
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Miss the
Personals
Deadline?

With Casco Bay Weekly
Personals NEW Instant
ad feature, you can
record your own voice
personal right now!

women (.. women

FAX rt (775-1615) to us. (If faxing. please photocopy the coupon first and

1

MOUNTAIN MAN- Masculine. fiL NlS.
decent person. looking for M companiOrVhelp-male for wood gathering. hiking. cross-country skiing. enjoying the
outdoors. Possible long-term companionship. '11'1178 (10/19)

HUG A TREE FOR JIM HENRY!

-- -

others

J

I

I WANT SOME EXCITEMENT- GWM.
5'11". 160Ibs.• BR hr/eyes. (ENGJITA).
This 20 y.o. enjoys reading. running.
movies. art and sciences. I'm open to
newideasand activities. Useyour imagination! CBW Box 133. '11'1168 (tOI19)

FOREVER FAITHFUL. but having second thoughts. MWM. 39. searching for
an attractive, understandi ng and sesuous
lady. a special friend. Must be available
for afternoon walks. talks. hugs. kisses
and possibly more. Age. race. marital
status not important. Sincerity. discretion and tho chemistry is. Please call.
tr1245 (10/12)

SOUTHERN BOY. 27. LOOKING for a
Yankee man to keep me warm this win- MARK- You called and said that you could
TWASONCEUPONAMIDNIGHrOREARY.
ter. I am full of hospitality. I enjoy mov- not make it. You saidyou,MOuld try to make
as I pondered weak and weary where a BiWM. GOOD-LOOKING AND BUILT ies. music. and home-cooked meals. it up to me and that yo~uld call later. I
have no way to get in touch with you.
friend may be. Bethymaiden fair. reply noL wants equally good-looking. athletic 'll'fl96 (10/19)
Please call me. -Barb. '!rI243 (10112)
never more. '!rI238 (1<Y26)
man. 18-32. for exercise. fun and friendWM. 26. 6'\". 1901bs.• BRIBL. attracship. '11'1191 (10/19)
MWC SEEKS SM OR BiF for fun. advenVERY BUSY. SUCCESSFUL PROFEStive. masculine. straight-acting. Notinto
SIONAL. atlractive. healthy. N/S. SWM. CARING GM of good looks/character gay scene. tired of meeting the wrong turous times. likes indoor sports and
29. No time or need for serious relation- seeks handsome. honest. Quality man. people. Many hobbies and interests. are 011'. Clean and discretion a must
'11'1216 (1015)
ship. Seek to Il1Mlt very artractive. classy 2!;-35 for friendship. hopefully more.
very discreet. You: 21-30. masculine.
older lady. 34-48. possibly lonely and de- Must enjoy the outdoors. travel. rosires occassional male companionship. mance and must be an exciting. fun- good-looking and straight-acting. for MWM WITH UNRESPONSIVE. uncon!We should both enjoy late evening dinners loving person. Me- masculine and in fun times. friendship and possibly mor~. municative spouse seeks F. singleor mar'll't251 110126)
ried. for Platonic. hands-off friendship.
together. friendship. great conversation. shape. '11'1120 (10/12)
Need someone to lalk to. not a lover. Is
spontaneous fun. '!rI02O (t<Y5)
YOU NEVER HAD A DAD? Hmmm! Vi- there aSa\1y forthisHarry? 'll'1169{1(15)
COMPATIBLE MATE SOUGHT by GWM.
YES. I REALLY EXIST. DO YOU? OWM, 50s- I'madventursome. secure. healthy. brant sophisticalBd father-figure. 56.
mid-30s. honest. sincere. caring. re- loving. sexual. hard-working. blue-col- seeks college-educated preppie. 25-35. MWM. 33- MY WIFE IS PREGNANT by
sponsible. atlractive. monogomous. lar. Into travel. outdoors. arts. antiques. with brains. looks and asense of humor. someone else. I need someone to talk to
humorous. energetic. romanlic. out- history. etc. Seek similar or younger! There's at least one out there. right? and hold me. I am looking for the same
thing that she gol. Help! fi'1166 (1015)
door-oriented. professional. Seeks fe- '11'1024 (1015)
'11'1170110119)
male with similar qualitieslinteresls for
MWM. 39. ATTRACTIVE. sensitive. senOOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE- 2 wild
lasting relationship. '11'1025 (1015)
suous, seeks lady. 25-40, for intimate
young males. 20 & 23. seeking somerelationship. Free weekdays. Discretion
YOUR SEARCH IS OVER- SWM. 26. at- thing hot for cool fall nights. If you're
req uested and assured. 'ZI'11.92 (1015)
tractive and physicallyfit. soeks pretty lady 18-24. fit & ready. let's start afire. CBW
who likes to laugh. for fun times and Box 136. 'll'f132 (10/12)
PIZZA HUT BRUNSWICK- You had your
possible relationship. Enjoys a variety of
acllvities from danci rlI¥movios to skiing & GOOD-LOOKINGGM.26.N/S. likesdanc- ARE YOU OPEN-MINDED? Atlractive boys. I had mine 914. I gave you my
other outdoor activities. Quiet times are ing. sportsandtravel.lnterestedin seeking MWM. 3Oish. would like 10 meet SlMWF business card. Forgot to get your phone.
similar for friendship and maybe more. for mutual satisfact on of navel fixation. Please call me. '11'1184 (1015)
important as well. '!rI176 (1 (119)
Please call me soon. '11'\247 (10/26)
Don't be shy. Belly butlons need love.
PROFESSIONAL MWM. 34. gmat-lookGWM.30. NICE-LOOKING. boyish. trim. too. '11'1241 (10/12)
ing. seeks females. f8-45. MIS. for exI'm caring and sensitive. but straight ATTRACTIVE BiWM. 34, slraight-act- Quisite and discreet encounters. Portland/Auburn area. '11'1175 (tOI5)
DISSATISFIED WITH CLUB SCENE- At- acting- please be same. 2()'37. I enjoy ing. masculine. seekingfriendsh ip. Let's
drivesinlhecountry.exploring. sponta- explore. Call now. '11'1242 (10112)
tractive. intelligent. ambitious but unSIT BACK AND RELAX- SWM looking
neity. Quiel times. nature. Looks aren't
pretentious GWF seeks same in 20-35 everything. but I'm human and like guys ATTRAGTIVE M. 32. SEXY BiF. 28. seel<s for female or couple who seek to have
y.o. female seeking venturous yet
with a thick head of hair that isn't too BiFforcompanionship. intimacy. Height! their tired loes licked and caressed.
grounded romantic relationship. Love
short (not a necessity!) I'm not in any weight proportionate. Will respond to Would like to hear from last weel<s sole
10 hear from you! '11'1220 (10/19)
mates. '11'1265 (10126)
way promiscuous (been with only a all. 'ZI'1198 (1015)
DYNAMIC PASSIONATE WOMAN- few). looking for friends and someone
ATTRACTIVE MARRIED MAN. 26. seeks SOLE MATES- TOOl. tOOl. toolsies. Ten
Come with me for a change in your life! special- Maybe you! '11'1187 (10119)
Littte Piggies. call them what you will.
Will send resume If deSired. My job will GWM . 33, 5'10'. 1451bs.. bl0 ndlbl ue. NI BiF or lesbian couple for discreet rela- but bnng them to we. No bUnions.
be to love you. Please be 35 or older. S. good-looking. straight-acting. mas- tionship. Come fOlWard. you will en joy '11'1174 (lOIS)
Sen..,ofhumoramust 'll'I264 (10126) culine. college-educated professional. it! '11'1254 (10/12)
TAKE A CHANCE- I'm a good~ook i ng .
GIRLS JUST WANNA HAVE FUN? SWF. Enjoys hiking. biking. camping. travel. 81M . 32. BiM. 34. BiF. 26- Seeking BV masculine. straight-acting. BiWM. 26.
Prefer
similar
younger
men
that
are
straight
in-shape
female
to
complete
26. seeking SWFs for friendship. fun
seeking G/BiWM. 2t-26. who is hand times. New to thearea? Single mother? truly into friendship first. with a possi- foursome. 18-25 preferred. All are in some. fit. masculine and readyforfriendbility of more. 21-36. no receeding hair.
DWF? Let's team up to fi nd intelligenL drugs. fals. fems. activists. CBW Box shape. professional.fun. Friendshipfirst ship. '11'1219 (fOl19)
good-looking men. 'Ir1182 (10119)
134. '11'\ 185 (10/19)
'11'1183 (1015)
WANTED: SWBiF- Couple. late 20s.
LESBIAN. 39. WARM. WONDERFUL & HEALTHY.GOOD-LOOKING. ENERGETIC. CORRECTION WITH AFFECTION- Dom. seeksBiFforfirsttimeexperi ence. Clean.
WITTY. seeks an atlracllve. i ntellectu- colTll3ssionate. I love life. the great out- WIM. maker of fi ne leather straps & re- discreet. atlractive- seeki ng same. Call
ally curious. spinted and sincere woman doors as well as arts & entertainment straints. seeks those interested in shari ng soon! Lel'sgettogether. '11'1171 (1015)
who isgenerous inemotion and charac- Looking for friends that are not superficial fantasies. fun.or private time.Femalesand
ter. for a possible connection. P.O. Box nor too serious. '!rI236 (1 <Y26)
co_uP_les
~
-,-pr_e1_
er_red
_._'!rI
_1_
97...:(_
1 01_5..:.)_ _
15442. Portland. ME. O4tOl .
HEY! WOW! WHAT AGREAT AD! Look- DEAN-Iwantyou! -GiMie. '!rI 239 (1(Y12)
LF. MUSLIM. PROFESSIOANL- In the ing to meet others forfriendship? We're .
closet. seeking other professional Mus- asmall group of GMs (in our 30s) . who DO YOU NEED AN ESCORT. or some SOPHISTICATED SINGLE MOM. 40.
lim and African American LFs for com- enjoy doing things together. You're company. or some special attention? seeking comfy living situation as homemakerlcompanion in Greater Portland
panionship. friendship. Enjoyment of crazy. nuts. bonkers if you don·t call. This sensuous MWFwili be glad 10 help
area while working and surviving. My
life a must! '11'1130 (10112)
'11'1122 (10/12)
you out! Just call me. 'll'tl17 (fO/12)
daughter is 5 years old. '11'1129 (10112)

I 1 :. ;
1.;

HOT TUB PLUS- BiWM. 40s. would like
to use a hot tUb. then recieve full body
massageliy male. Can travel. Send best
way to call. '11'1110 (10/12)

PERSONAL

companions

AD

Call
1-900-370-2041
call costs $1.50/minute
18 years or older
Touch tone phone only
Casco Bay Weekly
207-775-1234

Record your
instant ad now!

WITH

2S·Character Headline: includes spaces. be creative!

0000000000000000 000000000
Your Ad: first 25-words FREE with Personal Call4\)

Omen" women
o women'" women

Omen" men
o others
o companions

Confidential Information:
rtVe cannol print your ad wrthout rt .)
phone: _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ __
nwne: ______________________________
address: _ _ _ _ _--,_ _ _ _ _ _ __

then fax it. The newsprint doesn't reproduce wei.) The deadline for placing
personal ads is Friday at noon. FREE personals ads are 25 words or less
(including headline). and run four weeks. No personat ads will be accepted
over the phone. Personal CallI!!> ads with more than 25 words cost 50¢ per
additional word. We'lI send you a four-digit ... number(to appear in your ad)
and a security code for exclusive access to your responses through an 800line at no coslto you. Ads without Perwonal CallI!!> cost .50 per word plus
mail-forwarding or P.O. Box charges.
caw Box Is and P.O. Box Is cost $20 per two-week ad. Ads may be
paid for with Visa. MasterCard. local check or cash.

crty: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
state: _ _ _ _ _-

_ _ zip: _ _ _ __

First 25 words & headline
with Personal Call®: _--,-FREE=,,-_
add'i words

HOII to use your Personal call® mallbol:
After you receive your 1t number and private security code. you may
record your per90Nlf Introduction. Use your in1roduction to tell more about
yourself than your ad does. Give your first name. but DON'T give your last
name. phone number or address. Make sure you ask your callers to \eave
their names. phone number.! and the best times to call them. All introductions are reviewed by caw and go on line within 24 hours,

PERSONAL
category:
o women" men

HOW to place your personal ad:

t r",'
j

Pat Metheny. EverythingButtheGi~"Cll.
whoopiepies, Green MIn. Coffee.firelight.
woodsmoke. Fall skies. spanding eyes.
warmnin.l00'.4cotton.Thoeau.Emerson.
Frost.RoadNotTaken.sundaymomings.
inns. seilll theday and night Butthat's not
40 y.o. 5'9' RENAISSANCE MAN desires all- Call '!rI181 (1<Y19)
N/S. 3G-35. attractive professional who
hasdiverseinterests. Whatareyouwaiting
Classifieds:
for?Call now for details. '!rI186 (1 <Y19)
775-1234

SWF. 24- you're looking for a fun gal
with a full-figure. then I'm for you. I like
to dance. movies. lOng walk and BIG
men. '11'1013 (1015)

ernie ook

.

DIFFERENT DRUMMER- Ash blonde.
ocean 6'f8S. 36. 5'11".1651. handsome.
hopeful romantic. delights in simple pleasures: talks. walks. drives. Julia Fordham.

outdoorsy adventurers. Call before tho
Christmas rush! 'Ir1248 (10126)

TALL BRUNETTE SWF. 24. kind of shy.
seeks'hippyish". slim SM. 21-28. who
enjoys music. movies. recreational activ~ies (indoors & out). & isn't afraid of
commitment Long hair & the ability to
give a good massage a defi nite pi us.
NEWTOAREASINCELABORDAY-Ath- '11'1011 (10/5)
letic SWF. 37. N/S. 13O\bs.• versatile. WANTONWOMANSEEKSSING.ESlOO
loves animals. seeking a SWM. 27-37. for lively lifestyle. But seriously. Hyou'd
N/S. no dependents. with wide Inter" like to Il1Mlt an energetiC. vivacious. proests. old-fashioned. honest. for mean- fessional. single woman 0YIII45 to share
ingful relationship. marriage-minded. outdoor activities and lively conversa'11'1263 (10126)
lion... Just Do h! Call! 'Ir1244 (1M6)

•I

~

Your wish list- Secure. professional.

NEVER DONE THIS BEFORE- SWF. 23.
professional. Intelligent. NlS. 5'10". short
blond hairlblue lI'Jes. outdoorsy. seeks
SWM. 23-29 who's tall. N/S. educated.
adventurous. '11'1019 (10/5)

,,
I
1 t·~..l;~
I

tionandspontll1eousfunw~h2 S'IlWMs.

OUIET. FIESTY. SULTRY. educated
DWF. 41. 5'. l00lbs.. seeks an intelligent. funny. motivated gentleman with
integrity for good conversation (discussiorVdebates). walks. whimsy and
sharing madcap escapades. P.O. Box
11335. Portland. ME 04103. '11'1250
(10/26)

LOOKING FOR MORE- OWF. 40s. is seeking single man interested in having meaningful mlationship. Honesty and sense 01
hurror amust. Let's ll1Mltand see ~weare
compatible. '!rI165 (1<Y19)

,;..

YES.n£REISASANTAClAUS!2SWfs.
rTid-3Os.soekfriendship.oraalconversa-

SWM. BROWN HAIR. BROWN EYES
athletic. curren~y working at local radio
station. Also active in theater & singing.
Sense 01 humor a must. Love the outdoors. Can we talk? trloo0 (10/12)

LONELINESS IS OVERRATED! Seeking
COlTll3ny of GWF to share Ine's adventures.1I you are heighl/Weight prt(lOrtionate and not apprehensive about commitment. please call soon! '!rI022 (1<Y5)

GuIdelines:

@

.50 each: _ __ _ _

Without Personal Call®
all words @ .50 each: _ __ _ _

~erson~ ads are available for single people seeking relationships. Ads seeking to buy~r sell sexual

will be, r~s.ed . No full names, street addresses or phone numbers 'Nill be published. Ads
containing explICIt aexua1 or ..-,atorTicallanguage will not be published. We reserve the right to edit.
serv~

refuse or recategoriza any ad . Advertise,. must be avor 1eye..... 01 ago.

CBW Box or P.O. Box (add $20): _ _ _-'-_
Total: _ _ _ __
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Casco Bay Wel!kly

Will you know enough to vote?
Don't Depend on Broadcast TV to get the complete picture of Election '92

Check Public Cable First!

Draw Your Own Conclusions.

We can provide you with a more objective and informative way to participate in Election '92
through the campaign coverage exclusive to Public Cable's C-SPAN, CNN, Lifetime and MTY.

(-SPAN
If you are serious about participating in the Election '92 process, Public Cable's C-SPAN and CNN are entrenched as the
place to view politics. With C-SPAN's Road to the White
House series you get the complete picture unbiased, uninterrupted and commercial-free. Democracy in America on
CNN presents an in-depth look at the issues and provides
you, the voter, with day-by-day campaign analysis to help
you make the right choice.

[l3
LIFETIM
Lifetime Television examines
Women in Politics and highlights
issues crucial to women.
Through Public Cable the
Lifetime network focuses on
contemporary innovative
programs of special interest to
women who rule the majority
in America.

Electing a president is
something that everyone
can and should take seriously.
Public Cable's MTV continues to
impress upon young Americans
their obligation to vote through the
Choose or Lose political campaign.
MTV and The League of Women
Voters are influencing a record
number of young voters to
contribute to the '92 Election.

Call Now - offer ends soon!

775-3431 or 1-800-833-2253
Public Cable
Offer pd in Public Cable'.,....r round _idotaUall8Vi<e _ .
as defined by fnndIlH. s - _ _ .ppty. Offer ...... SeJ>-ber 30, 1~

